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Abstract
Aedes aegypti is the principal vector of dengue, Zika and chikungunya, viruses amongst the
most significant public health concerns globally. The unavailability of vaccines and specific
antiviral treatments for Aedes borne viruses (ABV) means that their management relies on
controlling the vector mosquito, Ae. aegypti, most commonly with the use of insecticides.
The reliance on insecticides for public health control programmes over many decades has
led to widespread development of insecticide resistance in Ae. aegypti. This study
investigated incidence of ABV and Ae. aegypti insecticide resistance in Colombia, one of
the most heavily burdened countries, using a multifactorial approach. Socioeconomic and
climatic factors driving ABV incidence in three distinct Colombian regions; Bello, Cúcuta
and Moniquirá were investigated. The results identify differences in burden of ABV between
the three Colombian regions and significant relationships between climate and
socioeconomic factors and disease burden were also identified. Temephos susceptibility was
profiled in Ae. aegypti larvae from the areas with lowest (Bello) and highest disease burden
(Cúcuta) and differential gene expression (DGE) associated with temephos resistance was
characterised using RNA-seq. Cuticle biosynthesis, ion exchange homeostasis, an extensive
number of long non-coding RNAs, and chromatin modelling were among the differentially
expressed genes in resistant Ae. aegypti larvae. The RNA-seq results also highlighted the
importance of using a field relevant susceptible comparator strain when investigating
resistance associated changes by identifying over estimation in DGE when resistant
mosquitoes of field origin are compared only with susceptible lab populations. This study
also trialled the novel use of Rapid Evaporative Ionisation Mass Spectrometry (REIMS) as
a potential tool for rapid phenotyping of insecticide resistance in mosquitoes. Classification
models built using the REIMS mass spectra were able to distinguish between temephos
resistant and susceptible larvae with high accuracy, therefore identifying REIMS as a
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phenotyping tool with potential to complement existing strategies. Together these findings
highlight the importance of using multifactorial approaches to increase understanding on the
incidence of ABV and insecticide resistance in Ae. aegypti.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction
1.1 Aedes aegypti
Aedes (Stegomyia) aegypti (Linnaeus, 1762), commonly known as the yellow fever
mosquito, is a mosquito species belonging to the Culicinae subfamily. The life cycle is
holometabolous comprising of four stages: egg, (Fig. 1.1A) larva (of which there are four
instars) (Fig. 1.1B), pupa (Fig. 1.1C) and adult (Fig. 1.1D). The immature life stages are
aquatic and the adults inhabit terrestrial biomes (Paskewitz, 1995). Adults can be identified
by the distinctive white markings on the legs and thorax (Fig. 1.1D) (Christophers, 1960).

Fig 1.1: Life stages of Aedes aegypti; egg (A), larva (B), pupa (C) and adult (D). Images
from Wikimedia commons (A,B,D) and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Imagebank (C). Image credit (C) Jesus Reyes (IAEA).
Ae. aegypti is native to sub-Saharan Africa, where it is believed to have originated from the
wild zoonotic ancestral species, Aedes aegypti formosus. It was in Africa that Ae. aegypti,
the domestic form of Ae. ae. formosus, arose before spreading into tropical and subtropical
regions (Brown et al., 2011). Despite its African origins Ae. aegypti has now also been
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reported in Asia (Kumar et al., 2014, Lin, Wang and Teng, 2014, Jabeen et al., 2019), Europe
(Scholte et al., 2010, Dallimore et al., 2017, Seixas et al., 2019, European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control and European Food Safety Authority, 2020), North America (Hahn
et al., 2017, Monaghan et al., 2019), South America (Kotsakiozi et al., 2017, Kuri-Morales
et al., 2017) and Oceania (Beebe et al., 2009, Hall-Mendelin et al., 2016) spanning a wide
range of climate types (Kraemer et al., 2015, Kamal et al., 2018) (Fig. 1.2). In recent years,
the global distribution of Ae. aegypti has increased significantly due to the abundance of
suitable habitats (Fig 1.2), changing climate, and human activities (Lwande et al., 2020).
The expansion of Ae. aegypti has also been facilitated by its overwintering capabilities, the
ability of Ae. aegypti to overwinter in low temperatures (<0oC) has been demonstrated in
field experiments (Kramer et al., 2020) and in cooler climates, such as those in Washington
DC, Ae. aegypti have been reported to utilise subterranean habitats for overwintering (Lima
et al., 2016). This suggests that low temperatures may not prevent expansion of Ae. aegypti
into cooler climates and this has been demonstrated by the reports of Ae. aegypti
introductions into European countries including the Netherlands (Scholte et al., 2010) and
the UK (Dallimore et al., 2017). Modelling studies have shown that climate change is likely
to result in a rapid increase in the distribution of suitable habitats for Ae. aegypti which could
see the mosquito’s distribution expand even further (Kamal et al., 2018, Kraemer et al.,
2019, Liu-Helmersson et al., 2019, Messina et al., 2019).
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Fig 1.2: The global distribution of Ae. aegypti. Occurrence records for Ae. aegypti are
depicted by purple dots. Shading of the map indicates the total number of life cycle
completions (LCC) per year which are predicted under current climatic conditions. Grey
areas were modelled to be unsuitable for Ae. aegypti. Map from Iwamura, Guzman-Holst
and Murray, 2020.
Ae. aegypti is an urban species and is rarely found more than 100m from human dwellings
(Reiter, 2010). It is also a container breeder, utilising flooded artificial containers as breeding
sites allowing it to remain near to human dwellings and reducing predation by aquatic
predators due to the small size of the containers. The ability of Ae. aegypti eggs to survive
desiccation inside these containers for many months has facilitated its spread across the
globe (Beckel, 1958, Christophers, 1960, Clements, 1992, Lounibos, 2002). Adults also
remain close to and within human dwellings which provide an abundance of resting sites
and human hosts for blood feeding. Female Ae. aegypti have a strong preference for human
blood feeding (Harrington, Edman and Scott, 2001), are active day biters both indoors and
outdoors and feed multiple times during a gonotrophic cycle (Scott et al., 1993, Harrington,
Edman and Scott, 2001, Halstead, 2017b, Captain-Esoah et al., 2020). The human feeding
preference, biting behaviour and urban habitat of Ae. aegypti makes it an efficient vector of
several human viral diseases (Morrison et al., 2008, Halstead, 2017b).
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1.2 Ae. aegypti borne viruses (ABV)
Ae. aegypti is a vector for several human viruses including yellow fever, dengue,
chikungunya and Zika, spreading the viruses between human hosts during blood feeding.
Ae. aegypti is commonly known as the yellow fever mosquito due to its primary role in the
transmission of yellow fever in urban environments (Christophers, 1960). The yellow fever
virus (YFV) is an RNA virus belonging to the Flavivirus genus that causes acute viral
haemorrhagic disease. Clinical manifestations of the disease can range from asymptomatic,
to a mild febrile illness which can develop into severe symptoms resulting in fatality
(Monath, 2001). Yellow fever was one of the most significant epidemic diseases from the
15th to 19th centuries and for many decades was one of the leading causes of morbidity and
mortality in South America and Africa (Bryant, Holmes and Barrett, 2007). The introduction
of a highly effective vaccine, yellow fever 17D, in the 1930s in combination with vector
control efforts led to significant declines in the incidence of yellow fever globally (Barrett,
2017). Despite the high efficiency of the vaccine in the control of yellow fever there are still
an estimated 130,000 cases each year (Garske et al., 2014).

Whilst the spread of YFV has been slowed significantly due to the introduction of a
successful vaccine other viruses transmitted by Ae. aegypti have seen dramatic increases in
recent years. The dengue virus (DENV) has been increasing dramatically in global incidence
and geographical distribution with an 8-fold increase in DENV infections reported to the
WHO over the past two decades alone, increasing from 505,430 cases in 2000 to 4.2 million
in 2019. The geographical distribution of DENV is also significant, with infection risk in
128 countries across all six WHO world regions (World Health Organization (WHO), 2020).
Modelling estimates indicate the true number of global cases to be around 390 million each
year with 96 million of those cases displaying symptoms (Bhatt et al., 2013). DENV is a
Flavivirus with four antigenically distinct serotypes (DENV1-4) which is transmitted by
16

Aedes mosquitoes, with Ae. aegypti its principal vector (Simmons et al., 2012). Disease
caused by DENV is classified into two major categories dengue fever, a flu-like illness, and
severe dengue. Severe dengue includes dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF) and dengue shock
syndrome (DSS) which have high fatality rates if untreated (Kalayanarooj, 2011). Dengue is
estimated to cause more than 9000 deaths globally each year (Stanaway et al., 2016). Whilst
there is an approved vaccine, CYD-TDV, its use is only recommended in areas where >70%
of the target population are seropositive for dengue (WHO, 2016). This is because whilst in
previously infected individuals the vaccine efficiency is between 68 and 90% (Yang et al.,
2018), in naive individuals the vaccine can increase risk of severe disease upon first dengue
infection (Halstead, 2017a). With no specific antiviral treatments available for dengue,
treatment is entirely based on the management of symptoms (WHO, 2012). The rapid global
expansion of Ae. aegypti has facilitated the large increase in dengue in recent decades and
further expansion is likely to result in even wider spread of dengue in the years to come
(Messina et al., 2019).

Ae. aegypti is also the principal urban vector for the chikungunya virus (CHIKV), an RNA
virus from the genus Alphavirus (Weaver and Lecuit, 2015). The first CHIKV outbreak was
reported in 1952 in Tanzania (Lumsden, 1955, Robinson, 1955) with a large number of
outbreaks then reported across Africa and Asia between the 1960s and 1980s after which the
incidence of outbreaks declined, and only sporadic cases were reported. The prevalence of
large CHIKV outbreaks began increasing again from 2000, with re-emergence across Africa
and Asia but also the introduction of the virus into previously non-endemic regions. CHIKV
is now known as a global pathogen with outbreaks reported in Africa, Asia, The Americas
and Europe (Zeller, Van Bortel and Sudre, 2016). The name chikungunya originates from
the Makonde word meaning ‘that which bends up’, in reference to the typical stooped
appearance of patients suffering with joint pain associated with CHIKV. Symptoms of
17

chikungunya include sudden onset fever usually accompanied by severe joint pain (World
Health Organisation, 2017). CHIKV is usually self-limiting with full recovery the most
common outcome however long-term complications including neurological complications
(Mehta et al., 2018), ocular manifestations (Martínez-Pulgarín et al., 2016), multiorgan
failure (Torres et al., 2015) and haemorrhagic disease have been reported (Mahendradas,
Avadhani and Shetty, 2013). There are no specific antiviral treatments for CHIKV and no
vaccine, treatment is instead focused on symptom management (World Health Organisation,
2017).

The Zika virus (ZIKV) is a flavivirus which is closely related to DENV and YFV (Kuno et
al., 1998) and was first described in 1952 following its isolation in 1947 from rhesus
monkeys in the Zika forest of Uganda (Dick, Kitchen and Haddow, 1952). The first outbreak
of ZIKV occurred on the Island of Yap in 2007, with 49 confirmed and 59 probable cases
identified (Duffy et al., 2009). Prior to this outbreak only 14 cases of Zika had been
documented with one of those being a laboratory infection (Simpson, 1964, Filipe, Martins
and Rocha, 1973, Moore et al., 1975, Fagbami, 1979, Olson et al., 1981) and transmission
of the virus had not been reported outside of Africa and Asia (Duffy et al., 2009). From 2010
incidence of ZIKV infections began rising rapidly with outbreaks reported across Southeast
Asia and French Polynesia. Zika was first reported in South America in 2015 and very
quickly caused large scale outbreaks across the region (Wikan and Smith, 2016, Song et al.,
2017). By 2016 Zika outbreaks had been reported in Africa, Asia, French Polynesia, South
America and the US and the WHO declared Zika a public health emergency of international
concern (PHEIC) (World Health Organization, 2016). The majority of ZIKV infections are
asymptomatic but symptoms include fever, muscle and joint pain, conjunctivitis, and rash.
There are also several known complications of Zika including Guillain-Barré syndrome,
neuropathy, and myelitis. Zika can also be transmitted from mother to fetus during
18

pregnancy causing serious congenital abnormalities, most commonly microcephaly, and
increasing the risk of stillbirth, miscarriage and premature birth (World Health Organisation,
2018). It was the identification of this association between ZIKV infection and neurological
disorders that led to the declaration of PHEIC for ZIKV in 2016 (World Health Organization,
2016). There are no specific antiviral treatments for ZIKV and no commercially available
vaccines (World Health Organisation, 2018).

The combined global impact of ABV is significant, with the Americas alone reporting over
11 million cases of dengue, chikungunya and Zika from 2012-2016 (Rodriguez-Morales,
Villamil-Gómez and Franco-Paredes, 2016). With climate change and increasing
globalization, the burden of these viruses is predicted to continue increasing over the decades
to come (Tjaden et al., 2017, Asad and Carpenter, 2018, Ryan et al., 2018, Messina et al.,
2019). The predicted increase in cases highlights the importance of effective control
strategies. The absence of vaccines and specific antiviral treatments means that the principal
way to control the spread of these epidemic arboviruses is through control of the vectors.
Control of Ae. aegypti mosquitoes has been, and continues to be, the primary method for
controlling dengue, chikungunya and Zika (Huang, Higgs and Vanlandingham, 2017).

1.3 Ae. aegypti control
There are several methods for controlling mosquitoes and specifically Ae. aegypti. They can
be broadly categorized as biological control, environmental management, genetic control
and chemical control (Becker et al., 2010). Biological control relies on the use of predatory
or parasitic organisms to target the pest species. Several predatory species have been
successfully used to control Ae. aegypti populations these include fish, mainly Gambusia
affini, copecods, Mesocyclops and Macrocyclops species, and larvae from the mosquito
genus Toxorhynchites. Microorganisms, with entomopathogenic properties, have also been
19

used in the control of Ae. aegypti. These include Bacillus thuringiensis israelensis and
Lysinibacillus sphaericus endotoxins, entomopathogenic fungi including Beauveria
bassiana and the use of Wolbachia bacterium to block arbovirus infection within Ae. aegypti
(Huang, Higgs and Vanlandingham, 2017). Release of Wolbachia infected mosquitoes has
recently been shown to be effective in reducing dengue burden (Utarini et al., 2021).
Environmental management focusses on reducing the contact between mosquitoes and
humans by modifying the environment. For Ae. aegypti one of the most successful methods
of environmental management is the removal of suitable breeding sites by covering water
storage containers and emptying or disposing of other unnecessary containers (Roiz et al.,
2018). Environmental management also encompasses community wide initiatives to
improve housing and water sources rendering the environment less favourable to Ae. aegypti
(Lindsay et al., 2017). Genetic control of mosquitoes is the use of genetic modification (GM)
to either limit the life of the mosquito or to confer viral resistance in mosquitoes (Flores and
O’Neill, 2018). A transgenic line of Ae. aegypti, OX513A, has been shown to be successful
at controlling Ae. aegypti through lethal effects on both males and females in laboratory
studies. Initial field trials of OX513A have also shown promising results (Harris et al., 2012,
Carvalho et al., 2015) however its widespread use relies on public engagement to instill trust
as GM mosquitoes have faced public opposition (Bloss et al., 2017, Schairer et al., 2021).

Despite the range of control methods available chemical control, the application of chemical
insecticides, is the most widely used method for control of Ae. aegypti. There are four groups
of insecticide that are approved for use in public health programmes; pyrethroids,
carbamates, organophosphates and organochlorines with organophosphates and pyrethroids
the most commonly used for Ae. aegypti control (van den Berg et al., 2012). The mechanism
of action for each insecticide differs depending on the chemical class from which it is
derived. Pyrethroids including permethrin and deltamethrin cause toxicity by preventing
20

closure of the voltage-gated sodium channels (Soderlund et al., 2002) whilst
organophosphates such as temephos and malathion block insect acetylcholinesterase (AchE)
causing an accumulation of ACh resulting in fatality (Fukuto, 1990). Application of these
insecticides can be aimed at targeting either the adult mosquitoes, through indoor residual
spraying and space spraying or at the immature mosquitoes via the application of larvicides
into the larval habitats (van den Berg et al., 2012). Insecticide application has been the
principal method for controlling Ae. aegypti for many decades and their continued use over
a long period of time has led to the development of insecticide resistance. Insecticide
resistance threatens successful control of Ae. aegypti and hence effective arbovirus control
(Ranson et al., 2010, Moyes et al., 2017).
1.4 Insecticide resistance in Ae. aegypti
Insecticide resistance refers to the inherited ability of an insect to survive exposure to an
insecticide at a dose that would previously have caused mortality (Matsumura, 1985). This
differs from vector control failure which refers specifically to when an insecticide is no
longer successful at suppressing the target species population or reducing disease
transmission (Dusfour et al., 2019). Insecticide resistance in Ae. aegypti has been reported
across many geographical areas including Africa (Rocha et al., 2015, Kawada et al., 2016),
Asia (Ishak et al., 2015, Li et al., 2015), South America (Aguirre-Obando et al., 2016,
Deming et al., 2016), USA (Estep et al., 2018, Kandel et al., 2019) and Europe (Seixas et
al., 2017). In response to the global nature of insecticide resistance the Global Vector Control
Response (GVCR) was set up by the WHO in 2017 (WHO, 2017). In addition to its wide
geographical range, insecticide resistance in Ae. aegypti also covers a wide range of
insecticide classes including pyrethroids (Sayono et al., 2016, Sombié et al., 2019),
carbamates (Bisset et al., 2013, Arslan et al., 2016), organophosphates (Chediak et al., 2016,
Goindin et al., 2017) and organochlorines (Ayorinde et al., 2015, Yadav et al., 2015). The
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successful control of Ae. aegypti, and hence the viruses for which it is a vector, is
compromised by this widespread insecticide resistance. Identifying where and when
resistance occurs and increasing understanding of the mechanisms that confer resistance in
Ae. aegypti (Fig 1.3) are crucial for ensuring continued success of vector control programmes
(Ranson et al., 2010, Moyes et al., 2017).

Fig 1.3: The known mechanisms of insecticide resistance in Aedes aegypti mosquitoes.
Including behavioural avoidance, cuticular modification, metabolic detoxification through
over expression on cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (P450s), glutathione S-transferases
(GSTs) and carboxyl esterases (CEs), and target site insensitivity through modifications in
the voltage gated sodium channels, acetylcholinesterase (AchE) and gamma-aminobutyric
acid (GABA) receptors. Figure created with BioRender.com.
The mechanisms conferring insecticide resistance have been well studied in mosquitoes and
several mechanisms have been identified including metabolic resistance, target-site
resistance, behavioural avoidance and cuticular resistance (Fig. 1.3) (Hemingway et al.,
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2004). Metabolic resistance refers to alterations in levels or activities of detoxification
proteins, typically involving increased activity of the detoxification enzymes; esterases,
multi-function oxidases (MFOs), cytochrome P450 monooxygenases and glutathione Stransferases (GSTs) (Hemingway and Ranson, 2000), all of which have been identified in
resistant Ae. aegypti populations (Francis et al., 2017, Ishak et al., 2017, Marcombe et al.,
2019, Namountougou et al., 2020). A total of 160 P450 genes, 49 GSTs and 26 esterases
have been identified in Ae. aegypti (Strode et al., 2008). Target-site resistance occurs due to
mutations in target-sites, most commonly sodium channel, acetylcholinesterase (AChE) or
γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor genes (Hemingway et al., 2004). Knock-down
resistance (kdr), an amino-acid substitution in the voltage-sensitive sodium channel, which
confers resistance to pyrethroids is the most reported target-site modification in Ae. aegypti
(Amelia-Yap et al., 2018). Mutations in AChE genes, of which Ae. aegypti has two
(Severson et al., 1997, Mori et al., 2007), have also been identified in resistant Ae. aegypti
populations (Muthusamy and Shivakumar, 2015, Hasmiwati, Rusjdi and Nofita, 2018)
however these reports are rare in Ae. aegypti comparative to other mosquito species.
Behavioural avoidance is defined as the ability of mosquitoes to escape an area treated with
insecticide (Chareonviriyaphap et al., 2013), this can include a change in feeding or resting
behaviour to minimize exposure (Amelia-Yap et al., 2018). Evidence for behavioural
avoidance as a resistance mechanism in Ae. aegypti has been reported (Paeporn et al., 2007).
Cuticular resistance refers to the thickening or alteration of the cuticle which results in
decreased insecticide penetration. Cuticular thickening (Wood et al., 2010), cuticular
alteration (Balabanidou et al., 2019) and differential expression of genes associated with
formation and maintenance of the cuticle (Yahouédo et al., 2017) have all be reported in
mosquitoes (Balabanidou, Grigoraki and Vontas, 2018). Whilst cuticular thickening or
modification have not been directly reported as a resistance mechanism in Ae. aegypti,
increased expression of cuticular genes has been reported in insecticide resistant Ae. aegypti
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(Lertkiatmongkol et al., 2010, Faucon et al., 2015, Seixas et al., 2017). Insecticide resistance
mechanisms rarely work in isolation and resistance is usually the result of a combination of
metabolic, molecular, behavioural and physiological mechanisms (Hemingway et al., 2004).
The combination of mechanisms conferring resistance differs between geographical
populations and there are also likely to be many other contributing mechanisms which have
yet to be identified.

1.5 Ae. aegypti in Colombia
Colombia, officially named the Republic of Colombia, is located in the North-West corner
of South America bordering Panama, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil and Venezuela (Fig. 1.3A).
Colombia is comprised of 32 departments (Fig. 1.3B) each of which is governed by an
elected governor and Department Assembly granting each department a degree of autonomy
(Parsons, 2020). Colombia is the third most highly populated country in Latin America with
a total population of ~50 million (Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadística,
2019). Across Colombia there is an estimated total of 140,612.82 km of suitable habitat for
Ae. aegypti due to climate characteristics; temperature, precipitation and diurnal range
(Portilla Cabrera and Selvaraj, 2020). Ae. aegypti has been reported in all 32 Colombian
departments (Guagliardo et al., 2019) and the arboviruses for which it is a vector have also
been reported in all departments (Instituto Nacional de Salud, n.d.).
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Fig 1.4: Map showing Colombia's location in relation to the equator (red line) (A) and map
of Colombian departments (B). Maps from Wikimedia commons.
Aedes albopictus, commonly known as the Asian tiger mosquito, is a close relative of Ae.
aegypti which also has vector capability for several human arboviruses (Gratz, 2004). Ae.
albopictus from geographical regions including Africa, Asia and Europe have been
associated with outbreaks of dengue, chikungunya and Zika (Paupy et al., 2012, Tsuda et al.,
2016, Giron et al., 2019) however in Colombia its distribution and role in transmission of
disease is largely unknown as studies have focused on the primary disease vector Ae. aegypti.
Ae. albopictus has only been reported in 15 Colombian departments however recent
ecological niche models indicate that Ae. albopictus could have a current distribution
covering 96% of Colombia (Echeverry-Cárdenas et al., 2021). Vectoral capacity of Ae.
albopictus has reported in other American countries (Gloria-Soria et al., 2020, Ricas
Rezende et al., 2020) indicating that the species may play a role in transmission of Aedes
borne viruses in Colombia, however the scale of this is currently unknown despite reports of
DENV and ZIKV infected Ae. albopictus locally in Colombia (Gómez-Palacio et al., 2017,
Pérez-Pérez et al., 2019).
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Dengue, Zika and chikungunya are amongst the most significant public health concerns in
Colombia. Dengue is hyperendemic in Colombia, causing an average of 84,926 cases per
year over the past two decades (1980-2019) and with active circulation of all four serotypes.
The public health problems caused by dengue hyperendemicity were further exacerbated by
the introduction of the chikungunya and Zika viruses in 2014 and 2015, respectively. In 2016
alone there was a total of 210,506 cases of dengue, chikungunya, and Zika across Colombia,
providing significant health and economic burden (Villar et al., 2015, Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO) and World Health Organization (WHO), 2018a, Bonilla-Aldana et al.,
2020).
Arbovirus control in Colombia today is focussed on controlling Ae. aegypti through an
integrated community-based approach combining enhanced vector surveillance, reduction
of environmental risk factors, improved laboratory and research resources and more rational
use of insecticides (Martin and Brathwaite-Dick, 2007, World Health Organization, 2012,
Guagliardo et al., 2019, Quintero et al., 2020). Wolbachia mosquitoes have also been
released by the World Mosquito Program as part of the attempts to reduce disease burden,
they were first released in the municipality of Bello in Antioquia in 2015 and their release
has since been expanded across Antioquia (Velez et al., 2020, World Mosquito Program,
2021). Historically control methods were not integrated and relied more heavily on the use
of chemical insecticides. Ae. aegypti was successfully eradicated in Colombia in 1961
following a PAHO eradication campaign across the Americas that utilised the
organochloride insecticide DDT. However, by September of the same year Ae. aegypti had
reinfested the Venezuelan bordering city of Cúcuta (Soper, 1963, Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO) and World Health Organization (WHO), 1967). The heavy usage of
DDT in the eradication campaign from the 1950s-1970s was followed by numerous reports
of DDT resistance in Ae. aegypti across Colombia resulting in the usage of DDT in Colombia
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being suspended in the 1990s (Ocampo et al., 2011, Maestre-Serrano et al., 2014, Aponte et
al., 2019). Since the suspension of DDT, two main classes of insecticide have been used for
Ae. aegypti control in Colombia; organophosphates and pyrethroids (Aguirre-Obando et al.,
2015). The organophosphate larvicide temephos was first used in Colombia in 1970
(Maestre-Serrano et al., 2014) with its continued use over many decades resulting in the
development of temephos resistance in Ae. aegypti in multiple Colombian regions (Ocampo
et al., 2011, Santacoloma, Chaves and Brochero, 2012, Grisales et al., 2013, Conde et al.,
2015, Aponte et al., 2019). Malathion, an organophosphate used to target adult Ae. aegypti
was introduced during the 1980s in Colombia (Ocampo et al., 2011) whilst pyrethroids such
as lambda-cyhalothrin and deltamethrin were not introduced into Colombia until the 1990s
(Maestre-Serrano et al., 2014). Widespread insecticide resistance screening was conducted
in Ae. aegypti across Colombia from 2005-2008 by the National Network for Surveillance
of Insecticide Resistance resulting in resistance being reported to all four insecticide classes
(Fonseca-González et al., 2011a, Ocampo et al., 2011). Whilst the insecticide resistance
detected in Colombia prompts questions on the efficiency of insecticides in the control of
Ae. aegypti control failure specifically has been less well documented. Increases in Ae.
aegypti borne disease have been observed in recent decades suggesting that control strategies
have not been adequate (Cantillo-Barraza et al., 2020). Frequency of insecticide applications
in Colombia is dependent upon the current epidemiological situation in each area and is
determined by local health authorities (Ministerio de la Salud, 2017), leading to differences
in intensity of insecticide applications across the country. The increasing reports of
insecticide resistance across Colombia have made control of Ae. aegypti borne viruses more
challenging and this has been further exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic (Burki, 2020).
The social distancing and lockdown measures brought in to reduce transmission of COVID19 have led to a reduction in the ability of public health authorities to complete door to door
mosquito control efforts. The pandemic has also increased the pressure on public health
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services adding further complication to effective vector control (Nacher et al., 2020, Poveda,
2020, Wilder-Smith et al., 2020).
1.6 Research aims
The economic and public health burden of ABV in Colombia remains high despite vector
control efforts over many decades. The reliance on insecticides and subsequent development
of insecticide resistance has significant impact on successful vector control. Early detection
of insecticide resistance, that has direct impact on decision making in IRM programmes
remains one of the main challenges to effective management of Ae. aegypti borne disease. It
is also important to consider environmental and socioeconomic factors which contribute to
disease as these may provide alternative control opportunities. This study provides an
investigation into Ae. aegypti borne disease and insecticide resistance in three distinct
regions of Colombia; Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá. Specifically, this study aims to:
•

Investigate the climatic and socio-economic drivers of dengue, Zika and
chikungunya transmission in Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá (Chapter 2).

•

Characterise temephos susceptibility in Ae. aegypti from geographically isolated
regions of Colombia; Bello and Cúcuta (Chapter 3).

•

Identify potential mechanisms conferring temephos resistance in Colombian Ae.
aegypti using whole transcriptome analysis to identify differential gene expression
(Chapter 3).

•

Assess the use of Rapid Evaporative Ionization Mass Spectrometry (REIMS) as a
novel method for identification of insecticide resistance in Ae. aegypti (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 2:

Climatic and socio-economic factors supporting the co-circulation of dengue, Zika
and chikungunya in three different ecosystems in Colombia

Published in PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases:
Morgan J, Strode C and Salcedo-Sora JE (2021) Climatic and socio-economic factors
supporting the co-circulation of dengue, Zika and chikungunya in three different
ecosystems in Colombia. PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases 15(3):
e0009259. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0009259
Graphical Abstract
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2. 1 Abstract
Dengue, Zika and chikungunya are diseases of global health significance caused by
arboviruses and transmitted by the mosquito Aedes aegypti, which is of worldwide
circulation. The arrival of the Zika and chikungunya viruses to South America increased the
complexity of transmission and morbidity caused by these viruses co-circulating in the same
vector mosquito species. This study presents an integrated analysis of the reported arbovirus
cases between 2007 and 2017 and local climate and socio-economic profiles of three distinct
Colombian municipalities (Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá). These locations were confirmed
as three different ecosystems given their contrasted geographic, climatic and socio-economic
profiles. Correlational analyses were conducted with both generalised linear models and
generalised additive models for the geographical data. Average temperature, minimum
temperature and wind speed were strongly correlated with disease incidence. The
transmission of Zika during the 2016 epidemic appeared to decrease circulation of dengue
in Cúcuta, an area of sustained high incidence of dengue. Socio-economic factors such as
barriers to health and childhood services, inadequate sanitation and poor water supply
suggested an unfavourable impact on the transmission of dengue, Zika and chikungunya in
all three ecosystems. Socio-demographic influencers were also discussed including the
influx of people to Cúcuta, fleeing political and economic instability from neighbouring
Venezuela. Aedes aegypti is expanding its range and increasing the global threat of these
diseases. It is therefore vital that we learn from the epidemiology of these arboviruses and
translate it into an actionable local knowledge base. This is even more acute given the recent
historical high of dengue cases in the Americas in 2019, preceding the COVID-19 pandemic,
which is itself hampering mosquito control efforts.
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2.2 Introduction
Vector-borne diseases are one of the most significant public health burdens globally, with
80% of the total world population at risk (World Health Organization, 2014). Arboviruses,
including dengue, Zika and chikungunya, are of particular concern due to the recent increase
in global cases promoted by the rapid spread of both their primary mosquito vector Aedes
aegypti as well as their secondary vector Aedes albopictus (Liu, Dehning, et al., 2017).
Dengue infection can be asymptomatic but clinical presentations range from mild dengue
fever (DF), a febrile illness similar to influenza, to the severe forms of dengue; dengue shock
syndrome (DSS) and dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF) (Kalayanarooj, 2011). Most Zika
(ZIKV) infections are asymptomatic, with only approximately 20% of infections causing
symptoms (Duffy et al., 2009, Song et al., 2017). The clinical presentations of symptomatic
ZIKV can include Zika fever, congenital Zika syndrome and Guillain-Barré syndrome.
Congenital Zika syndrome refers to a group of birth defects, notably Microcephaly, which
have been associated with ZIKV infection during pregnancy (Chan et al., 2016, De Barros
Miranda-Filho et al., 2016). Infection with the chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is characterised
by sudden onset fever, rash and arthralgia (Powers and Logue, 2007). Joint pain associated
with CHIKV is debilitating and whilst typically lasting a few days can last for many months
or even years (Dupuis-Maguiraga et al., 2012).
Dengue causes an estimated 390 million infections per year and has a distribution that covers
every continent of the world with the exception of Antarctica (Bhatt et al., 2013). The
number of global dengue cases reported to the WHO has increased 15 fold over the last 20
years, with deaths also seeing a significant increase (4-fold) (World Health Organization
(WHO), 2020). The first epidemics of ZIKV were reported in Yap, Micronesia (2007) and
French Polynesia (2013); outbreaks were reported in Brazil in 2015 and 2016 which then led
to a rapid spread of ZIKV to 48 countries within the Americas and the Caribbean (Baud et
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al., 2017). ZIKV epidemics have also been reported in Singapore (Ho et al., 2017), Vietnam
(Chu, Ngoc and Tao, 2017), Thailand (Ruchusatsawat et al., 2019) and Cape Verde
(Lourenço et al., 2018). CHIKV was first reported in Tanzania in 1952 and has since rapidly
spread across the globe causing sporadic and significant epidemics in Asia, India, Europe
and The Americas (Wahid et al., 2017). The epidemiology of CHIKV is notable due the
sporadic patterns of outbreaks, likely caused by introduction of the virus into urban
environments from the sylvatic cycle with nonhuman primates the most likely major
reservoir host (Diallo et al., 2012, Thiberville et al., 2013, Silva and Dermody, 2017).
Spreading from its ancestral home in West Africa 400-500 years ago via the slave trade Ae.
aegypti is found in tropical and sub-tropical regions (Powell, Gloria-Soria and Kotsakiozi,
2018). Meteorological conditions directly influence the incidence of arboviruses by
modulating vector mosquito populations. Conditions favourable to Ae. aegypti include an
ideal temperature range between 20 - 35°C for mosquito development, fertilisation and
vector competence (Morin, Comrie and Ernst, 2013). Increases in temperature also increase
viral replication rates within Ae. aegypti, increasing viral load and hence reducing extrinsic
incubation periods and increasing transmission (Ciota and Keyel, 2019). Non-climatic
factors promoting Ae. aegypti populations include vegetation index, urbanisation and
accessibility to human populations (Kraemer et al., 2015, Dickens et al., 2018). Latin
America is significantly affected by Ae. aegypti borne viruses due to its habitat suitability
for the vector, tropical climate and often limited medical resources and vector control
programmes (Rodriguez-Morales, Villamil-Gómez and Franco-Paredes, 2016, Lippi et al.,
2019). Colombia, located in the north-west corner of South America, has 140,612 km2 of
suitable habitat for Ae. aegypti throughout the country based on the presence of climatic
characteristics (Portilla Cabrera and Selvaraj, 2020). Ae. aegypti in Colombia has been found
at altitudes up to 2,300 m above sea level (Ruiz-López et al., 2016). The presence of Ae.
aegypti across Colombia is mirrored by a high nationwide incidence of dengue, Zika and
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chikungunya. Dengue has been consistently reported in Colombia over the past two decades
causing an average of 84,926 cases each year (1980-2019). Zika was first reported in
Colombia in 2015 and was followed by a significant outbreak of 91,711 cases in 2016.
Chikungunya was first detected in Colombia in 2013, causing 275,907 cases in that single
year (Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) and World Health Organization (WHO),
2018a). Colombia is now hyperendemic for dengue (Villar et al., 2015) as well as endemic
for both Zika and chikungunya (Bonilla-Aldana et al., 2020).
In addition to climatic variables, socio-economic (SEN) factors can contribute to the spread
of mosquito borne diseases. This is particularly acute with Ae. aegypti, a highly
anthropophilic species which lives within or in close proximity to human dwellings breeding
in domestic water storage containers. Poor housing construction together with high
population density and inadequate sanitation with little to no access to clean running water
are key SEN factors promoting Ae. aegypti populations (Spiegel et al., 2007). In the absence
of suitable vaccines for dengue, Zika or chikungunya, disease prevention is currently based
on Ae. aegypti control. This is challenging with a diurnal biting mosquito. A compound
effect is the development of insecticide resistance in populations of Ae. aegypti reported in
areas of Colombia (Granada et al., 2018).
This study aims to investigate the epidemiology of these three arboviruses (dengue, Zika and
chikungunya) co-circulating in a single vector species (Ae. aegypti) in three distinct ecosystems in Colombia between 2007 - 2017. In addition to having differing climatic and
socio-economic profiles the three locations selected as study domains - Bello, Cúcuta and
Moniquirá - have contrasting levels of Ae. aegypti circulation (Grisales et al., 2013, JaimesDueñez et al., 2015, Peña-García et al., 2016, Cantillo-Barraza et al., 2020). There is also a
higher prevalence of insecticide resistance in Ae. aegypti from Cúcuta, specifically to
common larvicides (i.e. temephos) used in vector control interventions for disease
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prevention (Grisales et al., 2013). The national vector interventions monitored by the
National Insecticide Resistance Surveillance Network (Colombia’s National Institute of
Health: INS) (Colombia MdlPSRd Instituto Nacional de Salud RdC, 2012), following WHO
recommendations (WHO) (World Health Organisation, 2009), continue to yield mixed local
outcomes in control of mosquito populations and arboviral diseases (Fonseca-González et
al., 2011b, Ocampo et al., 2011, Pareja-Loaiza et al., 2020). This study sought to assemble
and model comprehensive sets of data for this recent 11-year period to investigate the
climatological as well as the socio-demographic traits in these three locations that might
correlate with disease prevalence – a proxy for levels of vector circulation. This is with the
aim to elucidate the influencers from local ecosystems that could ultimately dictate the
efficacy of vector and vector borne disease interventions. A multifactorial approach of
several meteorological and socio-economic factors with disease incidence was used. The
results show that specific climatological factors are strong drivers for these arboviral
diseases to which contextual socio-economical characteristics can act as modifiers.
Importantly, a discriminatory pattern between these three diseases was identified
highlighting unexpected dynamics of transmission between Zika and dengue particularly in
an area of high dengue circulation.
2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1 Study Locations
Three study municipalities: Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá (Fig. 2.1) were chosen due to their
geographical separation, and distinct climate characteristics, demographics and burden of
Ae. aegypti borne diseases (Table 2.1).
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Fig 2.3. Map of Colombia showing the location of each municipality within their political divisions (departments).
Departments are the largest units of local government answerable to the country’s national government. (A) Department of Antioquia governs Bello
which is denoted as a small blue area. (B) Department of Norte de Santander has as its capital Cúcuta, a city (red) to the East of this department that
shares the border with Venezuela. (C) Department of Boyacá has the municipality of Moniquirá (green). Map base layers were obtained from
https://data.humdata.org/dataset/colombia-administrative-boundaries-levels-0-3.
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Table 2.1. Climate, population and disease incidence for each municipality.
Elevation, yearly precipitation, mean temperature and humidity were calculated from climatological data for 1981-2010 (Instituto de Hidrología,
2014). Population for each municipality calculated from 1985-2020 population projections (Source: National Administrative Department of
Statistics: www.dane.gov.co (Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadística, 2019)).There were increases in population size during the study
period in Bello (388,401 in 2007 and 473,423 in 2017) and Cúcuta (599,905 in 2007 and 662,673 in 2017) but population remained relatively stable
in Moniquirá (21,785 in 2007 and 21,284 in 2017). Disease incidence: Burden of Ae. aegypti borne diseases in cases per 100,000 people, calculated
by taking number of cases and population in each year independently and combining these to give total incidence for all years (2007-2017) (Instituto
Nacional de Salud, n.d.). Elevation in metres (m), precipitation in millimetres (mm) and temperature in degrees Celsius (oC).
Municipality

Elevation
(m)

Annual
Precipitation
(mm)

Mean
Temperature
(oC)

Bello

1438

1542.44

21.96

Mean
Relative
Humidity
(%)
76.80

Climate
Classification
(Caldas-Lang)

Population

Disease
Incidence
(per 100,000)

356,504

1301

71.05

Temperate SemiWet
Warm Semiarid

Cúcuta

250

904.18

27.19

558,599

6094

Moniquirá

1700

2006.25

19.09

76.53

Cold Humid

21,249

4669
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2.3.2 Disease Incidence Data
Cases of dengue, severe dengue (dengue shock syndrome and dengue haemorrhagic fever),
chikungunya and Zika reported in each epidemiological week were obtained for the period
of 2007 to 2017 from SIVIGILIA (National Public Health Surveillance System, Colombian
National Institute of Health) (Instituto Nacional de Salud, n.d.). This period of study (20072017) had consistent reporting of dengue along with the epidemics of both Zika and
chikungunya. Chikungunya was first reported in 2014 and Zika in 2015. For the purpose of
analysis week 53 was removed from any years in which there were 53 epidemiological weeks
(2008 and 2014) this ensured continuity across the data set with all years comprising of 52
weeks when analysed. Only cases confirmed by SIVIGILIA were used in this analysis,
confirmations are made based on laboratory tests and epidemiological links.
2.3.3 Climate Data
Daily weather data for Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá were obtained from the NASA Langley
Research Center (LaRC) POWER Project (NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
POWER Project, 2020). The meteorological data has a resolution of 0.5o latitude and 0.5o
longitude, with data taken from 6.3367o latitude and -75.5596o long for Bello, 7.8891o
latitude and -72.4967o for Cúcuta and 5.879o latitude and -73.5736o longitude for Moniquirá.
The weather data was obtained for the same time period as the disease incidence data (20072017) and converted to epidemiological weeks to correspond with the dates of the disease
incidence data. The weather variables included for each municipality were: maximum
temperature (Tmax), minimum temperature (Tmin), average temperature (Tavg), maximum
wind speed (WSmax), minimum wind speed (WSmin), average wind speed (WSavg), total
precipitation and average humidity (Havg).
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2.3.4 Population and socio-economic data
Population data for each municipality were obtained using population projections by
Colombia’s

National

Administrative

Department

of

Statistics

(Departamento

Administrativo Nacional de Estadística) (DANE) (www.dane.gov.co) (Departamento
Administrativo Nacional de Estadística, 2019). The multidimensional poverty index (MPI)
was implemented by the Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative and the United
Nations Development Programme’s Human Development Report Office as a direct method
for measuring poverty (Alkire and Santos, 2014). The MPI at municipality level was
obtained from DANE using data collected in the 2018 National Population and Housing
Census and using the indicators and respective weightings listed in Appendix A1 (DANE,
2020). The overall multidimensional poverty index for each study municipality is shown in
Table 2 along with the values for each socio-economic indicator in each municipality. The
socioeconomic variables included in the MPI calculation and their specific interpretation
within Colombia are explained in Appendix A1. The overall MPI calculations can be
interpreted as higher values indicating higher proportion of the population in poverty.
Households with values of > 33.3% in any indicators are classed as poor.
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Table 2.2: Socio-economic variables for the three municipalities of Bello, Cúcuta and
Moniquirá overall and for each individual indicator. The socioeconomic variables
included in the MPI calculation and their specific interpretation within Colombia are
explained in Appendix A1. The overall MPI calculations can be interpreted as higher values
indicating higher proportion of the population in poverty.
Indicator

(a)

Total by Municipality (%)
Bello
Cúcuta
Moniquirá

Socio-economic Status
Multidimensional Poverty Measure (a)
14.2
25.7
Education
Illiteracy
4.4
8.4
Low Educational Achievement
36.5
46.7
Childhood and Youth
School lag/failure
13.2
17
School absence
2.8
4.6
Barriers to early childhood services
1.8
2.2
Child labour
0.5
1.1
Health
No health insurance
19.2
17.5
Barriers to health services
2.8
5.2
Employment
Informal work
72.7
87
Dependency rate
25.4
34.3
Housing Conditions
No access to improved water
5.6
3.9
Inadequate excreta disposal
5.5
5.8
Inappropriate flooring material
0.7
3.6
Inappropriate wall exterior
1.4
6.1
Critical overcrowding
5.6
16.4
Calculated using the data in Appendix A1. Households are considered

27.1
15.3
59.4
11.1
3.8
1.6
1.2
12.4
2.9
85.7
29.2
20.4
12.1
4.3
0.6
4.7

multidimensionally poor if their MPI is ≥ 33.3%, meaning they are deprived in at least
one third of the indicators.
2.3.5 Statistical analysis
2.3.5.1 Patterns of disease incidence by location
Differences in the total burden of all three Ae. aegypti borne viruses as well as the individual
burden of dengue and severe dengue were investigated using the total number of cases from
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2007-2017. Poisson Generalised Linear Models (GLMs) were initially carried out because
they allow for examination of non-linear data with response variables that are not normally
distributed (Wood, Simon, 2017), revealing overdispersion (data variance greater than
expected for the given model) statistics of 545, 542 and 123 for total disease, dengue and
severe dengue respectively. To correct for the large overdispersion the GLMs were
recalculated with negative binomial errors (Thomas, 2017) using the glm.nb function of the
R package MASS (W. N. Venables and B. D. Ripley, 2002). Differences between all three
municipalities were tested with Tukey pairwise comparisons using the glht function of the
multcomp R package (Torsten, Frank and Westfall, 2008). Incidence of chikungunya in 2015
was initially modelled using a Poisson GLM which revealed an overdispersion statistic of
2.9. The standard errors were therefore corrected using quasi-GLMs where the variance was
theta x mu. Where mu was the mean of the dependant variable and theta the dispersion
parameter of the quasi-GLMs (Thomas, 2017). Quasi-GLMs were conducted using the glm
function from the R package stats (R Core Team, 2020). Zika incidence was modelled for
the year 2017 only, initially a Poisson GLM was used and an overdispersion statistic of 99
was detected. As the overdispersion statistic was above 20 it was corrected for using negative
binomial errors (Thomas, 2017). Total Ae. aegypti borne disease and dengue incidence were
also modelled for 2015 and 2016 using quasi-GLMs to account for low level overdispersion
except for total disease in 2016 which had a dispersion statistic of 90 and was therefore
modelled with a negative binomial GLM. Population was used as an offset in all models in
order to standardise disease incidence by population size.
2.3.5.2 Patterns of disease incidence over time
For the pattern of disease over time total yearly incidence data was used. Poisson GLMs
were initially used to model each disease in each municipality but overdispersion was
detected in some models, hence error distributions were adjusted accordingly. For Bello
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incidence of both total disease (dengue, severe dengue, chikungunya and Zika) and dengue
alone were modelled using quasipoisson GLMs, correcting for overdispersions of 3.69 and
3.63 respectively. For Cúcuta a negative binomial GLM was required for total disease
incidence in order to correct for overdispersion of 32.52 and quasi-GLM was used for dengue
incidence due to slight overdispersion of 4.87. Severe dengue incidence in Cúcuta was not
found to be significantly overdispersed when modelled with a Poisson GLM (overdispersion
statistic = 1.79), as the overdispersion statistic was <2. For Moniquirá both total disease
incidence and dengue incidence alone were modelled using quasi-GLMs, correcting for
respective overdispersion statistics of 2.39 and 2.34 (Thomas, 2017). Population was used
as an offset in all models in order to standardise disease incidence by population size. All
quasi-GLMs were conducted using the glm function from the R package stats (R Core Team,
2020) and negative binomial GLMs used the glm.nb function of the R package MASS (W.
N. Venables and B. D. Ripley, 2002). Differences between the years were tested with Tukey
pairwise comparisons using the glht function of the multcomp R package (Torsten, Frank
and Westfall, 2008).
2.3.5.3 Patterns of climate over time and between municipalities
Patterns in climate over time in each municipality were visualised by fitting the data with a
non-parametric approach (locally weighted scatterplot smoothing) as implemented in R’s
ggplot2 loess (local polynomial regression fitting) method. Local fitting uses the distance of
data in the neighbourhood of each dependent variable (time) to weight the least squares of
the independent variable (climate variable quantitative measurement). The size of the
neighbourhood is controlled by the ggplot’s span parameter in geom_smooth or stat_smooth.
The default span applied here uses tricubic weighting (proportional to (1 − (distance/max
distance)^3)^3) (Cleveland, Grosse and Shyu, 2018).Tukey’s Honest Significant difference
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method was used following an ANOVA to test for differences in each climate variable
between the study municipalities using the R package stats (R Core Team, 2020).
2.3.5.4 Generalised additive models
The correlations between climatic variables and the total disease incidence (dengue, severe
dengue, chikungunya and Zika) across all three locations were investigated using a
generalised additive model (GAM). The weekly disease incidence and weather data for each
municipality was converted into 4-week data, matching the dates of epidemiological months.
Combining the data into 4-week periods rather than individual weeks reduced zero inflation
improving the reliability of the GAM outputs. All climate variables were lagged by plausible
time lags for their effect on disease incidence, of 4 and 8 weeks. Square root transformations
were used for total disease incidence and each weather variable due to non-normal
distribution. Generalised additive models were chosen due to their ability to model nonlinear relationships between a response variable (disease incidence) and multiple
explanatory variables (climate variables) (Zuur et al., 2009). A quasi-maximum likelihood
Poisson GAM was used in order to prevent possible overdispersion (Thomas, 2017).
Population size was used as an offset to standardise disease incidence by population. Initially
all climate variables with both 4 and 8-week time lags were assumed to have a non-linear
relationship and were therefore modelled as smoothed terms. Subsequent analysis of the
effective degrees of freedom (edf) was used to identify variables with edf = 1.0, suggesting
linearity. These variables were then included in the model as linear rather than smoothed
terms. Generalised cross validation (GCV) was used to determine the most appropriate
model. Generalised additive modelling and subsequent model validation was conducted
using the R package mgcv (Wood, Pya and Saefken, 2016). Visualisation of GAM
estimations were conducted using the mgcViz R package (Fasiolo et al., 2018).
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2.3.5.5 Socio-economic factors
Principal components analysis (PCA) was used for dimensional reduction to allow the
inclusion of socio-economic data with previously compiled geographic and climate data.
The PCA was conducted using the R package stats (R Core Team, 2020) and visualisations
of the PCA were created using the factoextra R package (Kassambara and Mundt, 2020).
2.4 Results
2.4.1 General disease incidence between 2007 – 2017
Dengue was the most prevalent of the three diseases throughout Colombia (Fig. 2.2). Cúcuta
carried the highest disease burden of the three municipalities followed by Moniquirá, with
Bello having the lowest disease incidence. The total number of confirmed cases of all Ae.
aegypti borne diseases (dengue, severe dengue, chikungunya and Zika) during the period of
2007 - 2017 were 5,727, 32,328 and 1,005 in Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá respectively. The
breakdown of cases per 100,000 people of all three diseases between 2007 and 2017 in these
locations were 1,301, 6,094 and 4,669 in Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá, respectively. When
discriminating by disease per 100,000 people, the incidence of dengue was 1,263 in Bello,
5,106 in Cúcuta and 4,566 in Moniquirá. Chikungunya had 27 cases in Bello, 154 in Cúcuta
and 61 Moniquirá. Incidence of Zika was lowest in Bello with 11 cases compared to 834 in
Cúcuta and 42 in Moniquirá.
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Fig 2.2: Arboviral diseases in Colombia per 100,000 population for the period of 20072017. (A) Number of total Ae. aegypti borne diseases in Colombia. (B) Number of cases of
dengue, (C) chikungunya and (D) Zika. Map base layers were obtained from
https://data.humdata.org/dataset/colombia-administrative-boundaries-levels-0-3.

For visualisation of the spread of disease data over the study period, 4-week smooth moving
averages (SMA) were applied (Fig. 2.3). SMA were only used for data visualisation (Fig.
2.3) and not during the analysis of the disease data. Dengue and severe dengue were
consistently reported throughout the period of 2007-2017. Dengue data showed at least three
spikes: one in 2009 (Fig. 2.3), followed by two more by the end of 2014 and beginning of
2017.The latter of these peaks started approximately two years prior (2015) (Fig. 2.3).
Chikungunya cases were only reported between 2014-2017, hence Fig. 2.3 shows
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chikungunya cases for this time period only. This was similar for Zika, whose first cases
were reported in 2015, with the highest number of cases reported in week 468 in 2016 (Fig.
2.3). There were no obvious seasonal patterns in disease incidence reported across the three
municipalities (Fig. 2.3), due to the close location of the study municipalities to the Equator.
However the major peaks depicting the chikungunya (2015) and Zika (2016) outbreaks in
Cúcuta (2015) both occurred within the early part of the year, with cases beginning to
increase from the last few months of the previous year, this is also true of the spike in severe
dengue in Cúcuta in 2010. Whilst Colombia is an Equatorial country and does not experience
distinctive seasonal patterns in climate incidence, the spike in severe dengue in Cúcuta in
2010 corresponds to higher than average temperatures as identified by analyses of
meteorological characteristics conducted in this paper. The timings of the chikungunya and
Zika peaks do not however correspond to any deviations in meteorological characteristic
averages and are more likely due to the timing of importation of the viruses into the local
areas.
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Fig 2.3: Data granularity for disease reported from 2007 -2018. Smooth moving averages
(SMA) 4-week time series of dengue (2007 – 2018), severe dengue (2007-2018),
chikungunya (2014-2018) and Zika (2015-2018) cases per 100,000 people in Bello, Cúcuta
and Moniquirá.
2.4.2 Patterns of disease incidence per location
Total disease incidence over the 11-year period was significantly lower in Bello than in
Cúcuta (p = < 0.001) and Moniquirá (p = 0.005) (Fig. 2.4A) for all three diseases. The
number of dengue cases were similarly high between Moniquirá and Cúcuta (p = 0.99).
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However, severe dengue incidence was significantly different across all three municipalities:
Cúcuta had the highest burden of severe dengue when compared to both Bello (p = <0.001)
and Moniquirá (p = 0.005), and Moniquirá had a significantly higher burden of severe
dengue when compared to Bello (p = 0.047) (Fig. 2.4A).
The incidence data were also analysed separately for the years when the outbreaks of
chikungunya and Zika were reported, 2015 and 2016, respectively (Fig. 2.4B and 2.4C). This
allowed for a more directly and meaningful comparison of the burden represented by these
three diseases. Cases of chikungunya in 2015 were not significantly different between any
of the municipalities (Fig. 2.4B). However, Cúcuta had significantly higher incidence of
Zika than both Bello (p ≤ 0.001) and Moniquirá (p ≤ 0.001) (Fig. 2.4C). Interestingly, in the
same year of the Zika outbreak (2016) each municipality had a significantly different number
of dengue cases. Cúcuta had the lowest incidence of dengue, and Moniquirá the highest (Fig.
2.4C). While Cúcuta had the highest incidence of dengue in previous years, in 2016 the same
location experienced the lowest incidence of dengue accompanied by the highest incidence
of Zika (Fig. 2.4C).
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Fig 2.4: Total number of cases of dengue, severe dengue, chikungunya and Zika per
100,000 in the three municipalities. (A) 2007-2017, (B) 2015 and (C) 2016. The letters
indicate significance of post-hoc Tukey test, where letters are different this indicates a
significant difference (p ≤ 0.05).
2.4.3 Patterns of disease incidence during 2007 – 2017
The number of cases per 100,000 people in each year for dengue, severe dengue,
chikungunya and Zika were compared from 2007 to 2017 in Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá
(Fig. 2.5). The initial cases of Zika were first confirmed in Colombia in 2015, with cases
reported in both Bello and Cúcuta from that year onwards. The first Zika case in Moniquirá
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was not confirmed until 2016. Whilst cases of Zika were relatively low in Bello and
Moniquirá, Cúcuta experienced large outbreaks (Fig. 2.5).
The data analysed per location (Fig. 2.4) and per year (Fig. 2.5) suggested that Zika displaced
dengue in Cúcuta from 2015 to 2016. The number of Zika cases per 100,000 population in
2015 were 125 and 705 in 2016 whilst dengue was present in 313 and 150 cases, respectively
(Fig. 2.5B). On the other hand, in Bello and Moniquirá, where the incidence of Zika was
much lower (Bello; 1 in 2015 and 3 in 2016, Moniquirá; 0 in 2015 and 42 in 2016), there
was an incremental trend for dengue during this same transition from 2015 to 2016 (Fig.
2.5A and 2.5C). Following the significantly high dengue incidence in Bello and Moniquirá
in 2016, the incidence stabilised, and the incidence reported in 2017 were not statistically
different to that of years prior to 2016. This was not the case however in Cúcuta where
incidence of dengue continued to fall, with the lowest incidence of the study period observed
in 2017 (Fig. 2.5B). In 2017 incidence of Zika was also much lower with only 3 cases per
100,000 people reported in Cúcuta in 2017 (Fig. 2.5A and 2.5C).
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Fig 2.5: Annual cases of dengue, severe dengue, chikungunya and Zika per 100,000
people. (A) Bello, (B) Cúcuta and (C) Moniquirá. The letters indicate significance of posthoc Tukey test, where letters are different this indicates a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05).
Post-hoc Tukey tests show differences between years within each municipality. Note the
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spike in cases of dengue in 2010 in all three locations and the opposite trend in cases of Zika
and dengue for Cúcuta (B) between 2015 and 2016.
2.4.4 Effect of climate on disease incidence
The geographical settings for the three locations studied here Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá
(Table 2.1) determine three different climate systems – ecosystems. These three different
ecosystems are expected to establish contrasting behavioural patterns for the mosquito vector
species that transmit dengue, Zika and chikungunya. The results presented in this section
related to the quantitative climate variables as explained in Methods and inferred here to be
proxy determinants of disease transmission by Ae. aegypti. Initially the climate variables of
each municipality from 2007-2017 were summarised using LOESS to show the patterns over
time (Fig. 2.6). All parameters used here for temperature (Tmax, Tmin, Tavg) and wind
speed (WSmax, WSmin, WSavg) were highest in Cúcuta. Bello had the lowest wind speed
and highest relative humidity (Havg) and precipitation. There was a large fluctuation of 8oC
in Tmax and 5oC in Tavg in 2010 in all three locations (Fig. 2.6). Otherwise the recorded
climatic variables fluctuate within a similar range throughout these 11 years. The variability
between municipalities was greater than within and therefore granted the GAMs as applied
in this study. The climate experienced by the three municipalities was significantly different
(p = <0.001) over this 11-year period for all the climate parameters included in this study
(Appendix A2).
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Fig 2.6: Data for climate in the municipalities of Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá
between 2007 and 2017. Maximum temperature (Tmax), minimum temperature (Tmin),
average temperature (Tavg), maximum wind speed (WSmax), minimum wind speed
(WSmin), average wind speed (WSavg), precipitation and average relative humidity
(Havg), for Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá between 2007 and 2017 fitted using LOESS.
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Potential relationships between the time series climate data and total disease incidence were
explored in Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá at shorter 4 and 8-week time lags using a
generalised additive model (GAM) as explained in Methods. The estimates from the
quasipoisson GAM explained 57.6% of the variance in total disease incidence over time
(Table 2.3). Effective degrees of freedom (edf) close to 1 represent relation close to linearity
while high edf values for the smooth terms suggest that the relationship between climatic
variables and disease incidence is non-linear. The GAM identified significant relationships
between disease incidence and precipitation at 4 and 8-week lags, average humidity (4-week
lag), minimum temperature (4 and 8-week lags), average temperature (8-week lag),
maximum wind speed (4 and 8-week lag) and average wind speed (4-week lag) (Table 2.3).
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Table 2.3: Quasi-GAM model estimates of the effects of climate variables on total
disease incidence in Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá. Climate variables: maximum
temperature (Tmax), minimum temperature (Tmin), average temperature (Tavg), maximum
wind speed (WSmax), minimum wind speed (WSmin), average wind speed (WSavg), total
precipitation and average humidity (Havg) with 4 (lag4) and 8 (lag8) week time lags. The
model statistics, GCV is the minimised generalised cross validation which was used for
smoothness selection. Explained variance is the percentage of total variance the Quasi-GAM
model could explain. For smooth terms the effective degrees of freedom (edf) and F-statistic
(F). For linear terms the slope estimate (Estimate) and standard error of the mean (SE). (*)
Significant variable at the 0.001 level.
Model
Statistics

Smooth
Terms

Linear
Terms

GCV
Explained
Variance

2.0692
57.6%

Variable
Tavg_lag4
Pre_lag4*
Havg_lag4*
WSmax_lag4*
Tmin_lag8*
Tavg_lag8*
Pre_lag8*
WSmax_lag8*

edf
6.589
3.801
7.472
6.734
1.536
2.97
1.918
5.63

F
1.535
5.684
2.574
6.377
5.98
4.896
7.245
2.875

Variable
Tmax_lag4
Tmin_lag4*
WSmin_lag4
WSavg_lag4*
Tmax_lag8
Havg_lag8
WSmin_lag8
WSavg_lag8

Estimate
-0.1931
-0.9657
0.2055
-1.5992
0.6437
0.311
-0.26
0.9054

SE
0.5801
0.3596
0.3009
0.6095
0.4817
0.536
0.3008
0.5907
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The climate variables significantly correlated to total disease incidence as presented in Table
2.3 were further investigated by plotting the smoothed variance of the latter against the
ranges covered for each climate variable (Fig. 2.7). The analysis of the three most significant
climatic contributors to total disease incidence -temperature, wind speed, and precipitation
– delineated clear trends on how climate affected disease transmission. Increasing Tmin from
8oC to 16oC, at either 4 or 8-week, reduced the total disease incidence while the average
temperatures (Tavg) up to 24oC contributed to incremental levels of disease (Fig. 2.7A-C).
This could be an indication of the need for fluctuations at low temperatures in order to
facilitate increased virus transmission.
Increasing wind speed above 1 m/s was associated by an increase in disease incidence with
a peak around 2 m/s after which disease incidence declined until around 3 m/s where a small
rise in disease risk can also be seen. This relationship between maximum wind speed and
disease incidence was observed after both 4 and 8-week time lags (Fig. 2.7D-E). The
decisive influence on wind speed was substantiated by the negative effect on disease
incidence at incremental average wind speeds (Fig. 2.7F). Precipitation showed a positive
relationship with disease incidence above 90 mm at 4-week time lags and above 25 mm for
the data with 8-week time lag (Fig. 2.7G-H). The high level of non-linearity shown for the
relationship between average humidity and disease incidence (edf = 7.5) (Table 2.3) is
detailed in Fig. 2.7I. Disease incidence increased as humidity increased between 55-60%.
This was followed by a slight decrease and plateau between 60-70%, a more rapid increase
was observed between 70 and 75% above which disease incidence begins to decline (Fig 7I).
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Fig 2.7: Annual cases of dengue, severe dengue, chikungunya and Zika per 100,000
people. (A) Bello, (B) Cúcuta and (C) Moniquirá. The letters indicate significance of posthoc Tukey test, where letters are different this indicates a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05).
Post-hoc Tukey tests show differences between years within each municipality. Note the
spike in cases of dengue in 2010 in all three locations and the opposite trend in cases of Zika
and dengue for Cúcuta (B) between 2015 and 2016.

2.4.5 Socio-economic profiles
A holistic approach was followed by further including socio-economic data for these three
locations in the investigation for modifiers to the disease transmission of dengue, Zika and
chikungunya. The overall multidimensional poverty index (see Methods) was lowest in
Bello at 14.2. Cúcuta and Moniquirá had similar MPIs at 25.7 and 27.1 respectively (Table
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2.2). The national average for Colombia is 19.6% (DANE, 2016) therefore Bello was
identified to have lower than average levels of poverty whilst Cúcuta and Moniquirá were
above the national average.
The overall MPIs in Cúcuta and Moniquirá were similar. However, there were differences
in specific poverty measures relevant to the transmission of vector borne viral diseases.
Cúcuta had higher rates of overcrowding (16.4%), barriers to both childhood and youth
services (2.2%) and healthcare services (5.2%) and inappropriate exterior wall material
(6.1%) (Table 2.2). The findings also pointed to other socio-economic indexes that also
affect general health and well-being in Moniquirá: inadequate excreta disposal (sanitation)
(12.1%), no access to an improved water source (20.4%), illiteracy (15.3%) and low
education achievement (59.4%) were all highest in Moniquirá (Table 2.2).
In order to introduce the socio-economic data into the analyses undertaken with the
epidemiological and climatic data a dimensionality reduction and correlation with a principal
component analysis (PCA) were conducted. Importantly there was a clear separation of the
three municipalities along both dimensions PC1 and PC2 that together integrates 89.9% of
the compiled parameters (Fig. 2.8). This approach made apparent a discriminatory set of
factors both climatic and socio-economic for all three locations. Cúcuta had an extensive
combination of climate factors (i.e. wind speed and temperature) that together with school
absence, dependency, overcrowding, wall material and school failure are potential modifiers
of dengue, Zika and chikungunya risk in this municipality. Interestingly, Moniquirá showed
mainly socio-economic variables (i.e. water source, sanitation, illiteracy, low education,
flooring material, child labour, high MPI, informal work) to be potential modifiers for
disease risk. On the other hand, Bello had mainly climate variables as potential modifiers of
disease transmission – average humidity, precipitation and elevation – with only health
insurance as a socio-economic factor.
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Fig 2.8: Principal component analysis for the both socio-economic and climate
variables. Socio-economic variables: no access to improved water source (Water_Source),
inadequate disposal for excreta (Sanitation), illiteracy, low educational achievement
(Low_Ed),

inappropriate

flooring

material

(Flooring_Material),

child

labour,

multidimensional poverty index (MPI), informal work, school absence, dependency rate
(Dependency), barriers to health services (Barriers_HS), critical overcrowding,
inappropriate wall material (Wall_Material), barriers to early childhood services
(Bariers_CS), no health insurance (Health_Insurance). Climate variables: elevation,
maximum wind speed (WSmax), average wind speed (WSavg), maximum temperature
(Tmax), minimum wind speed (WSmin), average temperature (Tavg), precipitation (Pre)
and average humidity (Havg). The length of the arrows represents the contribution of each
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variable. Eigenvalues and contributions of each variable to the top 5 principal components
are presented in Appendix A3.
2.5 Discussion
This study set out to determine the longitudinal dynamics of three Aedes arboviral diseases
co-circulating in three regions of Colombia over a 11-year period between 2007 and 2017.
Significant differences in the burden of viruses among the three municipalities studied were
identified. Bello had the lowest level of disease incidence across all diseases. Cúcuta had the
highest incidence of severe dengue (2007-2017) and Zika (2016) and the highest overall
disease incidence. In addition to climatic factors the burden of these vector borne diseases
in Cúcuta can be compounded by local current socio-political dynamics. Cúcuta is on
Colombia’s border with Venezuela, a country which has faced an economic, political and
health crisis in recent years (Nelson, 2018, The Lancet, 2018). The humanitarian crisis has
led to large migration of Venezuelan citizens and refugees to neighbouring countries, with
Colombia receiving the highest number of Venezuelan migrants. The number of Venezuelan
migrants in Colombia increased from 48,714 in 2015 to 600,000 in 2017 (International
Organisation for Migration (IOM), 2019). This has had a significant impact on public health
in Colombia, with infectious and vector-borne diseases particularly effected (CarrilloHernández et al., 2018, Tuite et al., 2018, Doocy et al., 2019, Grillet et al., 2019, Page et
al., 2019, Torres and Castro, 2019). The recent COVID-19 pandemic has intensified the
humanitarian crisis in Venezuela, with bordering countries including Colombia closing their
borders. The International Rescue Committee have reported a crisis for Venezuelan migrants
in Cúcuta due to reduced access to health and other services (Daniels, 2020). COVID-19 is
also providing challenges for disease surveillance and control programmes as well as public
health systems in Colombia and this is likely to have long lasting impact on vector-borne
diseases (Burki, 2020, Wenham, Lotta and Pimenta, 2020). It is therefore more imperative
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than ever that we more fully understand the dynamics of these important diseases which are
likely to escalate over the coming years.
The arrival of chikungunya and Zika in 2015 established a co-transmission of three different
arboviruses by Ae. aegypti. Unexpectedly, a reduction in dengue cases was found in parallel
to the spike in Zika cases in the year of the Zika epidemic of 2016 in Cúcuta. The same
location in the years prior to the Zika outbreak had consistently presented high incidences of
dengue. Moreover, in Cúcuta the incidence of both dengue and severe cases of dengue were
lower in 2017, the year following the Zika epidemic, than in any of the 10 years prior. The
decline of dengue following Zika reported in this study agrees with the overall decline in
dengue incidence across the whole of Colombia (Borchering et al., 2019, Rico-Mendoza et
al., 2019) and has also been observed in other dengue endemic countries across the Americas
(Borchering et al., 2019, Perez et al., 2019). In 2017 the total number of dengue cases across
the Americas was lower than any of the 10 previous years (Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO) and World Health Organization (WHO), 2018b) with a 73% decline
between 2016 and 2017 alone (Perez et al., 2019).
Changes in epidemiological surveillance systems can cause the identification of inaccurate
patterns of disease incidence. However, no indication of significant changes to the
surveillance system used to report Aedes borne viruses to SIVIGILIA, the database used
here, were observed. However, the circulation of multiple viruses in the same localities at
the same time does provide challenges for surveillance systems. Clinical presentation of Zika
is very similar to that of dengue (Rodriguez-Morales, Villamil-Gómez and Franco-Paredes,
2016, Beltrán-Silva et al., 2018) and this can cause cases to be misidentified when laboratory
testing is not conducted. Although the cases analysed in this study are all confirmed cases,
confirmation is not always done by laboratory testing but also by epidemiological links.
Misidentification could therefore explain the increase in dengue that was observed in Bello
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and Moniquirá in 2016, where low incidence of Zika was reported. Increased dengue
incidence in 2015 and 2016 in other regions has also been reported and attributed to potential
misidentification of Zika (Perez et al., 2019). Misidentification could also be a factor in the
observed decline of dengue in Cúcuta in 2016, with dengue cases being misidentified as Zika
during the Zika outbreak.
Coinfection of the primary vector Ae. aegypti with multiple arboviruses (i.e. DENV,
CHIKV, ZIKV) has been reported following laboratory exposure (Nuckols et al., 2015,
Göertz et al., 2017, Le Coupanec et al., 2017, Rückert et al., 2017, Chaves et al., 2018,
Mourya et al., 2018), with an enhanced susceptibility to ZIKV (Aubry et al., 2020). Aedes
mosquitoes have also been shown capable of transmitting more than one arbovirus in a single
biting event (Göertz et al., 2017, Chaves et al., 2018, Vogels et al., 2019). Although
coinfection has yet to be found in wild Ae. aegypti (Vogels et al., 2019). Coinfection of
multiple Aedes borne viruses has been reported in mammalian hosts including humans
(Chahar et al., 2009, Chang et al., 2010, Pessoa et al., 2016, Sardi et al., 2016, Waggoner et
al., 2016, Iovine et al., 2017, White et al., 2018). In Colombia patients have been diagnosed
with DENV-CHIKV (Mercado et al., 2016, Carrillo-Hernández et al., 2018, Mercado-Reyes
et al., 2019), DENV-ZIKV (Carrillo-Hernández et al., 2018, Mercado-Reyes et al., 2019),
CHIKV-ZIKV (Carrillo-Hernández et al., 2018, Mercado-Reyes et al., 2019) and DENVCHIKV-ZIKV (Rodriguez-Morales, Villamil-Gómez and Franco-Paredes, 2016, Tuite et al.,
2018) coinfections. However, the frequency of DENV-ZIKV co-infections seems low at
8.8% (Mercado-Reyes et al., 2019). DENV and ZIKV co-transmission in mice through the
bite of Ae. aegypti mosquitoes showed preferential transmission of ZIKV (Chaves et al.,
2018).
Host cross-immunity of ZIKV and DENV could have been a contributing factor in the
dengue declines observed in this study. The observed decline in dengue cases following Zika
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outbreaks reported within this study and in others across the Americas suggest that there
may be cross-immunity between ZIKV and DENV in humans (Pierson et al., 2008, Balsitis
et al., 2010, Dejnirattisai et al., 2010, 2016, Zellweger, Prestwood and Shresta, 2010,
Screaton et al., 2015, Barba-Spaeth et al., 2016, Charles and Christofferson, 2016, Paul et
al., 2016, Priyamvada et al., 2016, Stettler et al., 2016, Swanstrom et al., 2016, Zhang et al.,
2016, Bardina et al., 2017, Castanha et al., 2017, Collins et al., 2017, Kam et al., 2017,
Katzelnick et al., 2017, McCracken et al., 2017, Pantoja et al., 2017, Terzian et al., 2017,
Ribeiro et al., 2018, Salje et al., 2018, Borchering et al., 2019, Langerak et al., 2019, Perez
et al., 2019, Rico-Mendoza et al., 2019, Wen and Shresta, 2019, Subramaniam et al., 2020,
Wang et al., 2020). Flavivirus immunity involves a T cell response and studies have reported
cross-reactivity of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells to both DENV and ZIKV (Grifoni et al., 2017,
Wen, Elong Ngono, et al., 2017, Wen, Tang, et al., 2017, Herrera et al., 2018, Lim et al.,
2018). Cross-reactivity of antibodies and T cells and cross-immunity from Zika, although
not necessarily conferring cross-protection, has been presented as the most probable reason
explaining the decline of dengue across the Americas in 2017 (Perez et al., 2019).
Specific climatic factors associated here significantly affected disease incidence. The results
found significant co-relationship between average temperature and wind speed with disease
transmission, with a peak at around 2m/s, consistent with findings of previous studies
(Johansson, Cummings and Glass, 2009, Cheong et al., 2013, Mordecai et al., 2017, PeñaGarcía, Triana-Chávez and Arboleda-Sánchez, 2017). Ae. aegypti has a small flight range of
200 m and high wind speeds reduce mosquito flight distances while low winds mean reduced
dispersion of mosquitoes. The optimum wind speed was found to be around 2 m/s which is
in line with current knowledge of mosquito flight (Paskewitz, 1995, Lu et al., 2009, Cheong
et al., 2013). A significant relationship was also found between increasing minimum
temperature and decreasing disease incidence, contrasting to the findings of some other
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studies (Tun-Lin, Burkot and Kay, 2000, Lu et al., 2009, Jing et al., 2018, Benitez et al.,
2020). Exposure of Ae. aegypti to fluctuations at low temperatures has been associated with
shorter DENV extrinsic incubation periods (EIP) and increased virus dissemination from the
midgut when compared to exposure to constant temperatures with the same mean
(Carrington et al., 2013).Reduced EIP and increased virus dissemination increase
transmission potential (Ciota and Keyel, 2019)and could explain the relationship between
increasing minimum temperature and decreasing disease incidence observed in this study.
Climate variables can be used to build predictive models to anticipate when outbreaks of
dengue, chikungunya and Zika are likely to occur (Lowe et al., 2011, Descloux et al., 2012,
Jayaraj et al., 2019, Zhu et al., 2019). This is useful in the prioritisation of vector-control
resources. Recent modelling studies have reported an increase in the incidence and
geographical spread Ae. aegypti borne viruses when using climate change simulation models
(Colón-González et al., 2013, Messina et al., 2015, 2019, Lee et al., 2018, Xu et al., 2020).
This highlights the importance of consideration of environmental factors when assessing risk
of vector-borne disease (Delmelle et al., 2016).
This study reports differences in measurements of socio-economic variables between Bello,
Cúcuta and Moniquirá. Bello, the municipality with the lowest burden of Aedes borne viruses
also had the lowest poverty index, whilst Cúcuta and Moniquirá were much higher in both
disease incidence and multidimensional poverty. Higher incidence of Aedes borne disease
has been associated with lower socio-economic status and higher poverty levels (Johansson,
Dominici and Glass, 2009, Raude and Setbon, 2009, Braga et al., 2010, Koyadun, Butraporn
and Kittayapong, 2012, Costa, Donalisio and Silveira, 2013, Ali et al., 2017, Zellweger et
al., 2017, Mocelin et al., 2020). Cúcuta had the highest rate of critical overcrowding.
Overcrowding has been reported to be an important contributing factor to dengue incidence
(Braga et al., 2010, Soghaier et al., 2015, Delmelle et al., 2016, Zellweger et al., 2017).
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Inadequate sanitation, and no access to improved sources of water are both well-known
contributing factors in increasing burden of Aedes borne disease due to the ecology of Aedes
mosquitoes (Spiegel et al., 2007, Carlton et al., 2012, Costa, Donalisio and Silveira, 2013,
Delmelle et al., 2016, Ali et al., 2017, Mocelin et al., 2020). These socio-economic risk
factors were highest in Moniquirá where there were also high levels of low educational
achievement and illiteracy. Illiteracy and low educational level have previously been
associated with increased vulnerability to dengue in Colombia and Brazil (Siqueira-Junior
et al., 2008, Hagenlocher et al., 2013).
This study has potential limitations, due to the nature and availability of the data used. Coinfections were unable to be analysed due to the inability to identify these within the data
set, despite co-infections likely occurring during the study period. The investigation into the
effects of socioeconomics on disease incidence are limited by the unavailability of temporal
data, therefore changes in socioeconomics and their impact on disease burden over time
could not be analysed.
Having different ecosystems Bello, Cúcuta and Moniquirá presented a valuable opportunity
to explore longitudinal arboviral disease incidence over 11 years that encompassed a Zika
epidemic. Chikungunya was the only disease for which incidence did not significantly differ
between the three municipalities. Cúcuta had the greatest disease incidence having the most
favourable climatic factors and greater poverty index but as it borders with Venezuela mass
movement of people is also suggested to be a contributing factor. Climatic factors associated
with disease incidence were precipitation, average humidity, temperature and wind speed.
Co-transmission of dengue and Zika during the epidemic led to a significant reduction of
dengue cases in Cúcuta where dengue had previously been high. This significant finding
warrants further investigation. Where the poverty index was low, as in Bello, so was the
disease incidence. Socio-economic factors such as barriers to health and childhood services,
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inadequate sanitation, poor housing and poor water supply were implicated as drivers of
disease transmission. Aedes aegypti and Ae. albopictus are increasing their geographical
range and climate change is predicted to alter the distribution of these vectors and hence
disease risk. Arboviral epidemiology is further complicated by humanitarian crises (e.g.
political and economic crises Venezuela leading to mass migration) and the COVID-19
pandemic which reinforces the urgency for understanding the dynamics of these global
health problems. Context dependent and actionable understanding of the drivers for disease
transmission that consider local dynamics, both climatic and socio-economic, should
contribute to the design of more effective vector mosquito control programmes (Whiteman
et al., 2020).
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Chapter 3:

Expansive and diverse phenotypic landscape of field Aedes aegypti larvae with
differential susceptibility to temephos: beyond metabolic detoxification
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3.1 Abstract
Arboviruses including dengue, Zika and chikungunya are amongst the most significant
public health concerns worldwide. Arbovirus control relies on the use of insecticides to
control the vector mosquito Aedes aegypti, the success of which is threatened by widespread
insecticide resistance. The work presented here profiled the gene expression of Ae. aegypti
larvae from field populations of Ae. aegypti with differential susceptibility to temephos
originating from two Colombian urban locations, Bello and Cúcuta, previously reported to
have distinctive disease incidence, socioeconomics, and climate. The results demonstrate
that an exclusive field-to-lab (Ae. aegypti strain New Orleans) comparison generates an over
estimation of differential gene expression (DGE) and that the inclusion of a geographically
relevant field control yields a more discrete, and likely, more specific set of genes. The
composition of the obtained DGE profiles is varied, with commonly reported resistance
associated genes including detoxifying enzymes having only a small representation. Cuticle
biosynthesis, ion exchange homeostasis, an extensive number of long non-coding RNAs,
and chromatin modelling were among the differentially expressed genes in field resistant Ae.
aegypti larvae. It was also shown that temephos resistant larvae undertake further gene
expression responses when temporarily exposed to temephos. The results from the sampling
triangulation approach here contributes a discrete DGE profiling with reduced noise that
permitted the observation of a greater gene diversity, increasing the number of potential
targets for the control of insecticide resistant mosquitoes and widening the knowledge base
on the complex phenotypic network of the Ae. aegypti response to insecticides.
3.2 Introduction
Arboviral diseases including dengue, Zika and chikungunya are amongst the most significant
public health concerns worldwide. The geographical distribution and prevalence of these
arboviruses has been increasing rapidly in recent years with the number of dengue infections
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reported to the WHO increasing 8-fold over the last 20 years (World Health Organization
(WHO), 2020). The most significantly affected world region is The Americas reporting
3,167,542 dengue cases, 181,477 chikungunya cases and 35,914 Zika cases in 2019 alone
(Villar et al., 2015, Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) and World Health
Organization (WHO), 2018a, Guagliardo et al., 2019, Bonilla-Aldana et al., 2020).
In the absence of effective vaccines for dengue, Zika and chikungunya, disease control still
relies on controlling mosquito vectors. Currently, this involves the use of insecticides
including DDT, pyrethroids and organophosphates such as temephos, an approach that has
not changed in over five decades of vector control programmes (Maestre-Serrano et al.,
2014). Temephos is one of the most used larvicides worldwide due to its ease of use, cost
efficacy and specificity towards the larval stages of mosquitoes (Fournier et al., 1992,
Medicine, 2021). Its pharmacological activities are related to the irreversible inhibition by
phosphorylation of acetylcholinesterase (EC 3.1.1.7) (Fournier et al., 1992), a ubiquitous
enzyme in Metazoan primarily expressed in the nerve endings and essential for termination
of acetylcholine-mediated neurotransmission (Silman and Sussman, 2005).
Temephos was first used as a method of controlling Aedes aegypti larvae in the early 1970s
(Maestre-Serrano et al., 2014) with its continued use since leading to the development of
resistance in Ae. aegypti in multiple regions of the world (Albrieu Llinás et al., 2010,
Ocampo et al., 2011, Polson et al., 2011, Santacoloma, Chaves and Brochero, 2012, Grisales
et al., 2013, Conde et al., 2015, Chediak et al., 2016, Goindin et al., 2017, Bharati and Saha,
2018, Aponte et al., 2019, Saeung et al., 2020). The mechanisms conferring resistance to
organophosphates have been well studied in other important vector mosquitoes but are less
well understood in Aedes species despite their public health relevance. Mutations in the
acetylcholinesterase (AChE) gene (ace-1) have been reported in temephos resistant insects
(Fournier, 2005) including the malaria vector Anopheles gambiae and the West Nile Virus
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vector Culex pipiens (Weill, Malcolm, et al., 2004, Djogbénou et al., 2008, Tmimi et al.,
2018). However, mutational alleles of the AChE gene are a rare finding in Ae. aegypti
(Muthusamy and Shivakumar, 2015, Hasmiwati, Rusjdi and Nofita, 2018) due to genetic
constraints (Weill, Berthomieu, et al., 2004).
A commonly reported insecticide resistance mechanism in mosquitoes is the increased
expression of genes encoding for enzymes capable of metabolic detoxification of
insecticides (Hemingway et al., 2004). Three main enzyme families have been associated
with insecticide detoxification in mosquitoes: cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (P450s),
glutathione S-transferases (GST) and carboxylesterases (CE). A total of 235 detoxification
genes have previously been identified in Ae. aegypti (26 GSTs, 160 cytochrome P450s and
49 CEs) (Strode et al., 2008). Overexpression of enzymes in all three of these groups has
been associated with temephos resistance in Ae. aegypti (Marcombe et al., 2009, 2019,
Grisales et al., 2013, Poupardin et al., 2014, Goindin et al., 2017). However, the genetic and
phenotypic landscapes of insecticide resistance is wider and more complex. Insecticide
resistance has also been associated with cuticular modification (through alteration of
cuticular thickness or composition) (David et al., 2010, Riaz et al., 2013, Seixas et al., 2017,
Balabanidou, Grigoraki and Vontas, 2018) and behavioural avoidance (Sukkanon et al.,
2020). In those reports comprehensive gene expression profiling has shown great
discriminatory and quantitation power for identifying a wider range of potential genes
involved in insecticide resistance responses (David et al., 2010, Riaz et al., 2013, Faucon et
al., 2017, Seixas et al., 2017).
Next generation sequencing techniques, including RNA-Seq, provide a whole transcriptome
approach to the identification of resistance genes with high sensitivity and specificity. RNASeq is now commonly used to investigate insecticide resistance in mosquitoes of medical
relevance (e.g. An. gambiae (Bonizzoni et al., 2012), Ae. albopictus (Xu et al., 2018)). In
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Ae. aegypti RNA-Seq has been utilised to characterise the gene expression changes
associated with insecticide resistance developed through lab selection (David et al., 2014,
Després et al., 2014, Cattel et al., 2021), however this approach has sparsely been used for
Ae. aegypti with field derived insecticide resistance (Faucon et al., 2017).
This study aimed to profile mechanisms of resistance to the larvicide temephos in natural
populations of Ae. aegypti. The field samples originated from areas of differential arbovirus
burden and incidence in Colombia. A previous study stratified three regions in this country
with distinctive arboviral disease incidence, climatic variables and socio-economic profiles
through a recent time window of 11 years (Chapter 2) (Morgan, Strode and Salcedo-Sora,
2021). In the present work, Ae. aegypti mosquito samples from two of those regions, Bello
and Cúcuta, which had the lowest and highest strata of disease burden, respectively were
analysed. The differential gene expression associated with the resistance to temephos was
profiled in these two field populations of Ae. aegypti (field-to-field comparison) with a data
triangulation against the gene expression of the lab-adapted Ae. aegypti reference strain New
Orleans (NO).
The comparison of a field resistant population against a susceptible field population and a
susceptible lab population allowed us to select for gene expression specifically related to the
trait under study (resistance to temephos in circulating natural populations of Ae. aegypti)
while minimising the background noise from genotypic distance and phenotypic drifting of
field mosquito populations. The present work illustrates two angles of observations in
mosquito biology under selective pressure to the larvicide temephos: firstly, the potential
mechanisms of insecticide resistance itself and secondly, the additional changes that field
insecticide resistant larvae undergo when in transient exposure to the insecticide. The data
presented significantly expands the hitherto known composition of the gene expression
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responses of Ae aegypti mosquitoes resistant to the larvicide temephos, with a granularity at
the transcriptomic level that goes beyond detoxification genes.
3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 Ae. aegypti field collection and colonisation
Ae. aegypti were collected from the Colombian municipalities of Bello and Cúcuta (Fig 3.1).
These municipalities were previously shown to be distinct in burden of Ae. aegypti borne
disease, socioeconomic status and climate (Morgan, Strode and Salcedo-Sora, 2021).
Mosquito collections took place in 2016 (Bello) and 2017 (Cúcuta) with the assistance of
personnel from biology and control of infectious diseases research groups (University of
Antioquia) and vector-borne disease programmes staff within each municipality. Immature
Ae. aegypti were collected from deployed oviposition traps (ovitraps) and reared to adults
under standard conditions at Universidad de Antioquia, Colombia. Standard rearing
conditions were 28 ± 1 °C, 80 ± 5% relative humidity and a 12 h light: 12 h dark photoperiod.
Reared adults were offered a blood meal and the eggs collected for establishment of colonies.
Upon establishment of colonies eggs were collected and sent to Edge Hill University, UK
for insecticide resistance profiling.
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Fig 3.1. The location of the two study sites. Mosquito collections took place in these two
locations, Bello and Cúcuta, within Colombia. Departments are the largest units of local
government. (A) Department of Antioquia governs Bello which is denoted as a small blue
area. (B) Department of Norte de Santander has as its capital Cúcuta, a city (red) to the East
of this department on the border with Venezuela. Map base layers were obtained from
https://data.humdata.org/dataset/colombia-administrative-boundaries-levels-0-3 covered by
a

Creative

Commons

Attribution

4.0

International

(CC

BY)

License

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode). Map base layers were modified by
the addition of colours.
3.3.2 Larval bioassays
Larvae for use in insecticide bioassays were reared under standard conditions within Edge
Hill University Vector Research Group insectaries. Standard conditions were 27oC and 70%
RH with an 11-hour day/night cycle with 60-minute dawn/dusk simulation periods, using a
lighting system of 4× Osram Dulux 26W 840 lights. Eggs were submerged in a hatching
broth of 350 ml distilled H2O (dH2O), 0.125 g nutrient broth (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,
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Germany) and 0.025 g brewer’s yeast (Holland & Barrett, Ormskirk, UK) for 48 hours
(Zheng et al., 2015). Larvae were fed ground fish food (AQUARIAN® advanced nutrition)
and raised until third to fourth instar. Larval bioassays were conducted following WHO
standard test procedures (World Health Organization (WHO), 2016). Preliminary testing
was conducted to identify the activity range of temephos to larvae from each of the study
municipalities and a susceptible laboratory strain (New Orleans). The activity ranges,
yielding mortality of 10 - 95%, for each Ae. aegypti population as identified by preliminary
testing are displayed in Table 3.1. At least four replicates, each consisting of 20 third to
fourth instar larvae, were conducted for each temephos concentration. Fresh insecticide
solutions were made for each replicate using temephos (93.7%; Pestanal®, Sigma-Aldrich
Darmstadt, Germany) and acetone (ࣙ≥ 99.9%; Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany).
Bioassays were conducted inside the insectaries under standard conditions and mortality
recorded after a 24-hour exposure period. Following WHO guidelines, moribund larvae were
counted as dead. Controls were exposed to the acetone solvent only.
Table 3.1. Temephos activity range yielding between 10-95% mortality to each
mosquito population. Results of preliminary testing to identify the activity range of
temephos to each mosquito population. Activity ranges displayed in parts per million (ppm).
Population

Temephos Activity Range
(ppm)

Bello

8 x 10-3 – 5 x 10-2

Cúcuta

2 x 10-2 – 1 x 10-1

New Orleans

4 x 10-3 – 8 x 10-3

3.3.3 RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis
3.3.3.1 Aedes aegypti sample groups
Following the larval bioassays, field samples were categorised as resistant (Cúcuta) or
susceptible (Bello). In the latter category were also samples from the lab adapted reference
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strain New Orleans. The Cúcuta temephos resistant samples were further divided into two
groups: one exposed to temephos (for 24 hours) immediately before sampling for RNA
extraction, and a control group of no temephos exposure (unexposed) (Fig 3.2). For each
group (field susceptible (FS), lab susceptible (LS), field resistant exposed (FRE) and field
resistant unexposed (FRU)) RNA extractions were carried out from four different larvae
batches considered here as biological replicates.
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Fig 3.2. Block diagram of the experimental approach. This study concerned the larval
stages of the mosquito Ae. aegypti. Field samples denoted as Resistant originated from the
Cúcuta, Colombia population. The Susceptible samples had dual origin: Field samples from
Bello, Colombia (Field Susceptible) and the New Orleans reference lab strain (Lab
Susceptible). The total RNA sequenced and mapped (Data analysis) originated from four
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different experiments (biological replicates) from each population. The gene expression
levels of the Resistant samples compared against the Lab Susceptible and Field susceptible
had at least 503 differentially expressed genes (DEG). The Resistant samples of larvae
transiently exposed to temephos had 13 DEGs in comparison to the unexposed larvae. The
functional annotation for the DEG sets was carried with several different repositories:
VectorBase, Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG Enrichment Analysis.
3.3.3.2 Standard rearing of Aedes aegypti for RNA extraction
Ae. aegypti were reared to fourth instar larvae following a standard rearing protocol and
under standard conditions within Edge Hill University Vector Research Group insectaries.
Standard conditions were 27oC and 70% RH with an 11-hour day/night cycle with 60-minute
dawn/dusk simulation periods, using a lighting system of 4× Osram Dulux 26W 840 lights.
Eggs were submerged in a hatching broth of 350 ml dH2O, 0.125 g nutrient broth (SigmaAldrich, Dorset, UK) and 0.025 g brewer’s yeast (Holland & Barrett, Ormskirk, UK) for 48
hours (Zheng et al., 2015). Once hatched, larvae were reared at a density of one larva/ml in
dH2O and fed ground fish food (AQUARIAN® advanced nutrition) at increasing quantities
per day (day 3 = 0.08 mg/larva, day 4 = 0.16 mg/larva, day 5 = 0.31 mg/larva) (Carvalho et
al., 2014). Six days after egg submersion larvae were subjected to an insecticide bioassay in
batches of 25 larvae in 100 ml dH2O, for 24 hours (World Health Organization (WHO),
2016).
3.3.3.3 Temephos exposure assays for resistant larvae
Larvae in the resistant exposed group were exposed to temephos at the LC50 of 0.06 ppm
(Fig 3.2). Larvae in all unexposed groups were exposed to the equivalent volume of acetone
(the solvent used in temephos solutions). After the 24 h bioassay larvae were taken for RNA
extraction. For each experimental group there were four independent replicates, conducted
using eggs from different batches and rearing and extraction conducted on different days.
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Egg submersion, feeding, bioassays and RNA extraction on all replicates were all conducted
at the same times of day.
3.3.3.4 RNA extraction
Larvae were homogenized using QIAshredders (Qiagen, Manchester, UK) then RNA
extracted using PicoPure® RNA Isolation Kit (Arcturus Bioscience, Mountain View, USA)
following the manufacturers’ protocols. RNA was extracted from a total of 20 individual
larvae per biological replicate, with four larvae per column and the total RNA then pooled.
RNA quality and quantity were assessed using an Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer. The temephos
exposed population had 12-16 larvae per replicate due to mortality during bioassays.
3.3.3.5 Library preparation and sequencing
Library preparation and sequencing was conducted at Polo d’Innovazione di Genomica,
Genetica e Biologia, Italy. Libraries were prepared following the QIAseqTM Stranded mRNA
Select Kit Handbook (June 2019) for Illumina Paired-End Indexed Sequencing (Qiagen,
2019). Magnetic beads were used for Poly-A mRNA enrichment followed by heat
fragmentation, strand synthesis and adapter ligation. Libraries were validated using the
Fragment Analyzer High Sensitivity Small Fragment method to assess size distribution and
quantified using a Qubit® 3.0 Fluorometer. Indexed DNA libraries were all normalized to 4
nM, pooled in equal volumes, and then loaded at a concentration of 360 pM onto an Illumina
Novaseq 6000 S1 flowcell, with 1% of Phix control. The samples were sequenced using the
Novaseq 6000 standard workflow with 2 x 150 bp pair end run. The experimental design for
this study is outlined in Fig 3.2. The raw reads obtained through RNA-Seq are deposited in
NCBI’s sequenced read archive (Accession PRJNA730411).
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3.3.4 Data analysis
3.3.4.1 Bioassay data analysis
Larval 50% and 95% lethal concentrations (LC50 and LC95) and their 95% confidence limits
(p < 0.05) were calculated using probit analysis according to Finney (1947) (Ross and
Finney, 1972) using the LC_probit function in the R ecotox package (version 1.4.0) (Hlina
BL, Birceanu O, Robinson CS, Dhiyebi H, 2019). Abbot’s correction (Abbott, 1987) was
not applied due to the control mortality never exceeding 10%. Resistance ratios (RR50 and
RR90) were calculated to assess temephos resistance by comparison of LC50 and LC90 for Ae.
aegypti from each field location to those of the susceptible laboratory strain (New Orleans).
Resistance ratios were defined as susceptible (<5-fold), moderate resistance (5 - 10-fold) and
high resistance (>10-fold) following WHO guidelines (World Health Organization (WHO),
2016). Statistical analyses of bioassay data were conducted using R statistical software
(version 3.6.1) (R Core Team, 2020).
3.3.4.2 RNA-Seq data quality control, mapping and differential gene expression
Analyses of RNA-Seq data were conducted using the Linux command line (Ubuntu 18.04)
and R statistical software (version 4.0.3) (R Core Team, 2020). Sequence read quality was
assessed using FastQC (version 0.11.3). Reads with quality scores less than 30 and lengths
less than 50 bp were trimmed using cutadapt (version 2.10) with Python (version 3.8.3).
Read quality was then reassessed using FastQC to ensure only high-quality reads remained.
Cleaned reads were mapped to the Ae. aegypti LVP_AGWG reference genome (version
AaegL5, GenBank: NIGP00000000.1) using Rsubread (version 2.2.6) (Liao, Smyth and Shi,
2019). The resultant BAM files were sorted and indexed using samtools (version 1.11).
Alignment quality metrics from Rsubread were visualized using R’s plotting function. Gene
count tables were generated using Rsubreads. Sequences mapping across introns and exons
were not counted in Rsubread and therefore are not included in the downstream analysis.
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Read counts were normalized using the trimmed mean of M values method (Robinson and
Oshlack, 2010) in edgeR (Version 3.30.3) which accounts for library size and expression
bias in RNA-Seq datasets (Robinson, McCarthy and Smyth, 2010). TMM normalisation was
conducted between groups in each comparison rather than globally across all samples to
ensure within-group variability could be detected. Differential gene expression was then
calculated using a Quasi-likelihood negative binomial generalized log linear model (edgeR).
Quasi-likelihood error family was selected due to its ability to account for uncertainty in
dispersion. Counts per million (CPM) were calculated in edgeR and reads per kilobase
million (RPKM) were calculated in edgeR using transcript lengths obtained from Enseml
Metazoa (LVP AGWG (aalvpagwg_eg_gene) dataset) using biomaRt (version 2.44.4).
Transcripts with fold-change >2 and FDR < 0.05 were selected for gene ontology and KEGG
pathway enrichment analyses, these thresholds were used to select genes with significant
and larger differential expression
3.3.4.3 Gene ontology and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses
Gene ontology (GO) category assignments were obtained from Ensembl Metazoa using
biomaRt (version 2.44.4) (Durinck et al., 2009) and KEGG pathway assignments from
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes using KEGGREST (1.28.0) (Tenenbaum,
2020). GO and KEGG enrichment analyses were conducted using GOseq (version 1.40.0),
which allows for correction of biases arising from the variable transcript lengths in RNASeq data (Young, Wakefield and Smyth, 2010). Enrichment scores were calculated using the
Wallenius method within GOseq. P-values were then corrected for multiple testing using the
Benjamini–Hochberg method in the p.adjust function (R Core Team, 2020). GO categories
and KEGG pathways with corrected p values <0.05 were considered significantly enriched.
Enrichment percentage was calculated as a ratio of the number of differentially expressed
genes within each category to the total number of genes within that category.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Temephos susceptibility of Ae. aegypti field isolates and the reference strain
The lethal concentrations (LC50) of temephos were 0.019 ppm (95% Cl 0.016-0.029) and
0.060 ppm (Cl 95% 0.052-0.070) for Bello and Cúcuta, respectively. This corresponded to
resistance ratios of 2.6 and 8.0 when compared to the New Orleans susceptible laboratory
strain (LC50 = 0.008; Cl 95% 0.006-0.012). The LC95 for Bello was 0.055 (Cl 95% 0.0340.292), 2.8-fold higher than New Orleans (LC95 = 0.020; Cl 95% 0.012-0.21). Cúcuta had a
LC95 of 0.182, 9-fold higher than New Orleans (Table 3.2). Following the WHO guidelines
(World Health Organization (WHO), 2016) larvae from Bello were considered susceptible
to temephos and denoted as the field susceptible (FS) population whist the larvae from
Cúcuta were moderately resistant to this larvicide and denoted as the field resistant (FR)
population (Table 3.2). New Orleans is referred to as the lab susceptible (LS) population.
Table 3.2: LC50 and LC95 of Bello, Cúcuta and New Orleans Ae. aegypti larvae to
temephos. Temephos bioassays showing LC50, LC95 and their 95% confidence limits,
calculated using probit analysis. Resistance ratios (RR) calculated as a ratio of the lethal
concentration (LC50 and LC95) of each population compared to the lab susceptible (New
Orleans) strain. Bello and New Orleans are both susceptible to temephos whilst larvae from
Cúcuta are resistant. SE = standard error.
LC50 (95%

LC95

CI)

(95% CI)

0.0193

0.0554

(0.0156-

(0.0340-

susceptible)

0.0293)

0.2921)

Cúcuta

0.0599

0.1818

(0.0516-

(0.1357-

0.0698)

0.3081)

Population

n1

Bello
(Field

(Field
resistant)

580

400

Slope ± SE
3.5929 ±
0.3503
3.4115 ±
0.3465

RR50 RR95

2.6

2.8

8.0

9.0
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New
Orleans

400

(Lab
susceptible)
1

0.0075

0.0201

(0.0064-

(0.0123-

0.0123)

0.2075)

1.0

1.0

n = the total number of larvae tested across all replicates

3.4.2 RNA-Seq mapping summary
Three different populations of Ae. aegypti larvae were profiled using RNA-Seq: temephos
field resistant (FR), field susceptible (FS) and the reference lab susceptible strain New
Orleans (LS). The FR population was also split in two further groups as either exposed or
not (unexposed) to temephos to determine further expression changes associated with
insecticide exposure in already resistant populations (Fig 3.2). Mosquito larvae from each of
these four populations were grown in four different batches, one to four weeks apart and
were considered here four biological replicas. This generated a total of 16 sequenced
samples.
Extracted total RNA was used to generate the Illumina RNA-Seq libraries that produced
65.7 – 120 million reads per sample with quality scores >30 and lengths >50 bp and 84.4%
and 85.6% of those reads in each sample were successfully aligned to the reference genome
(Table 3.3 and Materials and Methods). Using the most current gene model available for Ae.
aegypti, LVP_AGWG reference genome which contains 19,381 open reading frames
(version AaegL5, GenBank: NIGP00000000.1) the number of genes with successfully
aligned reads ranged from 15,704 and 16,607 genes across all samples, corresponding to 81
– 86% of the total genes in the reference genome.
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Table 3.3: RNA-Seq sequencing data summary. The total number of obtained reads after
quality control and the percentage of reads that mapped to the Aedes aegypti reference
genome. Quality control removed reads with quality <30 and lengths <50bp.
Total Reads

Mapped to

(Million)

Genome (%)

Bello 1

93.6

85.70

Bello 2

107.9

85.50

Bello 3

104.0

86.21

Bello 4

87.7

85.37

Bello Mean

98.3

85.70

Cúcuta Exposed 1

95.3

84.42

Cúcuta Exposed 2

120.0

84.67

Cúcuta Exposed 3

65.7

84.77

Cúcuta Exposed 4

84.5

85.93

Field

Cúcuta Exposed Mean

91.4

84.95

resistant

Cúcuta Unexposed 1

78.6

84.35

Cúcuta Unexposed 2

98.4

85.45

Cúcuta Unexposed 3

111.2

84.90

Cúcuta Unexposed 4

93.4

85.14

Cúcuta Unexposed Mean

95.4

84.96

New Orleans 1

105.3

85.91

New Orleans 2

94.7

86.54

New Orleans 3

93.3

86.59

New Orleans 4

87.0

86.54

New Orleans Mean

95.1

86.40

Group

Field
susceptible

Lab
susceptible

Sample

3.4.3 Overview of differential gene expression
Both field samples, susceptible and resistant (FS, FR) were equally and evidently distant, by
RPKM number, to the samples of the lab strain New Orleans (LS) (Fig 3.3). Crucially the
temephos susceptible samples did not cluster together nor did the two field samples (Fig
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3.3). Field and lab strain samples were similarly distant in terms of differentially expressed
(DE) transcripts: FS vs LS = 5324 DE transcripts (Fig 3.4D and 3.4E), FR vs LS = 5579 (Fig
3.4B and 3.4E). However, when comparing field samples (resistant and susceptible) the
number of DE transcripts visibly lowered by four-fold to 1,454 (Fig 3.4A and 3.4E).
Therefore, the common practice in gene expression studies of comparing mosquito field
samples to lab strains (e.g. (Marcombe et al., 2009, Grisales et al., 2013, Dusfour et al.,
2015, Ishak et al., 2017)), would have generated an approximately 4-fold overestimation in
the number of DE transcripts detected in the field resistant samples.

Fig 3.3. Distribution of the transcriptomic profiles by sample groups. The
multidimensionality of the RPKM values calculated for each mapped transcript per sample
was reduced by principal components analysis (PCA). The field samples were seen linearly
distant from each other across one component whist the reference lab strain NO cluster (Lab
Susceptible) separated from both field samples. The orthogonal dispersion of these samples
allowed for the triangulation of the data as described in the main text.
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This study also sought to investigate the gene expression changes in insecticide resistant
larvae under transient exposure to insecticide. There were only 19 transcripts significantly
differentially expressed in larvae within the resistant population which were exposed to
temephos when compared to unexposed larvae from the same population (Fig 3.4E). All 19
of those transcripts were overexpressed in the exposed group with no significant down
regulated gene expression detected (Fig 3.4C).
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Fig 3.4. Differential gene expression in the samples from field susceptible, lab
susceptible, and field resistant populations. (A-D) Differential expression of all transcripts
including those over expressed (red), under expressed (blue) and with no significant
differential expression (black) in the field resistant unexposed population compared to the
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field susceptible population (A) and susceptible lab population (B), the resistant temephos
exposed population when compared to the resistant unexposed population (C) and in the
field susceptible population when compared to the lab susceptible population (D). (E) The
number of transcripts significantly differentially expressed (FC >2, FDR <0.05) between
each of the experimental groups. The number of differentially expressed transcripts shown
here (E) include both significantly over and under expressed transcripts. The comparison
groups and sample notation as detailed in Fig 2.
The issue of potential misrepresentation of gene expression metrics was addressed by
triangulating both, the differentially expressed gene (DEG) sets and the RPKM counts
between the field resistant (FR) samples against the field susceptible (FS) as well as the lab
susceptible (LS) samples. The DEG set obtained contained transcripts which were found to
be significantly differentially expressed with a fold change of >2 and a false-discovery rate
(adjusted P value) of <0.05 in both comparisons. Under this threshold, a total of 623 (down
from 1,454 transcripts in only the field-to-field comparison) transcripts covering 503 genes,
were found differentially expressed in the field resistant population when compared to both
the field and lab susceptible populations (Fig 3.4E). This set of 503 genes comprised 301
overexpressed genes and 202 under expressed genes (Appendix A4). Of the 301 significantly
overexpressed genes 239 were found in the category of protein coding genes: 88 annotated
and 151 hypothetical genes. In the significantly under expressed gene set 166 were protein
coding with 75 annotated and 91 hypothetical genes (Appendix A4). The significant
differentially expressed genes also included 55 overexpressed genes encoding for long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) and 30 under expressed lncRNA genes in the temephos resistant
larvae (Appendix A4).
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3.4.4 Gene ontology and KEGG pathway enrichment
All 623 transcripts with fold-change >2 and FDR < 0.05 were selected for gene ontology
(GO) and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses. GO categories and KEGG pathways with
corrected p values (FDR) < 0.05 were considered significantly enriched. Gene ontology and
KEGG enrichment analyses conducted on the 301 significantly over expressed genes
identified eight significantly enriched GO categories; one involved with biological
processes, oxidation-reduction processes (GO:0055114), and seven associated with
molecular functions (GO:0045735, GO:0016705, GO:0004100, GO:0004022, GO:0005506,
GO:0016491, GO:0047938) (Fig 3.5). KEGG enrichment analysis identified two
significantly enriched KEGG pathways in the over expressed genes; insect hormone
biosynthesis (path:00981) and ubiquinone and other terpenoid-quinone biosynthesis
(path:00130) (Fig 3.5).
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Fig 3.5: GO terms and KEGG pathways enriched in the resistant population when
compared to both field and lab susceptible populations. GO terms and KEGG pathways
found to be significantly enriched (p <0.05) following Benjamini Hochberg correction in the
significantly over (A) and under (B) expressed transcripts. Enrichment percentage was
calculated as the number of differentially expressed transcripts in each category/pathway
divided by the total number of transcripts in the same category/pathway. Number in bars
indicate the number of differentially expressed transcripts in each category.
GO and KEGG enrichment analysis were also conducted on the 202 significantly under
expressed genes identifying 12 significantly enriched GO terms and one KEGG pathway
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(path:00981) (Fig 3.5). The enriched GO terms include three terms involved in biological
processes (GO:0090150, GO:0046416, GO:0006470), one involved with cellular
components (GO:0005615) and seven associated with molecular functions (GO:0004866,
GO:0004721, GO:0003884, GO:0032977, GO:0047938, GO:0016641, GO:0071949) (Fig
3.5).
3.4.5 The overexpressed transcriptome of field temephos resistant Aedes aegypti larvae
The transcriptomic overview provided by the GO and KEGG enrichment models was
interrogated by quantifying the represented genes with CPM and RPKM metrics. The
expression profiles of the 88 annotated overexpressed protein coding genes in the resistant
population were visualised using heatmaps of gene expression as log2 values of counts per
million (CPM) (Fig 3.6) as well as bar plots of reads per kilobase million (RPKM) values of
the represented genes (Fig 3.7). The former allowed the visualisation of the data’s granularity
by comparing gene expression across all 16 samples individually rather than just across
groups (Fig 3.6). Variation in expression between samples from the same experimental
group can be seen across all genes (Fig 3.6) highlighting the importance of biological
replication in gene expression experimentation. The heatmap also showed the importance of
using field susceptible populations in addition to lab susceptible comparator populations.
Differences in gene expression (e.g., CYP6B1 and PGRPLA) can be overrepresented when
comparing expression profiles between field and lab populations (here FR and LS) rather
than between field to field (e.g., FR and FS). Differences in gene expression were also
visualised using RPKM bar plots which enable ranking of genes specifically overexpressed
in resistant samples, the majority (151 of the 239 protein coding genes) of those did not have
a functional annotation in the current repository for VectorBase (Fig 3.7, Appendix A4).
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Fig 3.6: Comparison of gene expression of significantly over expressed protein coding
annotated genes in the field resistant, field susceptible and laboratory susceptible
populations. Comparison of the FR population to both FS and LS populations identified a
total of 88 protein coding VectorBase annotated genes with significant over expression (FC
>2, FDR <0.05). The expression levels were displayed as counts per million (CPM) which
is the number of counts per gene following normalisation. CPM values were calculated for
each gene by taking the mean CPM of each transcript within that gene. Gene expression was
displayed per sample, rather than per experimental group, allowing for visualisation of
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granularity between samples. The gene expression was scaled by row to allow comparison
between samples rather than between genes. Variability in expression between samples from
the same experimental groups can be seen across all genes, highlighting the importance of
biological replication. There was a larger difference in expression between the FR and LS
than between the FR and FS for many genes including CYP6B1 and AAEL007102,
demonstrating the importance of using multiple susceptible comparator strains to reduce
over estimation of DGE.
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Fig 3.7: Differences in gene expression between resistant and susceptible populations
of a set of significantly over expressed, protein coding genes with VectorBase
annotation. Comparison of the FR population to both FS and LS populations identified a
total of 88 protein coding VectorBase annotated genes with significant over expression (FC
>2, FDR <0.05). Gene expression was displayed here as reads per kilobase million (RPKM)
in the FR population (red) and both susceptible populations (turquoise). RPKM values were
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calculated for each gene by taking the mean RPKM of each transcript within that gene. The
susceptible RPKMs (max susceptible) represent the maximum RPKM for each gene in both
FS and LS populations. The RPKM values were square root transformed here to optimise
the visualisation of a vast range of values (0.02 to 39.11). Genes with average RPKM across
groups of below 0.02 (23 genes) were not included in the bar plot for visualisation purposes
but are included in Appendix A4. Mean RPKM values per resistance status allow for
comparison of expression between genes as well as between groups.
The over expressed annotated protein coding genes included detoxification enzymes; two
cytochrome P450s (CYP12F6 - AAEL002005 and CYP6BY1 - AAEL017539), a
carboxy/cholinesterase

(CCEAE4C

-

AAEL003187),

a

glutathione

S-transferase

(AAEL006818), two glucosyl/glucuronosyl transferases (AAEL002688 and AAEL003076)
and an aldehyde oxidase (AAEL014493). The cuticular biosynthesis enzyme chitin synthase
(AAEL002718) and the digestive enzymes, putative trypsin genes, AAEL007102,
AAEL014579, and AAEL003308, were also present.
Other over expressed genes included the hydrocarbon biosynthesis pathway enzyme acetylCoA dehydrogenase (AAEL014452) (Jones et al., 2013), glutamate decarboxylase
(AAEL010951) which catalyses biosynthesis of GABA through glutamate decarboxylation
(Richardson et al., 2010), sarcosine dehydrogenase (AAEL014936), a mitochondrial glycine
synthesising enzyme (Huang, Poelchau and Armbruster, 2015), leucine aminopeptidase
(AAEL006975), a proteolytic enzyme that hydrolyses amino acids with roles in toxin
biosynthesis (Matsui, Fowler and Walling, 2006), a manganese-iron (Mn-Fe) superoxide
dismutase (MNSOD1 - AAEL004823), a mitochondrial antioxidant associated with
increased life span in insects (Clancy et al., 2001, Kang et al., 2008) and two mannosebinding C-Type Lectins (CTLs) AAEL011612 and AAEL000533, ubiquitous proteins in
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multicellular organisms that provide the pattern recognition required for the initial phase of
an immune response (Ourth, Narra and Chung, 2005, Phillips and Clark, 2017).
3.4.5 The under expressed transcriptome of field resistant Aedes aegypti larvae
The transcript profiles of the 75 annotated protein coding genes significantly under
expressed genes in the resistant population were also visualised in heatmaps of gene
expression (log2 values of CPM) (Fig 3.8) as well as bar plots of RPKMs (square root values)
of the represented genes (Fig 3.9). The former showing variation between the 16 samples
and the latter displaying variation between genes and between resistance status.
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Fig 3.8: Comparison of gene expression of significantly under expressed protein coding
annotated genes in the field resistant, field susceptible and laboratory susceptible
populations. Comparison of the FR population to both FS and LS populations identified a
total of 76 protein coding VectorBase annotated genes with significant under expression (FC
>2, FDR <0.05). The expression was displayed here as counts per million (CPM) which is
the number of counts per gene following normalisation. CPM values were calculated for
each gene by taking the mean CPM of each transcript within that gene. Expression was
displayed per sample, rather than per experimental group, allowing for visualisation of
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granularity between samples. The expression was scaled by row to allow comparison
between samples rather than between genes. Variability in expression between samples from
the same experimental groups can be seen across all genes, highlighting the importance of
biological replication. There was a larger difference in expression between the FR and LS
than between the FR and FS for many genes including CLIPB41 and RpL10, demonstrating
the importance of using multiple susceptible comparator strains to reduce over estimation of
DGE.
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Fig 3.9: Differences in gene expression between resistant and susceptible populations
of a set of significantly under expressed, protein coding genes with VectorBase
annotation. Comparison of the FR population to both FS and LS populations identified a
total of 76 protein coding VectorBase annotated genes with significant under expression (FC
>2, FDR <0.05). Gene expression was displayed here as reads per kilobase million (RPKM)
in the FR population (red) and both susceptible populations (turquoise). RPKM values were
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calculated for each gene by taking the mean RPKM of each transcript within that gene. The
susceptible RPKMs (max susceptible) represent the maximum RPKM for each gene in both
FS and LS populations. The RPKM values were square root transformed here to optimise
the visualisation of a vast range of values (0.02 to 400). Genes with average RPKM across
groups of below 0.02 (14 genes) were not included in the bar plot for visualisation purposes
but are included in Appendix A4. Mean RPKM values per resistance status allow for
comparison of expression between genes as well as between groups.
Genes encoding detoxification enzymes were also presented in this set of under expressed
genes. Those included the cytochrome P450 CYP314A1 (AAEL010946) and a
glucosyl/glucuronosyl transferase (AAEL003098). A cytochrome oxidase biogenesis
protein (oxa1 mitochondrial - AAEL009183), essential for full expression of cytochrome c
oxidase was also under expressed. Other genes significantly under expressed in the resistant
population include a putative pupal cuticle protein (AAEL011444) and transferrin (Tf1 AAEL015458) a regulator of iron metabolism with roles in mosquito innate immunity
(Yoshiga et al., 1997). The mdg4-binding protein ortholog gene in Ae. aegypti
(AAEL010576: Modifier of mdg4 [Mod(mdg4)]), responsible for chromosome remodelling
was also represented in this group of under expressed genes.
The expression of several ion and solute membrane transporters were also down regulated.
These included the sodium-coupled cation-chloride cotransporter AAEL009886 (aeCC3),
the sodium/chloride dependent amino acid transporter AAEL000298, the sodium/solute
symporter AAEL001198, and the sugar transporter AAEL010348. In the group of under
expressed genes were also 30 lncRNA genes in the temephos resistant larvae (Appendix A4).
3.4.6 Gene expression profile of temephos exposed larvae from the resistant population
Gene expression in the field resistant population following the controlled exposure to
temephos was compared with gene expression of samples from the same population without
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insecticide exposure. The exposed samples showed 19 significantly (FC >2, p-value <0.05)
overexpressed transcripts (Fig 3.10A & Appendix A5) in comparison to the non-exposed
samples. These 19 transcripts were mapped to 13 genes (Fig 3.10). The products of the over
expressed genes include a sodium/chloride dependent amino acid transporter
(AAEL003619), an alkyl dihydroxyacetone phosphate synthase (AAEL007793), cathepsin1 (AAEL011167), trypsin -1 (AAEL016975) and a serine protease stubble (AAEL020367).
The remaining eight overexpressed genes had uncharacterised products in Ae. aegypti
(Appendix A5).
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Fig 3.10: Differential gene expression of temephos-resistant larvae under transient
exposure to temephos. Comparison of the resistant temephos exposed population with the
resistant unexposed population identified 19 significantly over expressed transcripts and 13
significantly over expressed genes. The transcript expression was displayed here (A) as
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counts per million (CPM) which is the number of counts per transcript following
normalisation. Expression was displayed per sample, rather than per experimental group,
allowing for visualisation of granularity between samples. The expression was scaled by row
to allow comparison between samples rather than between transcripts. Variability in
expression between samples from the same experimental groups can be seen across all genes,
highlighting the importance of biological replication. Gene expression was displayed here
(B) as reads per kilobase million (RPKM) in the resistant exposed population (darker red)
and resistant unexposed population (lighter red). RPKM values were calculated for each
gene by taking the mean RPKM of each transcript within that gene. The RPKM values were
square root transformed here to optimise the visualisation of a vast range of values (0.003 to
239). Mean RPKM values per group allow for comparison of expression between genes as
well as between groups.
3.5 Discussion
Management of arbovirus burden is threatened by insecticide resistance in mosquitoes which
reduces the effectivity of vector control (Maciel-de-Freitas et al., 2014, Moyes et al., 2017,
Garcia et al., 2020). This study reports moderate resistance to temephos in the field
population of Ae. aegypti from Cúcuta whilst larvae from Bello were susceptible. Bello is
an area of relatively low arbovirus incidence (Morgan, Strode and Salcedo-Sora, 2021)and
has a lower frequency of insecticide usage (Granada et al., 2018), whilst Cúcuta is an area
of high arbovirus incidence which has seen routine use of temephos for Ae. aegypti control
over four decades (Grisales et al., 2013). The reported resistance in Cúcuta is consistent with
previous reports of temephos resistance in Ae. aegypti from Cúcuta in 2010, seven years
earlier than the mosquito collections took place for this current study (Grisales et al., 2013).
Whilst the resistance to temephos appears to have reduced in Cúcuta from RR50 = 11.85 in
2010 (Grisales et al., 2013) to RR50 = 8.0 in 2017 (current study) resistance to temephos
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remains moderate demonstrating the long-term implications of insecticide resistance on
vector control programmes. Management of arbovirus burden is threatened by insecticide
resistance in mosquitoes which reduces the effectivity of vector control programmes
(Maciel-de-Freitas et al., 2014, Moyes et al., 2017), including alternatives such as biological
control strategies (Garcia et al., 2020).
The triangulation of differential gene expression against two unrelated susceptible
populations, one lab and one field, was selected to reduce confounding effects of phenotypic
differences between populations unrelated to insecticide resistance. Whilst this experimental
design does reduce these confounding effects it is not possible to mitigate this entirely and
therefore some of the differences in gene expression which are observed here may not be
related to temephos resistance but resistance to other insecticides and other phenotypic
differences between populations, including differences in vector competency and
geographical adaptation. The differential gene expression reported here could be the
reflection of the selective pressure under other larvicidal insecticides used in Cúcuta in a
similar time span and even selective pressure from adulticides, such as malathion,
fenitrothion, λ-cyhalothrin and deltamethrin (Ocampo et al., 2011, Maestre-Serrano et al.,
2014), through vertical transfer. Ae. aegypti larvae from Cúcuta have previously been
reported to be highly resistant to the pyrethroid λ-cyhalothrin whilst larvae from Bello were
susceptible (Arévalo-Cortés et al., 2020). These findings from the same study localities used
in the current study demonstrate the effect adulticide resistance can have on larvae. Cross
resistance between organophosphates, such as temephos and pyrethroids has also been
reported in Ae. aegypti (Wirth and Georghiou, 1999, Rodríguez et al., 2002, Smith et al.,
2019), including in Colombian Ae. aegypti populations (Ocampo et al., 2011).
Differential gene expression associated with the resistant phenotype was identified by
selecting genes which were differentially expressed in the field resistant population
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compared to both the field (Bello) and lab (New Orleans) susceptible populations. This
reduced the cofounding effects of location differences and enabled the analysis to focus on
DGE associated specifically with resistance. This comparison identified 503 significantly
differentially expressed genes which are potentially associated with the resistant phenotype,
301 of which were over expressed in the resistant population and 239 under expressed.
Genes which were found to be differentially expressed in the current study may also be the
result of epistatic interactions, genetic and biochemical, and therefore associated with other
biological processes aside from insecticide resistance, such as those which compensate for
resistance induced fitness cost (Raymond, Heckel and Scott, 1989, Smith et al., 2011,
Hawkins et al., 2019) . Epistatic interactions between genes associated with insecticide
resistance are also known to influence different levels of resistance (Hardstone and Scott,
2010). Under such conceptual framework the following functional categories are
highlighted.
3.5.1 Metabolic detoxification genes
Metabolic detoxification of insecticides is one of the most reported insecticide resistance
mechanisms in mosquitoes. Abundant overexpression of detoxification genes, most
commonly cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (P450), glutathione S-transferases (GST) and
carboxylesterases (CE) has frequently been associated with insecticide resistance in
mosquitoes (Vontas, Katsavou and Mavridis, 2020). The results of this study report the
overexpression of only two P450s (CYP12F6 - AAEL002005 and CYP6BY1 AAEL017539), one GST (AAEL006818) and one CE (CCEAE4C (AAEL003187)), in the
resistant population compared to both field and lab susceptible populations (Appendix A6
& A7A). CYP12F6 has previously been shown to be overexpressed in a permethrin resistant
population of adult Ae. aegypti from Mexico albeit compared with a lab susceptible
population only (David et al., 2014). GO terms associated with insecticide detoxification
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(oxidoreductase activity (GO:0016491) and oxidation-reduction process (GO:0055114))
were also found to be enriched in the temephos resistant larvae. Thus, by cross examining
the data in field-to-field and field-to-lab population comparison, genes representing these
three forms of insecticide deactivation were observed in much reduced number compared to
what is commonly reported (Marcombe et al., 2009, Grisales et al., 2013, Dusfour et al.,
2015, Ishak et al., 2017). To illustrate the above, if the resistant population had been
compared with the lab susceptible population only a total of 41 cytochrome P450s, six GTSs
and 11 CEs would have been reported as differentially expressed (Appendix A6 & A7B).
This suggests that large overexpression of detoxification genes may be partly related to
differences between field and lab mosquitoes rather than associated with the insecticide
resistant phenotype. Large overexpression of detoxification in mosquitoes may also only be
observed in mosquitoes when they have high levels of resistance rather than the moderate
resistance reported here (Dusfour et al., 2015, Ishak et al., 2015).
3.5.2 Chitin biosynthesis
The thickness and composition of the cuticle has been identified as a critical determinant of
insecticide resistance due to its role in reducing insecticide penetration (Balabanidou,
Grigoraki and Vontas, 2018). Over expression of genes associated with formation and
maintenance of the cuticle have been reported in insecticide resistant populations of
medically relevant species including An. gambiae (Awolola et al., 2009, Balabanidou et al.,
2016, Yahouédo et al., 2017), An. funestus (Gregory et al., 2011) and Culex pipiens pallens
(Pan, Zhou and Mo, 2009, Fang et al., 2015). The cuticle has also been associated with
resistance in Ae. aegypti including in larvae (David et al., 2010, Riaz et al., 2013). The over
expression of the chitin biosynthesis enzyme AAEL002718 and the enrichment of chitin
synthase activity (GO:0004100) in temephos resistant Ae. aegypti larvae reported in this
study further highlights the potential role of the cuticle in the development of insecticide
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resistance in Ae. aegypti larvae, even when resistance is moderate. Chitin, a biopolymer of
N-acetylglucosamine, is a major constituent of the mosquito cuticle (exoskeleton (epidermal
cuticle), tracheal cuticle and eggshell) providing it with both strength and rigidity and is also
found in midgut peritrophic matrices (Merzendorfer and Zimoch, 2003). The use of chitin
synthesis inhibitors (CSI), a type of insect growth regulators (IGRs) which interfere with the
synthesis and deposition of chitin on the exoskeleton (Tunaz and Uygun, 2004), has been
highlighted as a potential approach to control Ae. aegypti with some promising findings in
laboratory studies (Martins et al., 2008, Fontoura et al., 2012).
3.5.3 Pattern recognition and innate immunity
Temephos resistant Ae. aegypti larvae were shown to express high levels of the mannosebinding C-type lectins (CTLs) AAEL011612 and AAEL000533 which are predominantly
produced in the salivary glands of adult female Ae. aegypti (Ribeiro et al., 2016, Adelman
and Myles, 2018). Lectins are ubiquitous proteins in multicellular organisms that provide
the pattern recognition required for the initial phase of an immune response (Ourth, Narra
and Chung, 2005, Phillips and Clark, 2017). C-type lectins are a group of calcium-dependant
carbohydrate binding proteins (Zelensky and Gready, 2005). In mosquitoes CTLs are
primarily involved in facilitating viral infection (e.g., dengue, Rift Valley fever and Japanese
encephalitis viruses (Liu, Qian, et al., 2017, Licciardi et al., 2020)) through enhanced viral
entry, acting as bridges between flaviviruses and host cell receptors (Cheng et al., 2010, Liu,
Qian, et al., 2017). However, these proficient pattern recognition proteins seem to have
evolved to mediate multiple multicellular processes beyond mosquito immune response
including lifespan and reproductive capability (Li et al., 2020) as well as maintenance of gut
microbiome homeostasis (Pang et al., 2016). Transferrin (Tf1 - AAEL015458), found to be
under expressed in temephos resistant larvae in the current study, also has roles in the innate
immune response to arbovirus infection (Wessling-Resnick, 2018, Licciardi et al., 2020) and
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has previously been reported to be downregulated in CHIKV and DENV infected
mosquitoes which may favour viral replication (Tchankouo-Nguetcheu et al., 2010).
Transferrin expression has also been related to insecticide resistance in Culex pipiens with
increased expression reported in mosquitoes with target-site resistance to pyrethroids and
organophosphates, the biggest difference in transferrin expression was observed in adults
(Tan et al., 2012, Vézilier et al., 2013).
3.5.4 Cell membrane transport
The expression of several ion coupled solute membrane transporters was down regulated in
temephos resistant larvae: the sodium-coupled cation-chloride cotransporter AAEL009886
(aeCC3), the sodium/chloride dependent amino acid transporter AAEL000298, the
sodium/solute symporter AAEL001198, and the sugar transporter AAEL010348. aeCCC3
is a larvae specific membrane transporter abundant in the anal papillae responsible for the
absorption of external ions (Piermarini et al., 2017) which belongs to a family of cationcoupled chloride cotransporters (CCCs) which contribute to ion homeostasis by undertaking
electroneutral transport of Na+, K+ and Cl- (Pullikuth, Filippov and Gill, 2003). A similar
role is expected from the ion-coupled transporters AAEL000298 and AAEL001198 in the
homeostasis of ion content, particularly in midgut and Malpighian tubes where they are most
abundant (Li et al., 2017).
The aquatic life of the Ae. aegypti larval stages demands an ion exchange homeostasis that
differs from that of the adult mosquitoes. Due to their freshwater habitat Ae. aegypti larvae
must excrete water gained by osmosis, reabsorb salt prior to excreting urine, and absorb salt
from their surroundings (Ramasamy et al., 2021). Whilst the opposite is true in adults where
water retention is needed due to constant loss through evaporation. A key process in this is
Na+-dependent co-transport which is typically down the large inward (extracellular to
intracellular) Na+ gradient generated by the Na+/K+-ATPase (Payne, 2012). The results of
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this study speculatively suggest that the ion homeostasis changes caused by the reduced
expression of the three CCCs transporters AAEL009886, AAEL000298 and AAEL001198
could reduce the exposure of larvae to temephos by reducing net uptake of the molecule,
protecting the organs where they are commonly expressed (e.g., midgut and Malpighian
tubes). Transcriptome studies of insecticide resistant mosquito populations tend to overlook
the potential role of down regulated genes in favour of overexpressed genes, but this finding
demonstrates the importance of investigating reduced expression when studying potential
mechanisms of insecticide resistance. The potential role of CCC transporters in reducing
insecticide uptake and therefore facilitating resistance warrants further investigation.
3.5.5 Chromosomal remodelling
The mdg4-binding protein ortholog gene (AAEL010576: modifier of mdg4 [Mod(mdg4)]),
responsible for chromosome remodelling was also significantly under expressed in the
resistant Ae. aegypti larvae. Originally described as a protein binding the transposon mdg4
(Bayev et al., 1984), Mod(mdg4) gene encodes for a family of proteins due to at least 30
different alternative splicing variants in Diptera and Lepidoptera (Krauss and Dorn, 2004,
Gabler et al., 2005, Tikhonov et al., 2018). Mod(mdg4) variants bind a variety of insulators
(DNA domains involved in nuclear organization and higher order chromatin structures)
(Ghosh, Gerasimova and Corces, 2001, Melnikova et al., 2004, Golovnin et al., 2007) and
have been involved in regulating numerous traits of the insect embryonic progression such
as synapsis structure (Gorczyca et al., 1999), chromosome Y-linked testis development
(Branco, Hart and Lemos, 2013), and mid-gut maturation (Cai et al., 2012). Changes in
expression of Mod(mdg4) have been reported in Drosophila Kc cells treated with
deltamethrin (Liu et al., 2020). The downstream targets of mod (mdg4) have also been
shown to effect downregulation of proteins associated with protection from various stress
conditions, therefore acting as modulators of cytotoxic damage in Drosophila (Lin et al.,
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2021). The identification of under expression of the mdg4-binding protein in temephos
resistant larvae suggests a further role for this protein in mediating insecticide resistance
with a potential role in regulating the stress response.
3.5.6 Long non-coding RNA
There were 55 over expressed and 30 under expressed genes encoding for long non-coding
RNA (lncRNA) in the temephos resistant larvae (Appendix A4). Non-coding RNAs
(ncRNA) are abundant cellular effectors of great prolific functionality (Eddy, 2001) and long
ncRNA are defined as transcripts, more than 200 nucleotides long, that are produced by RNA
polymerase II and are not translated into proteins (Bonasio and Shiekhattar, 2014). In Aedes
lncRNAs, mainly involved in regulating gene expression, are multifunction with roles
including sex differentiation (Xu et al., 2019), embryogenesis (Azlan et al., 2019) and
suppression of viral replication in DENV infected mosquitoes (Etebari et al., 2016). Long
ncRNAs have also been associated with insect’s response to xenobiotics, with reports of
differential lncRNA expression in resistant populations of Plutella xylostella (Etebari,
Furlong and Asgari, 2015). The findings of 85 differentially expressed lncRNAs reported
here in resistant populations of Ae. aegypti supports the potential roles that lncRNAs could
have in the development of insecticide resistance. Whilst gene expression studies have
focussed primarily on differential expression in protein coding genes, the development of
next generation techniques have now provided an opportunity to also study noncoding RNA.
Whilst work has been conducted into identifying lncRNAs in medically relevant mosquito
species including An. gambaie (Jenkins, Waterhouse and Muskavitch, 2015) and Ae. aegypti
(Azlan et al., 2019) there have been no studies that have aimed to investigate the role of
lncRNAs in insecticide resistance in mosquitoes. Previous RNA-Seq studies on insecticide
resistant populations of Culex pipiens pallens have also identified differential expression of
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lncRNAs (Shi et al., 2020), however, an in-depth discussion of their role in insecticide
resistance has been neglected.
3.5.7 Differential gene expression in resistant larvae following temephos exposure
In the study gene expression in insecticide resistant larvae was also tracked following direct
response to temephos exposure. Thirteen genes were found to have a significantly increased
expression following a controlled exposure to temephos. Among those 13 genes were two
serine proteases: trypsin -1 (AAEL016975) and serine protease stubble (AAEL020367), a
cysteine protease: cathepsin-1 (AAEL011167), a sodium/chloride dependent amino acid
transporter (AAEL003619) and an alkyl dihydroxyacetone phosphate synthase
(AAEL007793). Serine proteases are a group of enzymes with a variety of known functions
including digestion, metamorphosis, oogenesis, blood coagulation and viral immune
response (Terra and Ferreira, 1994, Mesquita-Rodrigues et al., 2011, Licciardi et al., 2020).
Cathepsin-1 (AAEL011167), a cysteine proteinase, is also a multifunctional digestive
enzyme (Terra and Ferreira, 1994, Liu et al., 2006). Upregulation of serine proteases have
been previously reported in insecticide resistant mosquito populations (Bonizzoni et al.,
2012, Reid et al., 2012, David et al., 2014, Zou et al., 2016), including temephos resistant
Ae. aegypti from Cúcuta (Grisales et al., 2013). Serine proteases have also been shown to
degrade insecticides through hydrolysis within the insect digestive tract, however so far
evidence of this is limited to pyrethroids such as deltamethrin (Yang, Qian, et al., 2008,
Yang, Sun, et al., 2008, Xiong et al., 2014, Wilkins, 2017). Overexpressed proteases in this
current study support the findings of previous studies that proteases may have a role in the
metabolism of other insecticide classes besides pyrethroids. The changes responsible for
resistance are often associated with modification of physiological processes that can lead to
decreased performance and fitness disadvantage.
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Deleterious effects of insecticide resistance can affect a wide range of life-history traits (e.g.
longevity, biting behaviour, and vector competence) (Alout et al., 2014, 2017). Although the
cost of resistance genes is believed to gradually decrease due to subsequent modifier
mutations (Raymond et al., 2001). With the relatively limited diversity of insecticide targets
(Swale, 2019), the gene expression patterns that resistant mosquitoes further undergo when
exposed to the insecticide could be a source for novel assets for vector control. The study of
such targets for insecticide development is a strategy that, to my knowledge, has not yet been
explored.
This study found differential insecticide responses from Ae. aegypti field samples of two
previously epidemiologically characterised sites in Colombia. Using these contrasting Ae.
aegypti field mosquito populations together with the New Orleans lab strain, the results
demonstrated the risk of producing noise signal by overestimating by several fold the
differential gene expression if mosquito populations are compared only with laboratory
strains. The two overexpressed P450s in resistant Ae. aegypti larvae represent some ten-fold
lower levels in comparison to previous studies (Dusfour et al., 2015, Ishak et al., 2015). The
results also provide an insight into expression changes that are observed in moderately
resistant mosquitoes as a useful insight into the biology of the progression of resistance. The
role of the cuticle in insecticide resistance suggested in previous studies is substantiated here.
This study also identified several genes potentially associated with the resistant phenotype
that have not been previously associated with insecticide resistance in mosquitoes. These
included changes in ion exchange homeostasis, chromatin remodelling, lectin-mediated
immune responses, and a plethora of lncRNAs. Evidently, there is a notorious gap in the
knowledge base of gene expression adaption in insecticide resistance. The work presented
here contributed to what seems to be an expansive and varied phenotypic landscape in the
Ae. aegypti responses to insecticides of current importance
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Chapter 4:

Rapid evaporative ionisation mass spectrometry (REIMS): A potential and rapid tool
for the identification of insecticide resistance in mosquito larvae
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4.1 Abstract
Insecticide resistance is a significant challenge facing the successful control of mosquito
vectors globally. Bioassays are currently the only method for phenotyping resistance. They
require large numbers of mosquitoes for testing, the availability of a susceptible comparator
strain and often insectary facilities. This study aimed to trial the novel use of rapid
evaporative ionisation mass spectrometry (REIMS) for the identification of insecticide
resistance in mosquitoes. No sample preparation is required for REIMS and analysis can be
rapidly conducted within hours. Temephos resistant Aedes aegypti (Linnaeus) larvae from
Cúcuta, Colombia and temephos susceptible larvae from two origins (Bello, Colombia, and
the lab reference strain New Orleans) were analysed using REIMS. The ability of REIMS to
differentiate three relevant variants was tested: population source, lab versus field origin and
response to insecticide. The classification of this data was undertaken using linear
discriminant analysis and random forest. Classification models built using REIMS data were
able to differentiate between Ae. aegypti larvae from different populations with 82% (± 0.01)
accuracy, between mosquitoes of field and lab origin with 89% (± 0.01) accuracy and
between susceptible and resistant larvae with 85% (± 0.01) accuracy. LDA classifiers had
higher efficiency than random forest with this data set. The high accuracy observed here
identifies REIMS as a potential new tool for rapid identification of resistance in mosquitoes.
REIMS and similar modern phenotyping alternatives should complement existing
insecticide resistance management tools.
4.2 Introduction
Insecticide resistance is one of the most significant challenges posed to mosquito control
programmes. The control of mosquito vectors, including Aedes aegypti (Linnaeus) the
principal vector for the dengue, Zika and chikungunya viruses, relies heavily on the use of
insecticides to reduce disease burden. There are only four insecticides classes which are
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licensed for use in public health: organophosphates, organochlorines, pyrethroids and
carbamates. Resistance has now been reported in Ae. aegypti to all four of these chemical
classes (Ranson et al., 2010, Vontas et al., 2012, Moyes et al., 2017). Insecticide resistance
in Ae. aegypti has also spread worldwide with reports in South America (Guedes et al.,
2020), North America (Marcombe et al., 2014), Asia (Amelia-Yap et al., 2018), Europe
(Seixas et al., 2017), Africa (Weetman et al., 2018), and Oceania (Demok et al., 2019). This
trend is compromising effective vector control (Viana-Medeiros et al., 2007, Bisset et al.,
2011, Marcombe et al., 2011).
Insecticide resistance management (IRM) which aims to prevent, slow, or reverse the
emergence of resistance is therefore crucial for sustainable vector control. The first step in
IRM is to monitor local populations for the development of insecticide resistance whilst
establishing its impact on effective vector control (Dusfour et al., 2019). Current methods
for resistance monitoring include bioassays, biochemical assays, and molecular testing.
Biochemical assays and molecular testing are used to identify the specific mechanisms
responsible for insecticide resistance, allowing for appropriate IRM strategies to be
implemented (Hemingway et al., 2013). However, insecticide bioassays (e.g. WHO tube and
CDC bottle assays) are the only current method for identifying (phenotyping) resistance in
mosquitoes. Bioassays have low sensitivity, lengthy completion times (24 hours) and often
only detect high levels of resistance which may be too late for alternative measures to be
deployed (Dusfour et al., 2019). Other limitations include the requirement of large numbers
of individual mosquitoes required, and the availability of a comparable susceptible strain
(World Health Organization (WHO), 2016). Alternative phenotyping methods that can
surpass those limitations are necessary. Recently a smartphone implemented automated
phenotyping method was found to be successful in detecting motile differences between
susceptible and resistant Anopheles and Aedes mosquitoes (Buckingham et al., 2021). Whilst
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this method is in the early stages of development is shows promise as a future alternative for
rapid phenotyping of resistance in mosquitoes.
Rapid evaporative ionisation mass spectrometry (REIMS) is a relatively new technology
which provides a rapid method of mass spectrometry without the need for any sample
preparation. Samples are burned by diathermy and the resultant aerosols are collected,
ionized, and analysed by mass spectrometry (Schäfer et al., 2009, Balog et al., 2010, 2013,
2015). The extensive spectra obtained by REIMS are binned on the instrument proprietary
software. Data undergo dimension reduction to provide the numerical input for classification
with models such as random forest and linear discriminatory analysis (Balog et al., 2010).
The potential applications of REIMS are vast with its previous successful applications
including distinguishing cancerous tissue from healthy tissue (Alexander et al., 2017, St John
et al., 2017, Phelps et al., 2018), authentication of food products (Balog et al., 2016, Black
et al., 2017, Verplanken et al., 2017, Guitton et al., 2018, Rigano et al., 2019), microbial
species identification (Strittmatter et al., 2013, 2014), monitoring of bacterial growth and
recombinant protein expression (Sarsby et al., 2021), and the identification of rodent species
and sex from faecal matter (Davidson et al., 2019). REIMS has also been shown to be a
highly effective method for species and sex determination in Drosophila adults and larvae
(Wagner et al., 2020).
This study presents a proof-of-concept for the novel use of REIMS as a rapid tool for the
identification of insecticide resistance in Ae. aegypti larvae. Three Ae. aegypti populations,
previously profiled for susceptibility to the larvicide temephos (Chapter 2) (Morgan et al.,
2021) were analysed: a resistant field population originally from Cúcuta (Colombia) and two
susceptible populations, one field population from Bello (Colombia) and a susceptible
laboratory reference strain, New Orleans. The results demonstrate the potential of REIMS
for phenotyping insecticide resistant mosquitoes with relevant discriminatory power and
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faster and less labour-intensive methods which may be used to complement existing IRM
strategies.
4.3 Materials and methods
4.3.1 Mosquito samples and rearing
Aedes aegypti larvae from three populations previously tested for susceptibility to temephos
(Morgan et al., 2021) were used in this study; two field populations, one resistant (field
resistant (FR) and one susceptible (field susceptible (FS)) and the susceptible Ae. aegypti
laboratory stain New Orleans (lab susceptible (LS)) (Fig 4.1). Ae. aegypti were reared to
fourth instar larvae following a standard rearing protocol and under standard conditions
within the Edge Hill University Vector Research Group insectaries. Standard conditions
were 27oC and 70% RH with an 11-hour day/night cycle with 60-minute dawn/dusk
simulation periods, using a lighting system of 4× Osram Dulux 26W 840 lights. Eggs were
submerged in a hatching broth of 350 ml dH2O, 0.125 g nutrient broth (Sigma-Aldrich,
Dorset, UK) and 0.025 g brewer’s yeast (Holland & Barrett, Ormskirk, UK) for 48 hours
(Zheng et al., 2015). Once hatched, larvae were reared at a density of 0.5 larva/ml in dH2O
and fed ground fish food (AQUARIAN® advanced nutrition) at increasing quantities per
day (day 3 = 0.08 mg/larva, day 4 = 0.16 mg/larva, day 5 = 0.31 mg/larva, day 6 = 0 mg/larva)
(Carvalho et al., 2014). For each experimental group (FR, FS, LS) four biological replicates
were conducted, using eggs from different females each submerged on different days. Seven
days after egg submersion larvae were removed and stored at -20oC until REIMS analysis.
The storage period ranged from 32-36 weeks (Table 4.1). The number of larvae analysed per
biological replicate ranged from 8-15 with a total of 42-51 larvae per experimental group
(Table 4.1).
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Fig 4.1: Block diagram of the experimental approach. This study utilised insecticide
resistant and susceptible larvae of the mosquito Ae. aegypti. The resistant larvae originated
from Cúcuta, Colombia and the susceptible larvae had dual origin, field samples from Bello,
Colombia (Field Susceptible) and the New Orleans lab strain (Lab Susceptible). Individual
larvae from each experimental group were analysed using REIMS to acquire individual mass
spectra for each sample. The data acquired through REIMS was background and lock mass
corrected and binned into 0.1 m/z groups. Dimension reduction was conducted using PCA
before LDA and random forest classification model building and testing.
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Table 4.1: Summary data of the Ae. aegypti samples analysed via REIMS. Time larvae
stored at -20oC in weeks for each replicate, number of larvae analysed in each replicate and
the total number for each experimental group (n).
Population

Lab Susceptible

Field Susceptible

Field Resistant

Replicate

Storage Weeks

n

1

36

8

2

36

15

3

36

13

4

32

15

Total

32-36

51

1

32

12

2

34

13

3

33

13

4

32

13

Total

32-34

51

1

36

9

2

32

14

3

36

10

4

36

9

Total

32-36

42

4.3.2 Rapid evaporative ionisation mass spectrometry analysis
Rapid evaporative ionisation mass spectrometry analysis (REIMS) was conducted following
the detailed methods outlined by (Wagner et al., 2020). Larvae were burned using a
monopolar electrosurgical pencil (Erbe Medical UK Ltd, Leeds) as the evaporative source,
electrical current was provided to the pencil by a VIO 50 C electrosurgical generator
connected via plastic tubing. The entire biomass of each larva was burned, and the aerosols
produced were aspirated through tubing attached to the pencil into the REIMS source using
a nitrogen powered venturi valve. Leucine enkephalin (Waters, UK) in propan-2-ol
(CHROMASOLV, Honeywell Riedel-de-Haën) was used as a lock mass solution and
continuously introduced via a whistle in the venturi tube at a flow rate of 30 µl min−1.
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REIMS was conducted using a Synapt G2Si instrument ion mobility equipped quadrupole
time of flight mass spectrometer (Waters, UK). A heated impactor (Kanthal metal coil at
900°C) within the REIMS source was used to decluster the ionized particles. Mass spectra
were acquired in negative ion mode at a rate of 1 scan per second over a mass/charge range
of m/z 50–1200. All larvae were analysed in a single afternoon in a random order created by
a random number generator within Microsoft excel.
4.3.3 Data analysis
The raw data files were imported into the Offline Model Builder software (OMB-1.1.28;
Waters Research Centre, Hungary). The mass spectra acquired for each sample were
averaged and the option to create one spectrum per sample was selected. The background
was subtracted, and the spectra corrected using the lock mass (leucine enkephalin, m/z
554.26). The normalised intensities were then binned into 0.1 m/z wide groups. The binned
mass spectra data were then imported into R (version 3.6.3) (R Core Team, 2020) for further
analysis.
Dimension reduction was carried out by principal components analysis (PCA) using the R
package factoextra (version 1.0.7) (Kassambara and Mundt, 2020). Different numbers of
principal components were then extracted (10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100) and used for classification
of samples into categories: population, population type and resistance status. Classification
was conducted using two different model types; linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and
random forest (RF), with the data randomly split into 70% training data and 30% test data.
Each model was built using variable numbers of principal components (PCs) extracted using
PCA and the most accurate model selected and used for analysis. LDA models with varying
numbers of PCs were built using the R package MASS (version 7.3.53) (W. N. Venables
and B. D. Ripley, 2002), model validation was conducted by plotting receiver operating
characteristic curves (ROC) and selecting the model with the highest area under ROC curve
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(AUC) (Appendix A9). Random forest models were validated using the R package caret
(version 6.0.88) (Kuhn, 2021) to select the model with optimum PCs, number of variables
available for splitting at each tree node (mtry) and tree number. The random forest models
with the highest overall accuracy following building in caret were selected for use in the
analysis with models built using the R package randomForest (version 4.6.14) (Liaw and
Wiener, 2002). Random under sampling in the caret package was used to balance classes
prior to RF analysis as this showed increase in overall model performance. Class imbalance
did not affect performance of LDA models, therefore no over or under sampling was
required. LDA and RF models with parameters as selected by model validation were each
ran 20 times using a different random split of test (30%) and training (70%) data. The model
statistics: percentage accuracy, standard error of means (SEM) and range, were then
averaged across all 20 replicates. LDA following PCA was also used to visualise the
separation of samples, plots were created using the R packages ggplot2 (version 3.3.2)
(Wickham, 2016) and ggpubr (version 0.4.0) (Kassambara, 2020).
The experimental design is outlined in Fig 4.1. A reproducible code for analysing REIMS
data using LDA and random forest classification models is provided in Appendix A10.
4.4 Results
The mass spectra obtained by REIMS were analysed using PCA-LDA classification models
and random forest classification models to assess discrimination between Ae. aegypti of
different geographical origins, different population types (lab or field), and different
insecticide responses. The number of principal components chosen as the input for LDA,
and random forest models was selected based on achieving the most accurate classification
models. For LDA this involved choosing the model with the lowest area under receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) and for random forest the model with highest
accuracy was selected. All data were randomly split into test (70%) and training (30%) data
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and for each classification model 20 replicates, each with a different random train and test
data split, were conducted and classification statistics averaged across all 20 replicates.
4.4.1 Population source
Visualisation of the data, following PCA-LDA analysis showed a clear discrimination
between Ae. aegypti larvae from different geographical origins (Fig 4.2A). All three
populations; field susceptible, field resistant and lab susceptible were separated in linear
discriminant one whilst the field resistant population separated from the two susceptible
populations in linear discriminant 2, thus demonstrating that LD1 is representative of
population and LD2 of resistance to insecticide. A PCA-LDA conducted on the data with
randomly assigned classifications showed no separation (Appendix A8) demonstrating that
the observed separation of classifications is due to variations between populations and not
due to chance. The LDA model built using the REIMS data was able to correctly classify
82% (± 0.01) of Ae. aegypti larvae into the correct population (Fig 4.2B). The lab susceptible
population had the highest accuracy (90% ± 2.0) and had the largest sample number whilst
the population with the lowest sample number, field resistant, had the lowest accuracy (77%
± 2.2). When classification was conducted using a random forest model accuracy was lower,
but the model was still able to correctly assign 76% of individual Ae. aegypti larvae to the
correct population (Fig 4.2C).
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Fig 4.2: REIMS discrimination of Ae. aegypti samples by population. Combined PCALDA separation of the three Ae. aegypti populations using REIMS mass spectra (A).
Dimension reduction was conducted using principal components analysis (PCA), 40
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principal components were selected for linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The number of
PCs was determined by selecting the model with the lowest area under the ROC curve (AUC)
(Appendix A9A). Separation is shown in both linear discriminant one and linear discriminant
2. All populations separated in linear discriminant 1 whilst field resistant separated from the
two susceptible populations in LD2. Classification of samples into population using PCALDA (B) and random forest models (C), showing percentage of samples classified to each
group, standard error of the mean (SEM) and the percentage range across all replicates.
Models were built and tested 20 times each with a different set of training (70%) and test
(30%) data. Accuracy percentages, SEM and range were averaged across all 20 replicates.
The LDA-PCA classification model had a higher accuracy (82% ± 0.01) than the random
forest model (76% ± 0.02), correctly assigning 82% of individuals to their respective
population. Random forest models were built using 20 PCs to obtain the highest accuracy of
models tested (Appendix A9B).
4.4.2 Population type (lab and field)
A clear separation is observed when Ae. aegypti larvae from field origin are compared to
larvae from a standard laboratory reference strain using PCA-LDA (Fig 4.3A & B). The
classification models had high accuracy with 89% (± 0.01) of individual larvae classified to
the correct population type with the PCA-LDA model (Fig 4.3C) and 83% (± 0.01) correctly
classified by random forest (Fig 4.3D). Larvae from field origin had higher classification
accuracy (86% ± 1.8) than those of lab origin (80% ± 2.4) when the RF model was used, the
field origin group had a higher sample size than the lab origin group. When the LDA model
is used the accuracy is similar for both groups (Field = 90% ± 0.8, Lab = 89 ± 2.0).
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Fig 4.3: REIMS discrimination of Ae. aegypti by population type (lab and field).
Combined PCA-LDA separation of lab and field Ae. aegypti populations using REIMS mass
spectra (A & B). Dimension reduction was conducted using principal components analysis
(PCA), 40 principal components (PCs) were selected for linear discriminant analysis (LDA).
The number of PCs was determined by selecting the model with the lowest area under the
ROC curve (AUC) (Appendix A9C). Classification of samples into resistance status using
PCA-LDA (C) and random forest models (D), showing percentage of samples classified to
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each group, standard error of the mean (SEM) and the percentage range across all replicates.
Models were built and tested 20 times each with a different set of training (70%) and test
(30%) data. Accuracy percentages, SEM and range were averaged across all 20 replicates.
The LDA-PCA classification model had a higher accuracy (89% ± 0.01) than the random
forest model (83% ± 0.02), correctly assigning 89% of individuals to their respective
resistance status. Random forest models were built using 20 PCs to obtain the highest
accuracy of models tested (Appendix A9D).
4.4.3 Insecticide sensitivity profile
Analysis of the REIMS data was also conducted to investigate the potential for determination
between insecticide resistant and susceptible Ae. aegypti larvae (Fig 4). PCA-LDA
classification models show 85% (± 0.01) accuracy in assigning larvae to the correct
resistance status, with 75% (± 2.8) of temephos resistant larvae being correctly assigned (Fig
4.4c). The classification accuracy was higher for susceptible individuals (89% ± 1.1), this is
likely due to the larger sample size of susceptible individuals available for training the model
(Fig 4.4C). Whilst the random forest classification model was less accurate it still had a
correct classification rate of 78% (± 0.02) correctly classifying 73% (± 3.3) of resistant
individuals and 79% of susceptible individuals (Fig 4.4D).
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Fig 4.4: REIMS discrimination of resistant and susceptible Ae. aegypti. Combined PCALDA separation of resistant and susceptible Ae. aegypti populations using REIMS mass
spectra (A & B). Dimension reduction was conducted using principal components analysis
(PCA), 40 principal components were selected for linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The
number of PCs was determined by selecting the model with the lowest area under the ROC
curve (AUC) (Appendix A9E). Classification of samples into resistance status using PCALDA (C) and random forest models (D), showing percentage of samples classified to each
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group, standard error of the mean (SEM) and the percentage range across all replicates.
Models were built and tested 20 times each with a different set of training (70%) and test
(30%) data. Accuracy percentages, SEM and range were averaged across all 20 replicates.
The LDA-PCA classification model had a higher accuracy (85% ± 0.01) than the random
forest model (78% ± 0.02), correctly assigning 85% of individuals to their respective
resistance status. Random forest models were built using 20 PCs to obtain the highest
accuracy of models tested (Appendix A9F).
A similar classification accuracy is achieved when field resistant larvae are compared only
to susceptible larvae from a laboratory strain (Fig 4.5) as when field resistance larvae are
compared to susceptible larvae from field origin (Fig 4.6). When only a field susceptible
comparator strain was used the classification accuracy was 88% (± 0.01) using LDA (Fig
4.6C) and 84% (± 0.02) using RF (Fig 4.6D). When only a lab susceptible comparator strain
was used the classification accuracy was similar with 87% using LDA (Fig 4.5C) and 82%
with RF (Fig 4.5D). The similarity in classification accuracy observed here demonstrates
that a field equivalent susceptible strain may not be necessary for identification of insecticide
resistance in field Ae. aegypti larvae using this method.
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Fig 4.5: REIMS discrimination of field resistant and lab susceptible Ae. aegypti larvae.
Combined PCA-LDA separation of the resistant and lab susceptible populations using
REIMS mass spectra (A & B). Dimension reduction was conducted using principal
components analysis (PCA), 20 principal components were selected for linear discriminant
analysis (LDA). The number of PCs was determined by selecting the model with the lowest
area under the ROC curve (AUC) (Appendix A9G). Classification of samples into
population using PCA-LDA (C) and random forest models (D), showing percentage of
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samples classified to each group, standard error of the mean (SEM) and the percentage range
across all replicates. Models were built and tested 20 times each with a different set of
training (70%) and test (30%) data. Accuracy percentages, SEM and range were averaged
across all 20 replicates. The LDA-PCA classification model had a higher accuracy (87% ±
0.02) than the random forest model (82% ± 0.02), correctly assigning 87% of individuals to
their respective resistance status. Random forest models were built using 10 PCs to obtain
the highest accuracy of models tested (Appendix A9H).
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Fig 4.6: REIMS discrimination of field resistant and field susceptible Ae. aegypti larvae.
Combined PCA-LDA separation of the resistant and field susceptible populations using
REIMS mass spectra (A & B). Dimension reduction was conducted using principal
components analysis (PCA), 20 principal components were selected for linear discriminant
analysis (LDA). The number of PCs was determined by selecting the model with the lowest
area under the ROC curve (AUC) (Appendix A9I). Classification of samples into population
using PCA-LDA (C) and random forest models (D), showing percentage of samples
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classified to each group, standard error of the mean (SEM) and the percentage range across
all replicates. Models were built and tested 20 times each with a different set of training
(70%) and test (30%) data. Accuracy percentages, SEM and range were averaged across all
20 replicates. The LDA-PCA classification model had a higher accuracy (88% ± 0.01) than
the random forest model (84% ± 0.02), correctly assigning 88% of individuals to their
respective resistance status. Random forest models were built using 20 PCs to obtain the
highest accuracy of models tested (Appendix A9J).
4.5 Discussion
Early detection of resistance in mosquito populations is key to effective IRM and in reducing
its effect on transmission of disease (Dusfour et al., 2019). The current principal methods
for monitoring resistance are bioassays, biochemical assays, and molecular testing.
Biochemical assays and molecular testing can be used to identify resistance in mosquitoes
and are also important for the identification of mechanisms conferring resistance which can
be useful when deciding on the most effective control method and in the development of
novel control strategies (Brogdon, 1989, World Health Organization (WHO), 1998, Corbel
and N’Guessan, 2013, Hemingway et al., 2013, Faucon et al., 2017, Dusfour et al., 2019).
Current understanding of resistance has been developed through molecular and biochemical
studies which have identified common resistance mechanisms including target site
insensitivity and metabolic detoxification (Hemingway et al., 2004). Identification of these
resistance mechanisms has been vital to increasing understanding of resistance.
Despite the importance of biochemical and molecular assays for increasing understanding
of resistance and resistance mechanisms this has had minimal impact on the decision making
in vector control programmes (Vontas and Mavridis, 2019). There is an operational need for
scalable rapid identification tools which are less labour intensive thereby yielding faster
results which therefore have the potential to directly impact decision making. Insecticide
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bioassays are currently the only method for phenotyping resistance in mosquitoes (World
Health Organization, 2013, World Health Organization (WHO), 2016). They are limited to
detecting high levels of resistance only which is often too late for alternative control methods
to be deployed and high level of variation between experiments is often observed (Owusu,
Chitnis and Müller, 2017). Bioassays also require large numbers of mosquitoes, the
availability of a comparable susceptible strain and insectary facilities (World Health
Organization, 2013, World Health Organization (WHO), 2016).
This study presents proof of concept for the use of rapid evaporative ionisation mass
spectrometry (REIMS) as a faster tool for monitoring of insecticide resistance which has the
potential to directly inform vector control decision making. The data obtained by REIMS
analysis was able to categorise resistance with 85% (± 0.01) accuracy. This method also
benefits from requiring no sample preparation, and rapid data acquisition. For this study
relatively small sample numbers were used, but high accuracy was still obtained. Accuracy
of classification models is likely to increase as the size of the training data set is increased,
therefore subsequent testing with higher sample numbers is expected to yield an even greater
accuracy (Dobbin, Zhao and Simon, 2008, Figueroa et al., 2012, Hanberry, He and Dey,
2012, Beleites et al., 2013, Luan et al., 2020). The tool was also able to differentiate between
different mosquito populations with 82% (± 0.01) accuracy, suggesting other applications
for the tool aside from resistance monitoring.
Two different classification model types were also compared, linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) and random forest (RF) both of which are commonly applied to classification of
samples using REIMS data (Cameron et al., 2016, St John et al., 2017, Davidson et al., 2019,
Gredell et al., 2019, Wagner et al., 2020, Sarsby et al., 2021). LDA is often the classification
method of choice for spectrometry-based phenotyping, including REIMS (Bonetti, 2018,
D’Hue et al., 2018, Gredell et al., 2019, Kenar et al., 2019, Liu et al., 2021, Wang et al.,
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2021). The results of this study showed that LDA classification models were able to achieve
comparable accuracy to the more complex random forest models and in the case of this data
set performed better. Use of a simpler but equally accurate model is important in enabling
data analysis to be accessible to a variety of personnel working within vector control. The
PCA-LDA method has previously been shown to be effective at classifying groups which
show large differences in molecular profile, however for groups with more subtle differences
machine learning methods may have higher accuracy than LDA (Gromski et al., 2015,
Gredell et al., 2019). The higher accuracy of the LDA model used in this study comparative
to the RF model suggests that the differences in molecular profile between the groups
studied; geographical origin, population type and resistance status may be distinct. This
provides further promise for the use of REIMS in insecticide resistance monitoring as larger
differences in molecular profile are easier to detect than subtle differences. The use of
multiple classification models to accurately classify REIMS data has previously been shown
to be important due to the high complexity of REIMS data. Dimension reduction, as
conducted in this study, has also been shown to be a critical step in REIMS data analysis
(Gredell et al., 2019).
Whilst the REIMS method is a fast and effective method it does have some disadvantages
when compared with alternative methods. The technique is destructive, meaning that the
sample cannot be used for further analysis. However, application of the technique to adult
mosquitoes provides the opportunity for partial dissection (e.g. leg removal) prior to REIMS
which will allow for further molecular or biochemical testing. The mass spectroscopy
equipment involved in REIMS is estimated to cost around $500,000 USD (Logrono, 2020),
whilst costs of the initial set up of REIMS facilities are high, once equipment is available
the cost per sample is low due to rapid sampling turnover. Costs are also saved elsewhere
without the need for high staffing costs and insectary facilities. The speed at which samples
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can be analysed allows for high sample turnover which therefore reduces cost, 100 mosquito
larvae could be analysed, and an answer generated in as little as 2-3 hours. In other
applications, including cancer diagnostics, REIMS has been identified to be a more costeffective method than other molecular techniques at around £1.60 per sample (Paraskevaidi
et al., 2020). The REIMS method identifies differences in the lipid/metabolite profile of
samples, however specific molecule detection is not the objective of this method, which is
designed instead to detect unique patterns in mass spectrum that enable classification
(Wagner et al., 2020).Whilst the use of REIMS as a potential rapid resistance identification
tool with direct operational impact is proposed by this study the technique is not intended to
be used for identification of the mechanisms conferring the detected resistance.
Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is another rapid technique that has been utilised for
examining invertebrates which is non-destructive and cost-effective (Johnson, 2020). The
high sensitivity spectrometers required for NIRS analysis cost an estimated $45,000 $60,000 USD (Ferguson et al., 2009, Fernandes et al., 2018, Maia et al., 2019). The
technique has been used successfully to differentiate mosquito species and age (Ferguson et
al., 2009, Sikulu et al., 2010, 2011, Dowell et al., 2015, González Jiménez et al., 2019) and
can also identify mosquitoes which are infected with arboviruses, Plasmodium and
Wolbachia (Sikulu-Lord et al., 2016, Fernandes et al., 2018, Maia et al., 2019). The ability
of NIRS to estimate age of mosquitoes has also been applied to the detection of insecticide
resistance (Sikulu et al., 2014, Lambert et al., 2018), as insecticide resistance has been
shown to decrease with age (Lines and Nassor, 1991, Rajatileka, Burhani and Ranson, 2011,
Jones et al., 2012). However there has been no studies which investigate the use of NIRS to
directly measure insecticide resistance. The accuracy of NIRS for mosquito species
determination is reported to be 78 – 90% (Ferguson et al., 2009, Sikulu et al., 2010, 2011,
González Jiménez et al., 2019), lower than the 91 – 100% REIMS accuracy for species
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differentiation in Drosophila (Wagner et al., 2020). As NIRS has not been used to directly
monitor insecticide resistance, comparisons between REIMS and NIRS accuracy for this
purpose cannot be made.
Further testing is required to establish sensitivity of REIMS to more granular levels of
resistance, resistance in other medically important mosquito species, resistance to a variety
of insecticides as well as resistance in adult mosquitoes. Determining whether the
preservation method of mosquito samples (e.g. desiccation, storage temperatures, fixation)
affects results also has implications for field application. The results presented here
identified REIMS as a promising alternative tool for the identification of insecticide
resistance in mosquitoes. REIMS and similar modern phenotyping methods should be
standardised and incorporated into existing insecticide resistance management strategies.
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Chapter 5:
Conclusions
This study provides a multifactorial investigation into Ae. aegypti borne disease incidence
and insecticide resistance in three Colombian regions and has contributed to the field by:
1. Identifying specific climatic and socioeconomic factors which contribute to
incidence of Ae. aegypti borne disease (Chapter 2).
2. Providing further evidence for the relationship between high disease incidence and
high levels of insecticide resistance (Chapters 2 & 3).
3. Identifying genes which have a potential role in conferring insecticide resistance in
mosquitoes, including downregulated genes which are often overlooked (Chapter 3).
4. Demonstrating the efficiency of REIMS as a potential novel tool for the rapid
phenotyping of resistant mosquitoes (Chapter 4).
5.1 Climatic and socioeconomic factors contributing to incidence of ABV
Whilst the link between poverty and increased risk of VBD is generally understood,
investigations into which specific socioeconomic factors have the greatest effect on VBD
are limited. Studies which look at the effects of both climatic and socioeconomic factors are
even rarer despite disease incidence being affected by both. In addressing this knowledge
gap, this study found wind speed, precipitation and humidity to have significant relationships
with incidence of dengue, Zika and chikungunya (Chapter 2). This increased knowledge on
specific climatic factors influencing disease transmission can be useful for building outbreak
prediction models which in turn could enable more effective distribution of the often-limited
vector control resources.
Bello, the area with lowest burden of disease, was also found to have the lowest
multidimensional poverty indices (MPI), whilst Cúcuta and Moniquirá, similar in terms of
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total disease incidence, also had similar MPI. Despite the similarity in overall poverty levels
between Cúcuta and Moniquirá the specific factors contributing to this differed, in Cúcuta
levels of overcrowding were highest whilst Moniquirá had highest levels of inadequate
sanitation. These results highlight the importance of understanding which specific
socioeconomic factors are driving disease incidence rather than focussing on overall poverty
alone as the more granular approach can provide specific targets for improvements ensuring
maximum impact on disease transmission.
5.2 Evidence for the relationship between high disease incidence and insecticide
resistance
Cúcuta had both the greatest burden of severe dengue and Zika (Chapter 2) and the highest
level of temephos resistance (Chapter 3) with the opposite being true for Bello (Chapters 2
and 3). The frequency of insecticide application in Colombia is dictated by local authorities
in response to disease incidence levels (Ocampo et al., 2011) meaning that increased disease
burden leads to increased insecticide application which in turn could lead to increasing levels
of insecticide resistance. Increasing insecticide resistance also can also lead to failure of
vector control strategies. As the results in this research demonstrate (Chapters 2 and 3) areas
with high disease incidence therefore often have high insecticide resistance due to insecticide
dependency resulting in a cycle between disease incidence, insecticide use and insecticide
resistance. If this cycle is to be broken alternative control strategies should be considered
where possible. The release of Wolbachia infected mosquitoes has been shown to be
effective in reducing dengue incidence (Utarini et al., 2021) and releases have been taking
place across Colombia as part of the World Mosquito Program. Wolbachia mosquitoes were
first released in 2015 in Bello, which could have been associated with the low levels of
disease and resistance which are reported in Bello in this study. In 2017 the release of
Wolbachia mosquitoes was expanded across the department of Antioquia and whilst the
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efficiency of these releases in Colombia are yet to be fully established the method provides
a promising alternative to insecticide usage alone (Velez et al., 2020, World Mosquito
Program, 2021). Addressing the socioeconomic factors identified by this research (Chapter
2) to be associated with increased Ae. aegypti borne disease is also likely to have a positive
impact on disease transmission whilst reducing the dependency on insecticides alone.
5.3 Genes with a potential role in conferring insecticide resistance
Whilst overexpression of detoxifying enzymes is widely reported in insecticide resistant
mosquitoes this research found only a very small number of detoxification enzymes to be
overexpressed in temephos resistant Ae. aegypti when compared with similar studies
(Chapter 3). In this study two susceptible populations were used, one field susceptible
population from Bello and one lab susceptible population, New Orleans. The results of this
demonstrate the overestimation of DGE that is observed when a field resistant population is
compared only with a lab susceptible population, highlighting the importance of a field
relevant susceptible comparator strain (Chapter 3). This study provided evidence for the
potential involvement of the cuticle, lectins, membrane transporters, chromosome
remodelling and lncRNAs in the development of insecticide resistance in Ae. aegypti
(Chapter 3). The results also highlight the importance of investigating downregulated genes
in addition to those which are over expressed as this may provide further insight into
mechanisms conferring resistance.
Contrastingly to many other studies the resistance reported in this study in mosquitoes from
Cúcuta was classed as moderate and not high (Chapter 3). Identification of resistance whilst
still at moderate levels can be much more effective than detecting high levels of resistance
as it has the potential to be reversed more rapidly. Investigation into the mechanisms
conferring moderate resistance, as presented in this research, provides insight into the
development of resistance, and can identify mechanisms associated with resistance
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development, highlighting the importance of investigating resistance at varying levels. The
resistance to temephos reported in this study also highlights the long-term implications of
insecticide resistance even after use of the insecticide has ceased (Chapter 3). Although
temephos is no longer routinely used in Cúcuta the moderate temephos resistance reported
in this study may confer cross resistance to other insecticides currently in use in the area.
Resistance to Lamda-cylohathrin, currently in use in Colombia, has recently been reported
in Ae. aegypti larvae from Cúcuta, whilst larvae from Bello were reported as susceptible
(Arévalo-Cortés et al., 2020).
5.4 The efficiency of REIMS as a potential novel tool for rapid resistance phenotyping
Insecticide resistance research, typically through molecular and biochemical assays, is vital
to increasing understanding of resistance mechanisms which can be valuable in the
development of novel control strategies, however there is an operational need for a rapid
resistance diagnostic technique which is able to have more direct impact on decision making
in vector control programmes in the field (Vontas and Mavridis, 2019). This study identifies
REIMS as a potential effective and rapid method for the identification of insecticide
resistance in Ae. aegypti larvae (Chapter 4). This method benefits from high accuracy, no
sample preparation requirements and fast results acquisition however it is limited by the cost
of initial set-up of REIMS equipment. The economic burden from arboviruses in Colombia
is high, the chikungunya outbreak in 2014 is estimated to have cost $73.6 million in that year
alone whilst each DF case costs $203.3, hospitalised DF cases cost $497.9 per case and DHF
cases cost $2306.7 (Cardona-Ospina et al., 2015, Rodriguez et al., 2015). It is therefore
important to consider the long-term economic implications of implementing a new
insecticide resistance monitoring tool which has high initial set-up costs but has the potential
to significantly reduce the economic burden of Ae. aegypti borne disease.
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5.5 Limitations
The conclusions of this research provide several contributions to knowledge in the areas of
Aedes borne viruses and insecticide resistance. Whilst the study was designed with the aim
of reducing limitations and confounding effects these cannot be mitigated entirely. Study
into the factors influencing burden of Ae. aegypti borne viruses (Chapter 2) is limited by the
data available and therefore there are other contributing factors which have not been included
here. The absence of available temporal socioeconomic data limited the ability of this study
to specifically investigate the relationships between socioeconomic factors and disease
incidence using statistical methods, however, changes in socioeconomics occur at a much
slower rate and have much less fluctuation than climatic factors which were analysed
temporally. This study also only investigated the relationships between climate and
socioeconomics and disease burden in three Colombian municipalities (Chapter 2), a broader
investigation across Colombia would provide further insight.
Investigations into mechanisms conferring insecticide resistance in mosquitoes is often
impacted by the confounding effects of other phenotypic differences between susceptible
and resistant populations aside from resistance. In this study the susceptible and resistant
populations were from different geographical regions, the confounding effects of this were
addressed using a triangulated approach with two susceptible populations of different origins
(Chapter 3). Whilst the inclusion of two susceptible populations reduced the impact of
confounding effects it cannot mitigate them entirely and therefore the genes identified as
being differentially expressed in resistant individuals may be associated with other
phenotypic differences aside from resistance.
Other phenotypic differences between the resistant and susceptible populations may also
have contributed to the high accuracy of REIMS in distinguishing between resistant and
susceptible Ae. aegypti however the triangulated approach was also used here to reduce these
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effects (Chapter 4). The REIMS analysis was also limited by the relatively low sample
numbers which should be increased in further studies.
5.6 Further research
Continued research into the factors effecting incidence of dengue, Zika and chikungunya is
needed. Specifically, the effects of climate change on disease incidence should be closely
monitored. Whilst this research focussed on three specific regions of Colombia there is a
need to investigate the effects of climate and socioeconomics on disease incidence across
the whole country. Increased understanding of the factors influencing disease transmission
in Colombia will play an important role in predicting when outbreaks occur, therefore
allowing effective distribution of vector control programmes. As these programmes still rely
heavily on the use of chemical insecticides it is crucial to continue wide scale resistance
monitoring of Ae. aegypti to ensure the most effective control strategies are being used and
for resistance monitoring to continue even after insecticide usage has ceased. Addressing the
disconnect between timeliness of insecticide resistance research and IRM in the field should
also be a priority if the cycle between resistance and disease is to be broken.
Further study to increase understanding of the development and operation of mechanisms
conferring insecticide resistance is important for monitoring resistance and the development
of new control strategies. This research identified several potential resistance mechanisms
which warrant further investigation including lncRNAs, c-type lectins, ion coupled solute
membrane transporters and chromosome remodelling proteins. This research also
demonstrated the importance of identifying mechanisms conferring moderate levels of
resistance and suggests that focus should be shifted from solely well-known resistance
mechanisms to include whole genome/transcriptome studies which can provide a more
accurate picture of the mechanisms contributing to resistance. Future studies should also aim
to compare resistant populations to a field relevant susceptible strain to avoid overestimation
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of DGE, however with increasing levels of insecticide resistance the availability of this
resource is decreasing.
Whilst this study provides a proof-of-concept for the use of REIMS as a potential tool for
insecticide resistance management more research is required before the technique can have
direct impact in the field. This includes testing the technology for the ability to identify
insecticide resistance in adult mosquitoes, mosquitoes of different species and mosquitoes
with differing levels of resistance. The testing should also be expanded to include larger
sample numbers, which will allow for the building of more robust models.
5.7 Concluding remarks
Aedes aegypti borne disease incidence is a complex and multifactorial issue, therefore this
study used a holistic approach to investigate this multifaceted problem. This study provides
further, specific evidence for the relationship between climate and socioeconomic factors
and incidence of Ae. aegypti borne disease, providing specific targets for improvement.
Contributions to the knowledge of resistance mechanisms were also provided through the
identification of resistance associated genes aside from the commonly reported
detoxification genes. Rapid detection of resistance is also of high importance to IRM
programmes, and this study provides the first evidence for the efficiency of REIMS as a
potential rapid tool for insecticide resistance identification. Climate change and the COVID19 pandemic are already having a significant effect on the incidence of dengue, Zika and
chikungunya and this is likely to continue in the years to come with the viruses and vectors
spreading to new geographical regions. It is therefore crucial that increasing understanding
of this multifactorial issue using holistic approaches is a priority for future research.
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Appendices

Appendix A1
A1: Indicators used for the calculation of multidimensional poverty index (MPI) in
Colombia including their respective weighting. Calculations are completed at household
level.
Indicator
Education

Description

Weighting
0.2

Percent of people >15 years who cannot read and
0.1
write
Low Educational
Percent of people with >15 years home
0.1
Achievement
schooling
Childhood and Youth
0.2
Proportion of children 7-17 years with school lag
School lag/failure
0.05
(b)
Illiteracy

School absence
Barriers to early
childhood services
Child labour
Health
No health
insurance
Barriers to health
services
Employment
Informal work
Dependency rate
Housing Conditions
No access to
improved water
Inadequate excreta
disposal
Inappropriate
flooring material
Inappropriate wall
exterior
Critical
overcrowding
(a)

Proportion of children 6-16 years who do not
attend school
Proportion of children 0-5 years without access
to healthcare services (c)
Percent of children aged 12-17 who work
Proportion of people >5 years without social
security health insurance
Proportion of people without access to the
institutional health service
Percent of people not employed or affiliated to a
pension fund
Number of people per employed person
Percent households lacking public water system

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2

(d)

0.04

Percent households lacking public service of
sewerage (e)

0.04

Percent households with dirt floors

0.04

Percent of households with inadequate external
wall materials (f)
Percent households with > 3 people per sleeping
room (g)

0.04
0.04

Households with deprivation in >33.3 of indicators classed as poor.
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(b)

School lag according to national standards

(c)

Also includes children who spend most of the time alone or under the care of someone
<18 years
(d)

Rural households are considered deprived when water used for food preparation is
sources from wells, rainwater, spring source, water tank, water carrier or other sources
(e)

Rural households are considered deprived when they use a toilet without sewer
connection
(f)
Untreated wood, boards, plants, guandua are classes as inappropriate materials for urban
houses. Rural households are considered deprived when the external walls are made of
guandua or other vegetable, zinc, cloth, board or waste material or if no internal walls exist.
(g)

Excluding kitchen, bathroom and garage but including living and dining rooms
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Appendix A2
A2: ANOVA and Post-Hoc Tukey analysis of climate Data. The results of the anova and post-hoc Tukey analysis conducted on the climate
parameteres to test for differences between municipalites. Climate variables were maximum temperature (Tmax), minimum temperature (Tmin),
average temperature (Tavg), total precipitation, average humidity (Havg), maximum wind speed (WSmax), minimum wind speed (WSmin) and
average wind speed (WSavg). Degrees of freedom (df), sum of squares (SS), F distribution (F value) and p values are provided.

Variable

df

SS

Tmax
Tmin
Tavg
Precipitation
Havg
WSMax
WSMin
WSAvg

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

7204.65
5856.18
5785.24
207908.55
43605.67
1664.85
21.29
347.26

ANOVA
F value
1542.99
3275.15
3985.02
190.59
606.90
5834.58
725.20
3233.74

p value
< 2.22e-16
< 2.22e-16
< 2.22e-16
< 2.22e-16
< 2.22e-16
< 2.22e-16
< 2.22e-16
< 2.22e-16

Post-hoc Tukey Results
p value
Cúcuta - Moniquirá Moniquirá Bello
Bello
Cúcuta
3.19E-12
3.42E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.48E-03
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.21E-12
3.21E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
2.45E-05
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
3.19E-12
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Appendix A3
A3: Principal components analysis results. The Eeigenvalue and variance percentasge of
the top 5 dimensions from the PCA presented in Fig. 2.8. Dimensions 6 onwards accounted
for less that 1% of the variance and therefore have not been included. The contribution of
each varaible to each of the top 5 dimensions are also provided.

Eigenvalue
Variance Percentage

Dim 1
13.72253
54.89013

Dim 2
8.757454
35.02982

Dim 3
1.107702
4.430806

Dim 4
0.745271
2.981086

Dim 5
0.35392
1.415678

Tmax
Tmin
Tavg
Precipitation
Havg
Wsmax
Wsmin
WSavg
Elevation
MPI
Illiteracy
Low_Ed
School_lag
School_absence
Barriers_CS
Child_labour
Health_Insurance
Barriers_HS
Informal_work
Dependency
Water_Source
Sanitation
Flooring_Material
Wall_Material
Overcrowding

Dim 1
5.449089
4.267539
6.427959
2.485253
3.724983
6.641856
2.796188
6.501801
6.619743
2.256593
0.003276
0.087148
5.277067
5.961124
5.432073
2.038571
0.081333
6.977942
3.515321
6.620784
1.309368
0.659493
1.713227
6.453465
6.698805

Dim 2
0.003422
2.744376
0.414401
0.686665
0.817403
0.479531
0.033227
0.052327
0.807283
7.735428
11.38077
11.23913
2.972759
1.8107
2.723461
8.08568
11.26632
0.223869
5.716738
0.763752
9.322866
10.35558
8.608745
1.076557
0.67902

Dim 3
14.22274
0.999049
2.807735
36.83039
30.46342
0.179388
1.547213
0.245932
1.03948
0.90206
0.149444
0.23769
0.658425
1.447755
0.695361
0.854095
0.05581
1.198923
1.143982
1.463373
0.028517
5.09E-05
0.778488
0.981151
1.069524

Dim 4
1.871328
1.732906
0.982921
2.774161
0.001847
0.484187
77.30819
9.230288
0.532081
0.311537
0.023104
0.049263
0.377472
0.608639
0.393515
0.289993
0.002446
0.588123
0.426954
0.640662
0.047628
0.012731
0.256813
0.510082
0.543132

Dim 5
16.39827
15.52444
7.695244
38.69181
7.336768
0.002735
3.175942
0.26934
1.253024
0.063217
0.150462
0.085209
1.235622
0.631775
1.244894
0.046072
0.270668
1.198181
0.198234
0.816972
0.673459
0.504475
0.024636
1.262336
1.246219
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Appendix A4
A4: Significantly differentially expressed genes and transcripts in FR samples when
compared to FS and LS samples. A total of 379 transcripts covering 301 genes were
significantly over expressed and 244 transcripts covering 202 genes were significantly under
expressed in the resistant population when compared to both susceptible populations.
Genomic location, product description, gene type and gene name/symbol obtained from
VectorBase annotations. Reads per kilobase million (RPKM) for each population, fold
change (logFC), counts per million (logCPM), F-test statistic (F), p value and false discovery
rate (FDR) calculated using edgeR.
Due to the large size of this file it has been deposited online and can be viewed at the
following link:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Jg4128z_HHURJQZbKsaRb8aiw5wwgk23/edit?
usp=sharing&ouid=110155130970033661791&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Appendix A5
A5: Significantly differentially expressed genes and transcripts in the resistant
population following temephos exposure. A total of 19 transcripts covering 13 genes were
significantly over expressed in the temephos exposed resistant population when compared
to unexposed resistant larvae. Genomic location, product description, gene type and gene
name/symbol obtained from VectorBase annotations. Reads per kilobase million (RPKM)
for each population, fold change (logFC), counts per million (logCPM), F-test statistic (F),
p value and false discovery rate (FDR) calculated using edgeR. Uncharacterised genes were
searched

for

homologs

in

other

species

using

NCBI

nucleotide

blast

(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) but no characterised homologs were identified.
Due to the large size of this file it has been deposited online and can be viewed at the
following link:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IHqYzXxzntgm8_z74LT2OSNyxldkFxD/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110155130970033661791&rtpof=true&sd=t
rue
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Appendix A6
A6: Significantly differentially expressed genes and transcripts in FR samples when
compared to FS samples only. A total of 3328 transcripts covering 2322 genes were
significantly over expressed and 2250 transcripts covering 1555 genes were significantly
under expressed in the resistant population when compared to the lab susceptible population.
Genomic location, product description, gene type and gene name/symbol obtained from
VectorBase annotations. Reads per kilobase million (RPKM) for each population, fold
change (logFC), counts per million (logCPM), F-test statistic (F), p value and false discovery
rate (FDR) calculated using edgeR.
Due to the large size of this file it has been deposited online and can be viewed at the
following link:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14EqmUp2CGQiRzMAtdnFS-3QLnCK_3Xz/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110155130970033661791&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Appendix A7
A7A: Detoxification enzymes differentially expressed in FR compared to both FS and LS. A total of one carboxyl esterase (CE), three
cytochrome P450s and one glutathione S-transferase (GST) were significantly differentially expressed in the resistant population when compared
to both susceptible populations. Genomic location, product description, gene type and gene name/symbol obtained from VectorBase annotations.
Reads per kilobase million (RPKM) for each population, fold change (logFC), counts per million (logCPM), F-test statistic (F), p value and false
discovery rate (FDR) calculated using edgeR.
Gene_ID

Genomic_Location

Product_Description

Gene_Type

Expression
Over

Gene_Name/
Symbol
CCEAE4C

LS_
RPKM
0.041

FS_
RPKM
0.045

FR_
RPKM
0.155

AAEL003187

AaegL5_1:190.109.359..190.111.959(+)

AAEL002005

AaegL5_2:423.983.426..423.985.551(+)

Carboxy/choline esterase
Alpha Esterase
cytochrome P450

AAEL017539

AaegL5_3:399.253.843..399.255.488(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL006818

AaegL5_1:53.127.847..53.152.580(+)

AAEL010946

NIGP01000958:17.966..38.802(-)

glutathione S-transferase.
putative
cytochrome P450

protein coding
gene
protein coding
gene
protein coding
gene
protein coding
gene
protein coding
gene

Over

CYP12F6

0.006

0.018

0.540

Over

CYP6BY1

13.984

17.464

36.898

Over

N/A

0.029

0.028

0.067

Under

CYP314A1

0.234

0.155

0.037
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A7B: Detoxification enzymes differentially expressed in FR compared to LS only. A total of 11 carboxyl esterase (CE), 41 cytochrome P450s
and 6 glutathione S-transferase (GST) were significantly differentially expressed in the resistant population when compared to the lab susceptible
population only. Genomic location, product description, gene type and gene name/symbol obtained from VectorBase annotations. Reads per kilobase
million (RPKM) for each population, fold change (logFC), counts per million (logCPM), F-test statistic (F), p value and false discovery rate (FDR)
calculated using edgeR.
Gene_ID

Genomic_Location

Product_Description

Gene_Type

Expression
Under

Gene_Name/
Symbol
CCEJHE4F

LS_
RPKM
0.012

FR_
RPKM
0.002

AAEL005182

AaegL5_2:1.430.862..1.442.577(-)

Carboxy/choline esterase

AAEL003181

AaegL5_1:190.112.037..190.113.871(+)

Carboxy/choline esterase Alpha Esterase

AAEL003187

AaegL5_1:190.109.359..190.111.959(+)

Carboxy/choline esterase Alpha Esterase

AAEL005113

AaegL5_2:174.437.495..174.465.587(+)

Carboxy/choline esterase Alpha Esterase

AAEL003545

AaegL5_3:329.403.566..329.430.220(-)

carboxylesterase

AAEL012886

AaegL5_3:42.182.454..42.238.902(-)

AAEL010389

AaegL5_2:182.936.822..182.943.388(+)

AAEL028198

NIGP01001712:78.552..80.439(+)

AAEL000546

AaegL5_3:385.987.747..385.989.652(-)

Carboxylic ester hydrolase (Fragment)
[Source:UniProtKB/TrEMBL;
Acc:Q16KS8]
Carboxylic ester hydrolase (Fragment)
[Source:UniProtKB/TrEMBL;Acc:Q16T49]
Carboxylic ester hydrolase (Fragment)
[Source:UniProtKB/TrEMBL;
Acc:Q17G40]
Carboxylic ester hydrolase
[Source:UniProtKB/TrEMBL;
Acc:A0A1S4EW56]

protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene

Over

CCEAE3C

1.842

18.514

Over

CCEAE4C

0.041

0.150

Under

CCEAE1A

0.065

0.026

Over

N/A

0.004

0.010

Under

N/A

0.080

0.033

protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene

Under

N/A

0.514

0.257

Over

N/A

0.303

1.216

protein
coding gene

Over

N/A

0.324

0.686
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AAEL003195

NIGP01000521:42.766..44.565(-)

AAEL005199

AaegL5_2:1.463.301..1.465.371(+)

AAEL000338

AaegL5_3:112.409.018..112.495.142(-)

Carboxylic ester hydrolase
[Source:UniProtKB/TrEMBL;
Acc:A0A1S4F4A4]
Carboxylic ester hydrolase
[Source:UniProtKB/TrEMBL;
Acc:A0A1S4F9U8]
cytochrome P450

AAEL001807

AaegL5_2:375.068.465..375.070.394(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL001960

AaegL5_2:423.973.541..423.975.686(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL002005

AaegL5_2:423.983.426..423.985.551(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL002085

AaegL5_2:356.390.672..356.392.588(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL005006

AaegL5_3:323.662.717..323.676.284(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL005700

AaegL5_2:336.323.285..336.388.125(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL006989

AaegL5_3:171.417.711..171.419.592(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL007473

AaegL5_2:57.751.829..57.777.257(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL007815

AaegL5_3:152.854.548..152.861.491(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL009018

AaegL5_1:58.798.630..58.800.576(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL009124

AaegL5_2:419.233.348..419.235.072(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL009125

AaegL5_2:419.122.003..419.124.243(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL009127

AaegL5_2:419.111.140..419.112.950(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL009128

AaegL5_2:419.143.851..419.157.046(+)

cytochrome P450

protein
coding gene

Over

N/A

1.022

9.271

protein
coding gene

Over

N/A

1.485

3.071

protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene

Over

CYP325E3

0.000

0.003

Over

CYP9M9

13.745

64.480

Over

N/A

1.556

3.223

Over

CYP12F6

0.024

0.473

Over

CYP4H31

1.855

4.563

Over

CYP6CD1

0.095

0.255

Over

CYP325X4

0.000

0.002

Over

CYP6AG7

3.071

16.354

Over

CYP6AH1

0.206

0.478

Over

CYP4D24

1.465

3.297

Over

N/A

0.118

4.749

Over

CYP6N12

6.664

24.252

Over

CYP6M10

0.032

0.148

Over

CYP6M11

8.470

22.090

Over

CYP6M6

0.026

0.055
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AAEL009131

AaegL5_2:418.865.260..418.867.369(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL009138

AaegL5_2:419.256.627..419.258.941(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL011463

AaegL5_2:37.193.439..37.195.554(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL013556

AaegL5_2:58.002.198..58.004.004(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014019

AaegL5_2:58.048.187..58.079.076(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014609

AaegL5_3:368.609.784..368.611.605(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014615

AaegL5_3:368.564.217..368.566.180(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014617

AaegL5_3:368.627.096..368.628.939(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014684

AaegL5_1:56.316.567..56.318.229(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014893

AaegL5_1:271.328.495..271.330.383(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL017539

AaegL5_3:399.253.843..399.255.488(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL000326

AaegL5_3:112.643.646..112.646.532(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL004941

AaegL5_3:323.189.211..323.207.072(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL005696

AaegL5_2:336.422.746..336.443.842(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL006044

AaegL5_3:74.302.379..74.320.294(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL006992

AaegL5_3:171.433.002..171.434.910(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL007010

NIGP01001282:4.575..14.084(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL007808

AaegL5_3:152.821.055..152.845.256(-)

cytochrome P450

protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene

Over

CYP6Z8

17.005

44.822

Over

CYP6N11

0.022

0.081

Over

N/A

0.043

0.149

Over

CYP4J15

0.417

4.571

Over

CYP4J16

0.014

0.161

Over

CYP9J26

115.126

288.488

Over

CYP9J23

0.286

2.832

Over

CYP9J28

0.710

1.625

Over

CYP6F3

10.220

87.393

Over

CYP6BB2

4.505

93.831

Over

CYP6BY1

10.705

27.228

Under

CYP325S1

0.158

0.053

Under

CYP6AK1

0.008

0.002

Under

CYP325X2

0.222

0.110

Under

CYP325Q1

0.007

0.002

Under

CYP6AG6

32.355

14.806

Under

CYP6AG4

0.776

0.070

Under

CYP4D39

0.034

0.014
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AAEL009117

AaegL5_2:419.141.469..419.143.273(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL010946

NIGP01000958:17.966..38.802(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL011761

AaegL5_3:111.485.979..111.494.017(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL013556

AaegL5_2:58.002.198..58.004.004(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014603

AaegL5_3:368.656.090..368.657.869(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014604

AaegL5_3:368.529.679..368.534.701(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014610

AaegL5_3:368.646.378..368.648.152(+)

cytochrome P450

AAEL014891

AaegL5_1:271.403.322..271.406.949(-)

cytochrome P450

AAEL007946

AaegL5_2:351.707.090..351.708.239(-)

glutathione transferase

AAEL007951

AaegL5_2:351.681.351..351.682.941(+)

glutathione transferase

AAEL007955

AaegL5_2:351.607.324..351.616.641(-)

glutathione transferase

AAEL007946

AaegL5_2:351.707.090..351.708.239(-)

glutathione transferase

AAEL007962

AaegL5_2:351.623.444..351.624.813(-)

glutathione transferase

AAEL011752

AaegL5_1:148.041.415..148.042.680(-)

glutathione transferase

protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene
protein
coding gene

Under

CYP6M5

12.898

4.349

Under

CYP314A1

0.198

0.026

Under

CYP325M5

0.027

0.006

Under

CYP4J15

10.581

4.793

Under

CYP9J30

0.550

0.237

Under

N/A

0.030

0.008

Under

CYP9J29

0.249

0.057

Under

CYP6P12

3.423

1.122

Over

GSTE6

17.766

36.197

Over

GSTE2

0.159

0.493

Over

GSTE8

0.008

0.070

Under

GSTE6

18.151

6.775

Under

GSTE4

25.725

6.979

Under

GSTI1

0.484

0.165
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Appendix A8

A8: PCA-LDA showed clear separation of groups when correct classifications were
used (A). When randomly assigned classifications were used (B) no separation could be
observed. This demonstrates that the observed separation of correctly assigned
classifications is due to variation between populations and not due to chance.
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Appendix A9

A9A: Validation of LDA built using geographical origins. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) plots including area under ROC curve (AUC) for LDA models built
using geographical origin of samples with varying levels of principal components selected

199

by PCA. LDA models built with 10 PCs (A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D) and 80
PCs (E). The model with the highest AUC score was the model built using 40 principal
components (C) therefore 40 PCs were used for LDA classification of data by geographical
origin, the results of which are detailed in Fig 2A &B.

200

A9B: Validation of random forest built using geographical origins. Model accuracy plots
201

for random forest models built using geographical origin of samples with varying levels of
principal components selected by PCA varying numbers of variables available for splitting
at each tree node (mtry) and various tree numbers. Random forest models built with 10 PCs
(A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D) and 80 PCs (E). The model with the highest
accuracy was the model built using 20 principal components (C) with mtry = 2 and ntree =
6000 therefore 20 PCs were used for random model classification of data by geographical
origin using mtry = 2 and ntree = 6000 the results of which are detailed in Fig 2C.

202

A9C: Validation of LDA built using population type. Receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) plots including area under ROC curve (AUC) for LDA models built using population
type (lab or field) of samples with varying levels of principal components selected by PCA.
LDA models built with 10 PCs (A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D) and 80 PCs (E).
The model with the highest AUC score was the model built using 40 principal components
(C) therefore 40 PCs were used for LDA classification of data by population type, the results
of which are detailed in Fig 3A &B.
203

A9D: Validation of random forest built using population type. Model accuracy plots for

204

random forest models built using population type (lab or field) of samples with varying
levels of principal components selected by PCA varying numbers of variables available for
splitting at each tree node (mtry) and various tree numbers. Random forest models built with
10 PCs (A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D) and 80 PCs (E). The model with the highest
accuracy was the model built using 20 principal components (C) with mtry = 5 and ntree =
4000 therefore 20 PCs were used for random model classification of data by geographical
origin using mtry = 5 and ntree = 4000 the results of which are detailed in Fig 3C.

205

A9E: Validation of LDA built using insecticide resistance status. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) plots including area under ROC curve (AUC) for LDA models built
using insecticide resistance status of samples with varying levels of principal components
selected by PCA. LDA models built with 10 PCs (A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D)
and 80 PCs (E). The model with the highest AUC score was the model built using 40
principal components (C) therefore 40 PCs were used for LDA classification of data by
insecticide resistance status, the results of which are detailed in Fig 4A &B.
206

A9F: Validation of random forest built using insecticide resistance status. Model
accuracy plots for random forest models built using insecticide resistance status of samples
207

with varying levels of principal components selected by PCA varying numbers of variables
available for splitting at each tree node (mtry) and various tree numbers. Random forest
models built with 10 PCs (A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D) and 80 PCs (E). The
model with the highest accuracy was the model built using 20 principal components (C) with
mtry = 2 and ntree = 2000 therefore 20 PCs were used for random model classification of
data by geographical origin using mtry = 2 and ntree = 2000 the results of which are detailed
in Fig 4C.

208

A9G: Validation of LDA built using insecticide resistance status with field resistant
and lab susceptible groups only. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plots including
area under ROC curve (AUC) for LDA models built using insecticide resistance status of
samples (FR and LS) with varying levels of principal components selected by PCA. LDA
models built with 10 PCs (A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D) and 80 PCs (E). The
model with the highest AUC score was the model built using 20 principal components (C)

209

therefore 20 PCs were used for LDA classification of data by insecticide resistance status,
the results of which are detailed in Fig 5A &B.

210

A9H: Validation of random forest built using insecticide resistance status with field

211

resistant and lab susceptible groups only. Model accuracy plots for random forest models
built using insecticide resistance status of samples (FR and LS) with varying levels of
principal components selected by PCA varying numbers of variables available for splitting
at each tree node (mtry) and various tree numbers. Random forest models built with 10 PCs
(A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D) and 80 PCs (E). The model with the highest
accuracy was the model built using 10 principal components (C) with mtry = 4 and ntree =
500 therefore 10 PCs were used for random model classification of data by geographical
origin using mtry = 4 and ntree = 500 the results of which are detailed in Fig 5C.

212

A9I: Validation of LDA built using insecticide resistance status with field resistant and
field susceptible groups only. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plots including area
under ROC curve (AUC) for LDA models built using insecticide resistance status of samples
(FR and FS) with varying levels of principal components selected by PCA. LDA models
built with 10 PCs (A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D) and 80 PCs (E). The model with
the highest AUC score was the model built using 20 principal components (C) therefore 20

213

PCs were used for LDA classification of data by insecticide resistance status, the results of
which are detailed in Fig 6A &B.

214

A9J: Validation of random forest built using insecticide resistance status with field

215

resistant and field susceptible groups only. Model accuracy plots for random forest models
built using insecticide resistance status of samples (FR and FS) with varying levels of
principal components selected by PCA varying numbers of variables available for splitting
at each tree node (mtry) and various tree numbers. Random forest models built with 10 PCs
(A), 20 PCs (B), 40 PCs (C), 60 PCs (D) and 80 PCs (E). The model with the highest
accuracy was the model built using 20 principal components (C) with mtry = 2 and ntree =
2000 therefore 20 PCs were used for random model classification of data by geographical
origin using mtry = 2 and ntree = 2000 the results of which are detailed in Fig 6C.
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Appendix A10
A10: Reproducible R coding for analysing REIMS data using LDA and random forest
classification models
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1

####Reproducable script for analysing REIMS data (Morgan et al. 2021).

2
3

###The method here uses PCA for dimensionality reduction followed by LDA and random
forest classification models.

4
5

##Install and load required packages.

6

install.packages ("factoextra")

7

install.packages ("MASS")

8

install.packages ("ggplot2")

9

install.packages ("ggpubr")

10

install.packages ("randomForest")

11

install.packages ("caret")

12

install.packages ("xlsx")

13

install.packages("ROCR")

14

install.packages ("pROC")

15
16

library ("factoextra")

17

library ("MASS")

18

library ("ggplot2")

19

library ("ggpubr")

20

library ("randomForest")

21

library ("caret")

22

library ("xlsx")

23

library ("ROCR")

24

library ("pROC")

25
26

##Import the dataset.

27
28

Data <- read.table("PATH_TO_DATASET/Data.txt", header = TRUE, check.names =
FALSE)

29
30

##If the explanatory variable (group) is not numeric it must be converted to numeric.

31
32

#This will give each category a number, make not of which category is assigned which
number as it will be needed later.

33

Data$Group = as.numeric(as.factor(Data$Group))
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34

Group <- Data$Group

35
36

#convert data to data frame.

37

Data <- as.data.frame(Data)

38
39
40

##Conduct PCA in order to reduce the number of dimensions that will be used for LDA
and RF.

41

#Run PCA, view summary of the results.

42

PCA <- prcomp (Data)

43

summary (PCA)

44
45

##The PCA can be explored by plotting scree plots.

46

#Scree Plot for % explained variance

47

fviz_eig(PCA, addlabels = TRUE)

48
49

#Scree Plot for Eigenvalues.

50

fviz_eig(PCA, choice = "eigenvalue",addlabels = TRUE)

51
52

##Use the PCA to reduce dimensions

53

#The total number of dimensions will depend on the number of observations in the dataset.

54
55
56

#Try reducing to different numbers of dimensions by adjusting the numbers in the square
brackets, having a variety of different numbers of PCs will be helpful when building
optimal models later.

57

#In this example dimensions will be reduced to 10,20,40,60,80,100.

58
59

#10 dimensions.

60

Data_10_DR <- PCA$x[,1:10]

61

head (Data_10_DR)

62
63

#20 dimensions.

64

Data_20_DR <- PCA$x[,1:20]

65

head (Data_20_DR)

66
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67

#40 dimensions.

68

Data_40_DR <- PCA$x[,1:40]

69

head (Data_40_DR)

70
71

#60 dimensions.

72

Data_60_DR <- PCA$x[,1:60]

73

head (Data_60_DR)

74
75

#80 dimensions.

76

Data_80_DR <- PCA$x[,1:80]

77

head (Data_80_DR)

78
79

#100 dimensions.

80

Data_100_DR <- PCA$x[,1:100]

81

head (Data_100_DR)

82
83

##Add the group information to the dimension reduced datasets.

84
85

#Ensure that the number in square brackets in the colname command is one more than the
total number of dimensions.

86
87

#10 dimensions.

88

Data_10_DR <- cbind(Data_10_DR, as.numeric(Data$Group))

89

colnames(Data_10_DR) [11] <- "Group"

90

head (Data_10_DR)

91
92

#20 dimensions.

93

Data_20_DR <- cbind(Data_20_DR, as.numeric(Data$Group))

94

colnames(Data_20_DR) [21] <- "Group"

95

head (Data_20_DR)

96
97

#40 dimensions.

98

Data_40_DR <- cbind(Data_40_DR, as.numeric(Data$Group))

99

colnames(Data_40_DR) [41] <- "Group"
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100

head (Data_40_DR)

101
102

#60 dimensions.

103

Data_60_DR <- cbind(Data_60_DR, as.numeric(Data$Group))

104

colnames(Data_60_DR) [61] <- "Group"

105

head (Data_60_DR)

106
107

#80 dimensions.

108

Data_80_DR <- cbind(Data_80_DR, as.numeric(Data$Group))

109

colnames(Data_80_DR) [81] <- "Group"

110

head (Data_80_DR)

111
112

#100 dimensions.

113

Data_100_DR <- cbind(Data_100_DR, as.numeric(Data$Group))

114

colnames(Data_100_DR) [101] <- "Group"

115

head (Data_100_DR)

116
117

#Convert the reduced data sets into data frames and make group a factor.

118
119

#10 dimensions.

120

Data_10_DR <- as.data.frame(Data_10_DR)

121

Data_10_DR$Group <- as.factor(Data_10_DR$Group)

122
123

#20 dimensions.

124

Data_20_DR <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR)

125

Data_20_DR$Group <- as.factor(Data_20_DR$Group)

126
127

#40 dimensions.

128

Data_40_DR <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR)

129

Data_40_DR$Group <- as.factor(Data_40_DR$Group)

130
131

#60 dimensions.
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132

Data_60_DR <- as.data.frame(Data_60_DR)

133

Data_60_DR$Group <- as.factor(Data_60_DR$Group)

134
135

#80 dimensions.

136

Data_80_DR <- as.data.frame(Data_80_DR)

137

Data_80_DR$Group <- as.factor(Data_80_DR$Group)

138
139

#100 dimensions.

140

Data_100_DR <- as.data.frame(Data_100_DR)

141

Data_100_DR$Group <- as.factor(Data_100_DR$Group)

142
143

##LDA is going to be used as a classifier.

144
145

##For classification models the data will be split randomly into 70% training and 30% test
data. These proportions can be adjusted to suit data.

146

##The LDA should be repeated at least 10x with different train and test data.

147
148
149
150

##Use the first set of train/test data determine optimal number of PCs to use in LDA.This
should be completed for the data sets with differing numbers of principal comonents
compared above.

151
152

#Testing 10 PCs

153

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

154
155

set.seed(11) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

156
157

Data_10_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_10_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

158

set.seed(11)

159

Data_10_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_10_DR), size = Data_10_train_size)

160

set.seed(11)

161

Data_10_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_10_DR[Data_10_train_ind,])

162

set.seed(11)

163

Data_10_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_10_DR[-Data_10_train_ind,])

164
165

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis
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166

set.seed (11)

167

Data_10_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_10_train_data)

168
169

#Use the LDA to make predictions

170

set.seed (11)

171
172

Data_10_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_10_LDA, newdata = Data_10_test_data, type =
"prob")

173

head(Data_10_LDA_predict)

174
175

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

176

set.seed (11)

177

Data_table_1_10= table (Data_10_LDA_predict$class,Data_10_test_data$Group)

178

Data_table_1_10 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_1_10)

179

Data_table_1_10

180
181

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has >2 different groups.

182
183

Data_ROC_10 <- multiclass.roc (Data_10_test_data$Group,
Data_10_LDA_predict$posterior [,2])

184

rs_10 <- Data_ROC_10[['rocs']]

185

Data_ROC_10_plot <- plot.roc(rs_10[[1]])

186

sapply(2:length (rs_10), function (i) lines.roc(rs_10[[i]], col = i))

187
188

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has only 2 different groups.

189
190

pred_Data_10 <- prediction(Data_10_LDA_predict$posterior[,2],
Data_10_test_data$Group)

191

perf_Data_10 <- performance(pred_Data_10,"tpr","fpr")

192

plot(perf_Data_10,colorize=TRUE)

193
194

#Calculate AUC score, this will be used to determine the most effective model

195

auc (Data_ROC_10)

196
197

text("AUC = INSERTAUCSCOREHERE", x = 0.3, y = 0.1) #The AUC score can be
added to the ROC plot, adjust its position by altering the x and y values here.

198
199

#This plot should be saved for future reference.
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200
201

#Testing 20 PCs

202

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

203
204

set.seed(11) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

205
206

Data_20_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

207

set.seed(11)

208

Data_20_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_20_train_size)

209

set.seed(11)

210

Data_20_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_20_train_ind,])

211

set.seed(11)

212

Data_20_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_20_train_ind,])

213
214

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

215

set.seed (11)

216

Data_20_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_20_train_data)

217
218

#Use the LDA to make predictions

219

set.seed (11)

220
221

Data_20_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_20_LDA, newdata = Data_20_test_data, type =
"prob")

222

head(Data_20_LDA_predict)

223
224

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

225

set.seed (11)

226

Data_table_1_20= table (Data_20_LDA_predict$class,Data_20_test_data$Group)

227

Data_table_1_20 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_1_20)

228

Data_table_1_20

229
230

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has >2 different groups.

231
232

Data_ROC_20 <- multiclass.roc (Data_20_test_data$Group,
Data_20_LDA_predict$posterior [,2])

233

rs_20 <- Data_ROC_20[['rocs']]
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234

Data_ROC_20_plot <- plot.roc(rs_20[[1]])

235

sapply(2:length (rs_20), function (i) lines.roc(rs_20[[i]], col = i))

236
237

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has only 2 different groups.

238
239

pred_Data_10 <- prediction(Data_10_LDA_predict$posterior[,2],
Data_10_test_data$Group)

240

perf_Data_10 <- performance(pred_Data_10,"tpr","fpr")

241

plot(perf_Data_10,colorize=TRUE)

242
243

#Calculate AUC score, this will be used to determine the most effective model

244

auc (Data_ROC_20)

245
246

text("AUC = INSERTAUCSCOREHERE", x = 0.3, y = 0.1) #The AUC score can be
added to the ROC plot, adjust its position by altering the x and y values here.

247
248

#ROC plot should be saved for future reference.

249
250

#Testing 40 PCs

251

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

252
253

set.seed(11) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

254
255

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

256

set.seed(11)

257

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

258

set.seed(11)

259

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

260

set.seed(11)

261

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

262
263

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

264

set.seed (11)

265

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

266
267

#Use the LDA to make predictions
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268

set.seed (11)

269
270

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

271

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

272
273

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

274

set.seed (11)

275

Data_table_1_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

276

Data_table_1_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_1_40)

277

Data_table_1_40

278
279

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has >2 different groups.

280
281

Data_ROC_40 <- multiclass.roc (Data_40_test_data$Group,
Data_40_LDA_predict$posterior [,2])

282

rs_40 <- Data_ROC_40[['rocs']]

283

Data_ROC_40_plot <- plot.roc(rs_40[[1]])

284

sapply(2:length (rs_40), function (i) lines.roc(rs_40[[i]], col = i))

285
286

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has only 2 different groups.

287
288

pred_Data_10 <- prediction(Data_10_LDA_predict$posterior[,2],
Data_10_test_data$Group)

289

perf_Data_10 <- performance(pred_Data_10,"tpr","fpr")

290

plot(perf_Data_10,colorize=TRUE)

291
292

#Calculate AUC score, this will be used to determine the most effective model

293

auc (Data_ROC_40)

294
295

text("AUC = INSERTAUCSCOREHERE", x = 0.3, y = 0.1) #The AUC score can be
added to the ROC plot, adjust its position by altering the x and y values here.

296
297

#This plot should be saved for future reference.

298
299

#Testing 60 PCs

300

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.
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301
302

set.seed(11) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

303
304

Data_60_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_60_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

305

set.seed(11)

306

Data_60_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_60_DR), size = Data_60_train_size)

307

set.seed(11)

308

Data_60_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_60_DR[Data_60_train_ind,])

309

set.seed(11)

310

Data_60_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_60_DR[-Data_60_train_ind,])

311
312

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

313

set.seed (11)

314

Data_60_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_60_train_data)

315
316

#Use the LDA to make predictions

317

set.seed (11)

318
319

Data_60_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_60_LDA, newdata = Data_60_test_data, type =
"prob")

320

head(Data_60_LDA_predict)

321
322

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

323

set.seed (11)

324

Data_table_1_60= table (Data_60_LDA_predict$class,Data_60_test_data$Group)

325

Data_table_1_60 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_1_60)

326

Data_table_1_60

327
328

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has >2 different groups.

329
330

Data_ROC_60 <- multiclass.roc (Data_60_test_data$Group,
Data_60_LDA_predict$posterior [,2])

331

rs_60 <- Data_ROC_60[['rocs']]

332

Data_ROC_60_plot <- plot.roc(rs_60[[1]])

333

sapply(2:length (rs_60), function (i) lines.roc(rs_60[[i]], col = i))

334
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335

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has only 2 different groups.

336
337

pred_Data_10 <- prediction(Data_10_LDA_predict$posterior[,2],
Data_10_test_data$Group)

338

perf_Data_10 <- performance(pred_Data_10,"tpr","fpr")

339

plot(perf_Data_10,colorize=TRUE)

340
341

#Calculate AUC score, this will be used to determine the most effective model

342

auc (Data_ROC_60)

343
344

text("AUC = INSERTAUCSCOREHERE", x = 0.3, y = 0.1) #The AUC score can be
added to the ROC plot, adjust its position by altering the x and y values here.

345
346

#This plot should be saved for future reference.

347
348

#Testing 80 PCs

349

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

350
351

set.seed(11) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

352
353

Data_80_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_80_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

354

set.seed(11)

355

Data_80_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_80_DR), size = Data_80_train_size)

356

set.seed(11)

357

Data_80_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_80_DR[Data_80_train_ind,])

358

set.seed(11)

359

Data_80_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_80_DR[-Data_80_train_ind,])

360
361

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

362

set.seed (11)

363

Data_80_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_80_train_data)

364
365

#Use the LDA to make predictions

366

set.seed (11)

367
368

Data_80_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_80_LDA, newdata = Data_80_test_data, type =
"prob")
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369

head(Data_80_LDA_predict)

370
371

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

372

set.seed (11)

373

Data_table_1_80= table (Data_80_LDA_predict$class,Data_80_test_data$Group)

374

Data_table_1_80 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_1_80)

375

Data_table_1_80

376
377

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has >2 different groups.

378
379

Data_ROC_80 <- multiclass.roc (Data_80_test_data$Group,
Data_80_LDA_predict$posterior [,2])

380

rs_80 <- Data_ROC_80[['rocs']]

381

Data_ROC_80_plot <- plot.roc(rs_80[[1]])

382

sapply(2:length (rs_80), function (i) lines.roc(rs_80[[i]], col = i))

383
384

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has only 2 different groups.

385
386

pred_Data_10 <- prediction(Data_10_LDA_predict$posterior[,2],
Data_10_test_data$Group)

387

perf_Data_10 <- performance(pred_Data_10,"tpr","fpr")

388

plot(perf_Data_10,colorize=TRUE)

389
390

#Calculate AUC score, this will be used to determine the most effective model

391

auc (Data_ROC_80)

392
393

text("AUC = INSERTAUCSCOREHERE", x = 0.3, y = 0.1) #The AUC score can be
added to the ROC plot, adjust its position by altering the x and y values here.

394
395

#This plot should be saved for future reference.

396
397

#Testing 100 PCs

398

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

399
400

set.seed(11) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

401
402

Data_100_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_100_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to
be assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.
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403

set.seed(11)

404

Data_100_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_100_DR), size = Data_100_train_size)

405

set.seed(11)

406

Data_100_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_100_DR[Data_100_train_ind,])

407

set.seed(11)

408

Data_100_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_100_DR[-Data_100_train_ind,])

409
410

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

411

set.seed (11)

412

Data_100_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_100_train_data)

413
414

#Use the LDA to make predictions

415

set.seed (11)

416
417

Data_100_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_100_LDA, newdata = Data_100_test_data, type =
"prob")

418

head(Data_100_LDA_predict)

419
420

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

421

set.seed (11)

422

Data_table_1_100= table (Data_100_LDA_predict$class,Data_100_test_data$Group)

423

Data_table_1_100 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_1_100)

424

Data_table_1_100

425
426

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has >2 different groups.

427
428

Data_ROC_100 <- multiclass.roc (Data_100_test_data$Group,
Data_100_LDA_predict$posterior [,2])

429

rs_100 <- Data_ROC_100[['rocs']]

430

Data_ROC_100_plot <- plot.roc(rs_100[[1]])

431

sapply(2:length (rs_100), function (i) lines.roc(rs_100[[i]], col = i))

432
433

#Create ROC curve. Use this code when data has only 2 different groups.

434
435

pred_Data_10 <- prediction(Data_10_LDA_predict$posterior[,2],
Data_10_test_data$Group)
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436

perf_Data_10 <- performance(pred_Data_10,"tpr","fpr")

437

plot(perf_Data_10,colorize=TRUE)

438
439

#Calculate AUC score, this will be used to determine the most effective model

440

auc (Data_ROC_100)

441
442

text("AUC = INSERTAUCSCOREHERE", x = 0.3, y = 0.1) #The AUC score can be
added to the ROC plot, adjust its position by altering the x and y values here.

443
444

#This plot should be saved for future reference.

445
446

##Saving the statistics from the different models for future reference.

447

##One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can be used.

448
449

Data_table_10_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_10)

450

Data_table_10_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_10, what = "overall")

451

Data_table_10_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_1_10, what = "classes")

452
453
454

write.xlsx(Data_table_10_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"10PC_CM")

455
456

write.xlsx(Data_table_10_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"10PC_OS", append = TRUE)

457
458

write.xlsx(Data_table_10_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"10PC_CS", append = TRUE)

459
460

Data_table_20_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_20)

461

Data_table_20_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_20, what = "overall")

462

Data_table_20_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_1_20, what = "classes")

463
464
465

write.xlsx(Data_table_20_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"20PC_CM", append = TRUE)

466
467

write.xlsx(Data_table_20_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"20PC_OS", append = TRUE)

468
469

write.xlsx(Data_table_20_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"20PC_CS", append = TRUE)

470
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471

Data_table_40_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_40)

472

Data_table_40_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_40, what = "overall")

473

Data_table_40_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_1_40, what = "classes")

474
475
476

write.xlsx(Data_table_40_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"40PC_CM", append = TRUE)

477
478

write.xlsx(Data_table_40_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"40PC_OS", append = TRUE)

479
480

write.xlsx(Data_table_40_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"40PC_CS", append = TRUE)

481
482

Data_table_60_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_60)

483

Data_table_60_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_60, what = "overall")

484

Data_table_60_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_1_60, what = "classes")

485
486
487

write.xlsx(Data_table_60_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"60PC_CM", append = TRUE)

488
489

write.xlsx(Data_table_60_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"60PC_OS", append = TRUE)

490
491

write.xlsx(Data_table_60_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"60PC_CS", append = TRUE)

492
493

Data_table_80_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_80)

494

Data_table_80_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_80, what = "overall")

495

Data_table_80_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_1_80, what = "classes")

496
497
498

write.xlsx(Data_table_80_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"80PC_CM", append = TRUE)

499
500

write.xlsx(Data_table_80_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"80PC_OS", append = TRUE)

501
502

write.xlsx(Data_table_80_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Model_test.xlsx", sheetName =
"80PC_CS", append = TRUE)

503
504
505

##Use the model statistics above to identify the model with the highest accuracy and AUC
score.
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506
507

##This model will be used to complete the analysis, the model will be build at least 10
different times.

508

##In this example 40 PCs will be selected as the most effective model.

509
510

#LDA Replicate 1

511

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

512
513

set.seed(11) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

514
515

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

516

set.seed(11)

517

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

518

set.seed(11)

519

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

520

set.seed(11)

521

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

522
523

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

524

set.seed (11)

525

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

526
527

#Use the LDA to make predictions

528

set.seed (11)

529
530

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

531

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

532
533

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

534

set.seed (11)

535

Data_table_1_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

536

Data_table_1_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_1_40)

537

Data_table_1_40

538
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539
540

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

541

Data_table_1_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_40)

542

Data_table_1_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_1_40, what = "overall")

543

Data_table_1_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_1_40, what = "classes")

544
545
546

write.xlsx(Data_table_1_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA1_CM")

547
548

write.xlsx(Data_table_1_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA1_OS",
append = TRUE)

549
550

write.xlsx(Data_table_1_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA1_CS",
append = TRUE)

551
552

#LDA Replicate 2

553

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

554
555

set.seed(12) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

556
557

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

558

set.seed(12)

559

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

560

set.seed(12)

561

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

562

set.seed(12)

563

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

564
565

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

566

set.seed (12)

567

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

568
569

#Use the LDA to make predictions

570

set.seed (12)

571
572

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

573

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)
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574
575

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

576

set.seed (12)

577

Data_table_2_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

578

Data_table_2_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_2_40)

579

Data_table_2_40

580
581
582

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

583

Data_table_2_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_2_40)

584

Data_table_2_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_2_40, what = "overall")

585

Data_table_2_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_2_40, what = "classes")

586
587
588

write.xlsx(Data_table_2_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA2_CM", append = TRUE)

589
590

write.xlsx(Data_table_2_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA2_OS",
append = TRUE)

591
592

write.xlsx(Data_table_2_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA2_CS",
append = TRUE)

593
594

#LDA Replicate 3

595

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

596
597

set.seed(13) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

598
599

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

600

set.seed(13)

601

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

602

set.seed(13)

603

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

604

set.seed(13)

605

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

606
607

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis
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608

set.seed (13)

609

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

610
611

#Use the LDA to make predictions

612

set.seed (13)

613
614

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

615

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

616
617

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

618

set.seed (13)

619

Data_table_3_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

620

Data_table_3_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_3_40)

621

Data_table_3_40

622
623
624

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

625

Data_table_3_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_3_40)

626

Data_table_3_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_3_40, what = "overall")

627

Data_table_3_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_3_40, what = "classes")

628
629
630

write.xlsx(Data_table_3_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA3_CM", append = TRUE)

631
632

write.xlsx(Data_table_3_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA3_OS",
append = TRUE)

633
634

write.xlsx(Data_table_3_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA3_CS",
append = TRUE)

635
636

#LDA Replicate 4

637

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

638
639

set.seed(14) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

640
641

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

642

set.seed(14)
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643

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

644

set.seed(14)

645

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

646

set.seed(14)

647

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

648
649

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

650

set.seed (14)

651

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

652
653

#Use the LDA to make predictions

654

set.seed (14)

655
656

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

657

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

658
659

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

660

set.seed (14)

661

Data_table_4_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

662

Data_table_4_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_4_40)

663

Data_table_4_40

664
665
666

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

667

Data_table_4_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_4_40)

668

Data_table_4_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_4_40, what = "overall")

669

Data_table_4_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_4_40, what = "classes")

670
671
672

write.xlsx(Data_table_4_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA4_CM", append = TRUE)

673
674

write.xlsx(Data_table_4_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA4_OS",
append = TRUE)

675
676

write.xlsx(Data_table_4_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA4_CS",
append = TRUE)
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677
678

#LDA Replicate 5

679

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

680
681

set.seed(15) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

682
683

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

684

set.seed(15)

685

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

686

set.seed(15)

687

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

688

set.seed(15)

689

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

690
691

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

692

set.seed (15)

693

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

694
695

#Use the LDA to make predictions

696

set.seed (15)

697
698

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

699

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

700
701

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

702

set.seed (15)

703

Data_table_5_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

704

Data_table_5_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_5_40)

705

Data_table_5_40

706
707
708

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

709

Data_table_5_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_5_40)

710

Data_table_5_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_5_40, what = "overall")
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711

Data_table_5_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_5_40, what = "classes")

712
713
714

write.xlsx(Data_table_5_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA5_CM", append = TRUE)

715
716

write.xlsx(Data_table_5_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA5_OS",
append = TRUE)

717
718

write.xlsx(Data_table_5_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA5_CS",
append = TRUE)

719
720

#LDA Replicate 6

721

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

722
723

set.seed(16) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

724
725

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

726

set.seed(16)

727

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

728

set.seed(16)

729

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

730

set.seed(16)

731

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

732
733

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

734

set.seed (16)

735

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

736
737

#Use the LDA to make predictions

738

set.seed (16)

739
740

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

741

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

742
743

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

744

set.seed (16)
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745

Data_table_6_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

746

Data_table_6_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_6_40)

747

Data_table_6_40

748
749
750

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

751

Data_table_6_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_6_40)

752

Data_table_6_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_6_40, what = "overall")

753

Data_table_6_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_6_40, what = "classes")

754
755
756

write.xlsx(Data_table_6_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA6_CM", append = TRUE)

757
758

write.xlsx(Data_table_6_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA6_OS",
append = TRUE)

759
760

write.xlsx(Data_table_6_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA6_CS",
append = TRUE)

761
762

#LDA Replicate 7

763

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

764
765

set.seed(17) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

766
767

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

768

set.seed(17)

769

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

770

set.seed(17)

771

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

772

set.seed(17)

773

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

774
775

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

776

set.seed (17)

777

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

778
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779

#Use the LDA to make predictions

780

set.seed (17)

781
782

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

783

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

784
785

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

786

set.seed (17)

787

Data_table_7_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

788

Data_table_7_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_7_40)

789

Data_table_7_40

790
791
792

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

793

Data_table_7_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_7_40)

794

Data_table_7_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_7_40, what = "overall")

795

Data_table_7_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_7_40, what = "classes")

796
797
798

write.xlsx(Data_table_7_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA7_CM", append = TRUE)

799
800

write.xlsx(Data_table_7_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA7_OS",
append = TRUE)

801
802

write.xlsx(Data_table_7_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA7_CS",
append = TRUE)

803
804

#LDA Replicate 8

805

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

806
807

set.seed(18) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

808
809

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

810

set.seed(18)

811

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

812

set.seed(18)

813

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])
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814

set.seed(18)

815

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

816
817

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

818

set.seed (18)

819

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

820
821

#Use the LDA to make predictions

822

set.seed (18)

823
824

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

825

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

826
827

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

828

set.seed (18)

829

Data_table_8_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

830

Data_table_8_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_8_40)

831

Data_table_8_40

832
833
834

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

835

Data_table_8_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_8_40)

836

Data_table_8_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_8_40, what = "overall")

837

Data_table_8_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_8_40, what = "classes")

838
839
840

write.xlsx(Data_table_8_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA8_CM", append = TRUE)

841
842

write.xlsx(Data_table_8_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA8_OS",
append = TRUE)

843
844

write.xlsx(Data_table_8_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA8_CS",
append = TRUE)

845
846

#LDA Replicate 9

847

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.
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848
849

set.seed(19) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

850
851

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

852

set.seed(19)

853

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

854

set.seed(19)

855

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

856

set.seed(19)

857

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

858
859

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

860

set.seed (19)

861

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

862
863

#Use the LDA to make predictions

864

set.seed (19)

865
866

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

867

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

868
869

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

870

set.seed (19)

871

Data_table_9_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

872

Data_table_9_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_9_40)

873

Data_table_9_40

874
875
876

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

877

Data_table_9_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_9_40)

878

Data_table_9_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_9_40, what = "overall")

879

Data_table_9_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_9_40, what = "classes")

880
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881
882

write.xlsx(Data_table_9_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA9_CM", append = TRUE)

883
884

write.xlsx(Data_table_9_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA9_OS",
append = TRUE)

885
886

write.xlsx(Data_table_9_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "LDA9_CS",
append = TRUE)

887
888

#LDA Replicate 10

889

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

890
891

set.seed(20) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

892
893

Data_40_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

894

set.seed(20)

895

Data_40_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_40_train_size)

896

set.seed(20)

897

Data_40_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_40_train_ind,])

898

set.seed(20)

899

Data_40_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_40_train_ind,])

900
901

#Conduct linear discriminant analysis

902

set.seed (20)

903

Data_40_LDA <- lda(Group ~ ., data = Data_40_train_data)

904
905

#Use the LDA to make predictions

906

set.seed (20)

907
908

Data_40_LDA_predict <- predict(Data_40_LDA, newdata = Data_40_test_data, type =
"prob")

909

head(Data_40_LDA_predict)

910
911

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

912

set.seed (20)

913

Data_table_10_40= table (Data_40_LDA_predict$class,Data_40_test_data$Group)

914

Data_table_10_40 <- confusionMatrix(Data_table_10_40)
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915

Data_table_10_40

916
917
918

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

919

Data_table_10_CM <- as.matrix(Data_table_10_40)

920

Data_table_10_OS <- as.matrix(Data_table_10_40, what = "overall")

921

Data_table_10_CS <- as.matrix (Data_table_10_40, what = "classes")

922
923
924

write.xlsx(Data_table_10_CM, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA10_CM", append = TRUE)

925
926

write.xlsx(Data_table_10_OS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA10_OS", append = TRUE)

927
928

write.xlsx(Data_table_10_CS, file = "Data_LDA_Results.xlsx", sheetName =
"LDA10_CS", append = TRUE)

929
930
931

##Analysis using LDA as a classifier is now complete. The output file contains model
statistics and confusion matrix for further use.

932
933

##Random forest (RF) is going to be used as a classifier.

934
935

##For classification models the data will be split randomly into 70% training and 30% test
data. These proportions can be adjusted to suit data.

936

##The RF should be repeated at least 10x with different train and test data.

937
938
939
940

##Use the first set of train/test data determine optimal number of PCs to use in RF.This
should be completed for the data sets with differing numbers of principal comonents
compared above.

941
942

##For RF the tree number (ntree) and number of variables randomly sampled as candidates
at each split (mtry) must also be optimised.

943
944

##PC number, ntree and mtry will be optimised by cross vallidation using the caret
package.

945
946

##This example will use manual tuning in caret to tune parameters, the mtry and ntree
number will be depicted by the user.

947
948

##Other methods including grid and random searching can also be used in the caret
package.

949
950
951

##Create custom carot random forest for tuning mtry and ntree
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952

customRF <- list(type = "Classification", #Model type that will be used is classification.

953
954

library = "randomForest", #Other models can be used in caret so here specify
which model is to be used.
loop = NULL)

955
956
957

customRF$parameters <- data.frame(parameter = c("mtry", "ntree"),

958

class = rep("numeric", 2),

959

label = c("mtry", "ntree"))

960
961

customRF$grid <- function(x, y, len = NULL, search = "grid") {}

962
963

customRF$fit <- function(x, y, wts, param, lev, last, weights, classProbs) {
randomForest(x, y,

964
965
966

mtry = param$mtry, #mtry will be depicted by the object mtry which will be
created below, with user depicted mtry values.

967
968

ntree=param$ntree) #ntree will be depicted by the object mtry which will be
created below, with user depcited values.

969

}

970
971

#Predict label

972

customRF$predict <- function(modelFit, newdata, preProc = NULL, submodels = NULL)

973

predict(modelFit, newdata)

974
975

#Predict prob

976

customRF$prob <- function(modelFit, newdata, preProc = NULL, submodels = NULL)

977

predict(modelFit, newdata, type = "prob")

978
979

customRF$sort <- function(x) x[order(x[,1]),]

980

customRF$levels <- function(x) x$classes

981
982

##Create control function for training with 10 folds and keep 3 folds for training.

983
984

control <- trainControl(method="repeatedcv", #This uses repeated cross vallidation for
model tuning.
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985
986

suit data.

number=10, #Here 10 folds are being used, this number can be increased to
repeats=3,#Here 3 replicates are being used, this number can be increased to

987
988

suit data.

989
990
991
992

allowParallel = TRUE, sampling = "down") #For unbalanced data, over or
undersampling may be used to reduce negative impacts of the unbalance. For over
sampling 'sampling = "up"' should be used, if no under/over sampling is required this can
be removed.

993
994
995

##The control and custom random forest are now ready to use with the dataset.

996
997
998
999

##Use the first set of train/test data determine optimal number of PCs to use in RF.This
should be completed for the data sets with differing numbers of principal comonents
compared above.

1000
1001

#Testing 10 PCs

1002
1003

#create tunegrid with various mtry and ntree values for tuning the model.

1004
1005

#mtry should be a value ranging from 2 - total number of variables in the data set (will be
different for each of the reduced datasets).

1006

#ntree numbers can be experimented with to find optimal.

1007
1008

tunegrid_10 <- expand.grid(.mtry = (c(2,4,6,8,10)), .ntree =
c(500,1000,1500,2000,4000,6000,8000))

1009
1010

#Run caret with 10 PCs to find optimal parameters.

1011

set.seed (1)

1012

Data_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_10_DR))

1013

set.seed (1)

1014

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_10_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1015

set.seed (1)

1016

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_10_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1017

set.seed (1)

1018

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_10_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1019
1020

Data_Caret_10 <- train(Group~., data=Data_train_data,
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1021

method=customRF,

1022

metric='Accuracy',

1023

tuneGrid=tunegrid_10,

1024

trControl=control)

1025
1026

plot (Data_Caret_10)

1027

print (Data_Caret_10)

1028
1029

#Testing 20 PCs

1030
1031

#create tunegrid with various mtry and ntree values for tuning the model.

1032
1033

#mtry should be a value ranging from 2 - total number of variables in the data set (will be
different for each of the reduced datasets).

1034

#ntree numbers can be experimented with to find optimal.

1035
1036

tunegrid_20 <- expand.grid(.mtry = (c(2,5,10,15,20)), .ntree =
c(500,2000,1500,2000,4000,6000,8000))

1037
1038

#Run caret with 20 PCs to find optimal parameters.

1039

set.seed (1)

1040

Data_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_20_DR))

1041

set.seed (1)

1042

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1043

set.seed (1)

1044

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1045

set.seed (1)

1046

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1047
1048

Data_Caret_20 <- train(Group~., data=Data_train_data,

1049

method=customRF,

1050

metric='Accuracy',

1051

tuneGrid=tunegrid_20,

1052

trControl=control)

1053
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1054

plot (Data_Caret_20)

1055

print (Data_Caret_20)

1056
1057

#Testing 40 PCs

1058
1059

#create tunegrid with various mtry and ntree values for tuning the model.

1060
1061

#mtry should be a value ranging from 2 - total number of variables in the data set (will be
different for each of the reduced datasets).

1062

#ntree numbers can be experimented with to find optimal.

1063
1064

tunegrid_40 <- expand.grid(.mtry = (c(10,20,30,40)), .ntree =
c(500,4000,1500,4000,4000,6000,8000))

1065
1066

#Run caret with 40 PCs to find optimal parameters.

1067

set.seed (1)

1068

Data_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_40_DR))

1069

set.seed (1)

1070

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_40_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1071

set.seed (1)

1072

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1073

set.seed (1)

1074

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_40_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1075
1076

Data_Caret_40 <- train(Group~., data=Data_train_data,

1077

method=customRF,

1078

metric='Accuracy',

1079

tuneGrid=tunegrid_40,

1080

trControl=control)

1081
1082

plot (Data_Caret_40)

1083

print (Data_Caret_40)

1084
1085

#Testing 60 PCs

1086
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1087

#create tunegrid with various mtry and ntree values for tuning the model.

1088
1089

#mtry should be a value ranging from 2 - total number of variables in the data set (will be
different for each of the reduced datasets).

1090

#ntree numbers can be experimented with to find optimal.

1091
1092

tunegrid_60 <- expand.grid(.mtry = (c(10,20,30,40,50,60)), .ntree =
c(500,6000,1500,6000,6000,6000,8000))

1093
1094

#Run caret with 60 PCs to find optimal parameters.

1095

set.seed (1)

1096

Data_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_60_DR))

1097

set.seed (1)

1098

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_60_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1099

set.seed (1)

1100

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_60_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1101

set.seed (1)

1102

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_60_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1103
1104

Data_Caret_60 <- train(Group~., data=Data_train_data,

1105

method=customRF,

1106

metric='Accuracy',

1107

tuneGrid=tunegrid_60,

1108

trControl=control)

1109
1110

plot (Data_Caret_60)

1111

print (Data_Caret_60)

1112
1113

#Testing 80 PCs

1114
1115

#create tunegrid with various mtry and ntree values for tuning the model.

1116
1117

#mtry should be a value ranging from 2 - total number of variables in the data set (will be
different for each of the reduced datasets).

1118

#ntree numbers can be experimented with to find optimal.

1119
1120

tunegrid_80 <- expand.grid(.mtry = (c(10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80)), .ntree =
c(500,8000,1500,8000,8000,8000,8000))
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1121
1122

#Run caret with 80 PCs to find optimal parameters.

1123

set.seed (1)

1124

Data_train_size <- floor(0.7 * nrow(Data_80_DR))

1125

set.seed (1)

1126

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_80_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1127

set.seed (1)

1128

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_80_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1129

set.seed (1)

1130

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_80_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1131
1132

Data_Caret_80 <- train(Group~., data=Data_train_data,

1133

method=customRF,

1134

metric='Accuracy',

1135

tuneGrid=tunegrid_80,

1136

trControl=control)

1137
1138

plot (Data_Caret_80)

1139

print (Data_Caret_80)

1140
1141

##Caret plots and outputs can be saved for future use.

1142
1143
1144

##Use the caret output above to identify the model with the highest accuracy. Use the mtry
and ntree values identified by caret.

1145
1146

##This model will be used to complete the analysis, the model will be build at least 10
different times.

1147

##In this example 20 PCs will be selected as the most effective model.

1148
1149
1150

#Random Forest Rep 1

1151

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

1152
1153

set.seed (11) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.
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1154
1155

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1156

set.seed (11)

1157

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1158

set.seed (11)

1159

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1160

set.seed (11)

1161

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1162
1163
1164

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1165

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1166

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1167
1168
1169

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1170

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]

1171
1172

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1173

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1174
1175

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1176

set.seed (11)

1177

Data_RF1 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1178

print (Data_RF1)

1179
1180

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1181

set.seed (11)

1182

pred_Data_RF1 = predict (Data_RF1, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1183
1184

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1185

pred_Data_RF1 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF1)

1186

pred_Data_RF1 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF1)
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1187
1188
1189

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1190

Data_table_1_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF1)

1191

Data_table_1_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF1, what = "overall")

1192

Data_table_1_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF1, what = "classes")

1193
1194

write.xlsx(Data_table_1_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF1_CM")

1195
1196

write.xlsx(Data_table_1_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF1_OS",
append = TRUE)

1197
1198

write.xlsx(Data_table_1_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF1_CS",
append = TRUE)

1199
1200

#Random Forest Rep 2

1201

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

1202
1203

set.seed (12) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

1204
1205

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1206

set.seed (12)

1207

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1208

set.seed (12)

1209

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1210

set.seed (12)

1211

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1212
1213
1214

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1215

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1216

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1217
1218
1219

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1220

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]
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1222

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1223

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1224
1225

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1226

set.seed (12)

1227

Data_RF2 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1228

print (Data_RF2)

1229
1230

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1231

set.seed (12)

1232

pred_Data_RF2 = predict (Data_RF2, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1233
1234

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1235

pred_Data_RF2 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF2)

1236

pred_Data_RF2 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF2)

1237
1238
1239

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1240

Data_table_2_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF2)

1241

Data_table_2_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF2, what = "overall")

1242

Data_table_2_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF2, what = "classes")

1243
1244
1245

write.xlsx(Data_table_2_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF2_CM",
append = TRUE)

1246
1247

write.xlsx(Data_table_2_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF2_OS",
append = TRUE)

1248
1249

write.xlsx(Data_table_2_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF2_CS",
append = TRUE)

1250
1251

#Random Forest Rep 3

1252

#Define train and test split (70% Train/30% Test) - randomly.

1253
1254

set.seed (13) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.
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1255
1256

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1257

set.seed (13)

1258

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1259

set.seed (13)

1260

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1261

set.seed (13)

1262

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1263
1264
1265

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1266

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1267

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1268
1269
1270

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1271

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]

1272
1273

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1274

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1275
1276

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1277

set.seed (13)

1278

Data_RF3 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1279

print (Data_RF3)

1280
1281

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1282

set.seed (13)

1283

pred_Data_RF3 = predict (Data_RF3, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1284
1285

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1286

pred_Data_RF3 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF3)

1287

pred_Data_RF3 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF3)
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1288
1289
1290

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1291

Data_table_3_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF3)

1292

Data_table_3_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF3, what = "overall")

1293

Data_table_3_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF3, what = "classes")

1294
1295
1296

write.xlsx(Data_table_3_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF3_CM",
append = TRUE)

1297
1298

write.xlsx(Data_table_3_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF3_OS",
append = TRUE)

1299
1300

write.xlsx(Data_table_3_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF3_CS",
append = TRUE)

1301
1302

#Random Forest Rep 4

1303

#Define train and test split (70% Train/40% Test) - randomly.

1304
1305

set.seed (14) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

1306
1307

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1308

set.seed (14)

1309

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1310

set.seed (14)

1311

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1312

set.seed (14)

1313

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1314
1315
1316

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1317

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1318

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1319
1320
1321

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1322

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]
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1323
1324

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1325

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1326
1327

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1328

set.seed (14)

1329

Data_RF4 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1330

print (Data_RF4)

1331
1332

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1333

set.seed (14)

1334

pred_Data_RF4 = predict (Data_RF4, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1335
1336

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1337

pred_Data_RF4 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF4)

1338

pred_Data_RF4 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF4)

1339
1340
1341

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1342

Data_table_4_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF4)

1343

Data_table_4_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF4, what = "overall")

1344

Data_table_4_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF4, what = "classes")

1345
1346
1347

write.xlsx(Data_table_4_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF4_CM",
append = TRUE)

1348
1349

write.xlsx(Data_table_4_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF4_OS",
append = TRUE)

1350
1351

write.xlsx(Data_table_4_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF4_CS",
append = TRUE)

1352
1353

#Random Forest Rep 5

1354

#Define train and test split (70% Train/50% Test) - randomly.

1355
1356

set.seed (15) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.
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1357
1358

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1359

set.seed (15)

1360

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1361

set.seed (15)

1362

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1363

set.seed (15)

1364

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1365
1366
1367

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1368

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1369

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1370
1371
1372

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1373

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]

1374
1375

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1376

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1377
1378

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1379

set.seed (15)

1380

Data_RF5 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1381

print (Data_RF5)

1382
1383

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1384

set.seed (15)

1385

pred_Data_RF5 = predict (Data_RF5, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1386
1387

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1388

pred_Data_RF5 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF5)

1389

pred_Data_RF5 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF5)
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1390
1391
1392

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1393

Data_table_5_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF5)

1394

Data_table_5_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF5, what = "overall")

1395

Data_table_5_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF5, what = "classes")

1396
1397
1398

write.xlsx(Data_table_5_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF5_CM",
append = TRUE)

1399
1400

write.xlsx(Data_table_5_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF5_OS",
append = TRUE)

1401
1402

write.xlsx(Data_table_5_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF5_CS",
append = TRUE)

1403
1404

#Random Forest Rep 6

1405

#Define train and test split (70% Train/60% Test) - randomly.

1406
1407

set.seed (16) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

1408
1409

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1410

set.seed (16)

1411

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1412

set.seed (16)

1413

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1414

set.seed (16)

1415

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1416
1417
1418

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1419

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1420

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1421
1422
1423

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1424

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]
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1425
1426

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1427

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1428
1429

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1430

set.seed (16)

1431

Data_RF6 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1432

print (Data_RF6)

1433
1434

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1435

set.seed (16)

1436

pred_Data_RF6 = predict (Data_RF6, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1437
1438

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1439

pred_Data_RF6 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF6)

1440

pred_Data_RF6 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF6)

1441
1442
1443

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1444

Data_table_6_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF6)

1445

Data_table_6_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF6, what = "overall")

1446

Data_table_6_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF6, what = "classes")

1447
1448

write.xlsx(Data_table_6_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF6_CM")

1449
1450

write.xlsx(Data_table_6_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF6_OS",
append = TRUE)

1451
1452

write.xlsx(Data_table_6_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF6_CS",
append = TRUE)

1453
1454

#Random Forest Rep 7

1455

#Define train and test split (70% Train/70% Test) - randomly.

1456
1457

set.seed (17) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.
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1458
1459

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1460

set.seed (17)

1461

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1462

set.seed (17)

1463

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1464

set.seed (17)

1465

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1466
1467
1468

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1469

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1470

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1471
1472
1473

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1474

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]

1475
1476

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1477

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1478
1479

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1480

set.seed (17)

1481

Data_RF7 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1482

print (Data_RF7)

1483
1484

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1485

set.seed (17)

1486

pred_Data_RF7 = predict (Data_RF7, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1487
1488

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1489

pred_Data_RF7 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF7)

1490

pred_Data_RF7 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF7)
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1491
1492
1493

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1494

Data_table_7_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF7)

1495

Data_table_7_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF7, what = "overall")

1496

Data_table_7_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF7, what = "classes")

1497
1498
1499

write.xlsx(Data_table_7_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF7_CM",
append = TRUE)

1500
1501

write.xlsx(Data_table_7_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF7_OS",
append = TRUE)

1502
1503

write.xlsx(Data_table_7_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF7_CS",
append = TRUE)

1504
1505

#Random Forest Rep 8

1506

#Define train and test split (70% Train/80% Test) - randomly.

1507
1508

set.seed (18) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

1509
1510

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1511

set.seed (18)

1512

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1513

set.seed (18)

1514

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1515

set.seed (18)

1516

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1517
1518
1519

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1520

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1521

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1522
1523
1524

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1525

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]
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1526
1527

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1528

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1529
1530

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1531

set.seed (18)

1532

Data_RF8 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1533

print (Data_RF8)

1534
1535

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1536

set.seed (18)

1537

pred_Data_RF8 = predict (Data_RF8, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1538
1539

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1540

pred_Data_RF8 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF8)

1541

pred_Data_RF8 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF8)

1542
1543
1544

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1545

Data_table_8_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF8)

1546

Data_table_8_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF8, what = "overall")

1547

Data_table_8_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF8, what = "classes")

1548
1549
1550

write.xlsx(Data_table_8_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF8_CM",
append = TRUE)

1551
1552

write.xlsx(Data_table_8_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF8_OS",
append = TRUE)

1553
1554

write.xlsx(Data_table_8_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF8_CS",
append = TRUE)

1555
1556

#Random Forest Rep 9

1557

#Define train and test split (70% Train/90% Test) - randomly.

1558
1559

set.seed (19) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.
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1560
1561

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1562

set.seed (19)

1563

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1564

set.seed (19)

1565

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1566

set.seed (19)

1567

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1568
1569
1570

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1571

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1572

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1573
1574
1575

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1576

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]

1577
1578

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1579

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1580
1581

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1582

set.seed (19)

1583

Data_RF9 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1584

print (Data_RF9)

1585
1586

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1587

set.seed (19)

1588

pred_Data_RF9 = predict (Data_RF9, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1589
1590

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1591

pred_Data_RF9 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF9)

1592

pred_Data_RF9 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF9)
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1593
1594
1595

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1596

Data_table_9_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF9)

1597

Data_table_9_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF9, what = "overall")

1598

Data_table_9_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF9, what = "classes")

1599
1600
1601

write.xlsx(Data_table_9_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF9_CM",
append = TRUE)

1602
1603

write.xlsx(Data_table_9_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF9_OS",
append = TRUE)

1604
1605

write.xlsx(Data_table_9_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF9_CS",
append = TRUE)

1606
1607

#Random Forest Rep 10

1608

#Define train and test split (70% Train/100% Test) - randomly.

1609
1610

set.seed (20) #This is important to insure reproducibility of results, changing this number
also allows for different random splits of data.

1611
1612

Data_train_size <- floor(0.8 * nrow(Data_20_DR)) #To adjust proportion of data to be
assigned to training change the value (0.7) here.

1613

set.seed (20)

1614

Data_train_ind <- sample(nrow(Data_20_DR), size = Data_train_size)

1615

set.seed (20)

1616

Data_train_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[Data_train_ind,])

1617

set.seed (20)

1618

Data_test_data <- as.data.frame(Data_20_DR[-Data_train_ind,])

1619
1620
1621

#Balance the data using over or under sampling. If classes are balanced this step can be
skipped.

1622

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1623

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1624
1625
1626

Data_train_data <- downSample(Data_train_data, Data_train_data$Group, list = FALSE,
yname = "Group") #To use random over sampling change command to upSample.

1627

Data_train_data <- Data_train_data [,-22]
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1628
1629

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 1)

1630

sum (Data_train_data$Group == 2)

1631
1632

#Conduct random forest analysis.

1633

set.seed (20)

1634

Data_RF10 <- randomForest(Group ~ ., data=Data_train_data, mtry =2 , ntree = 2000)

1635

print (Data_RF10)

1636
1637

#Use the random forest to make predictions.

1638

set.seed (20)

1639

pred_Data_RF10 = predict (Data_RF10, newdata = Data_test_data [,-21])

1640
1641

#Create and view the confusion matrix.

1642

pred_Data_RF10 = table (Data_test_data[,21], pred_Data_RF10)

1643

pred_Data_RF10 <- confusionMatrix(pred_Data_RF10)

1644
1645
1646

#Save output to file. One method is presented here but any method for saving from R can
be used.

1647

Data_table_10_CM <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF10)

1648

Data_table_10_OS <- as.matrix(pred_Data_RF10, what = "overall")

1649

Data_table_10_CS <- as.matrix (pred_Data_RF10, what = "classes")

1650
1651
1652

write.xlsx(Data_table_10_CM, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF10_CM",
append = TRUE)

1653
1654

write.xlsx(Data_table_10_OS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF10_OS",
append = TRUE)

1655
1656

write.xlsx(Data_table_10_CS, file = "Data_RF_Results.xlsx", sheetName = "RF10_CS",
append = TRUE)

1657
1658

##Analysis using random forest as a classifier is now complete. The output file contains

1659

model statistics and confusion matrix for further use
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